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• Scope • of. the. .present̂ ctJyfltB?;?;* . f — • * - . 
, • r t h e on ̂ he .iE'Qonomic: ̂ De^lojmmt qf ;B|raz4-l"M an attempt was 

r xr¡ad¡e ̂  al^idate, the Jt&aíc fector^which ĥ rf l^ou^t. aftout the chanca, yjblch 
ĵ toĉ  l̂ , t)ie .Brazilian economy .during the -past ̂ ŷ nty-rtlrp Cta 

the "basis of the conclusions drawn therein,, :the present , analysis has .beenmade 
with the object of extending research into the problems which confront Brazilian 
economy in its present phase of development,,The period under consideration is 

jse.rt̂ in .featuare8\̂ hich.;jwe. of great--.--ln5>ort«nce. t&r econotoic 
¡ covers;the -totegval between the prevalence of a wa^ ̂coiĵ njfijending 
in the; beginning of/rearmament econox^.i^ 1950», Jt csn bq divided into 

¿: t p j & p . p ? ^ . , '*JEhe first CX945) > ̂ s, B̂jrlcecL 
by a considerable: expansion, of.international a rise- in the .prices of. raw 
materials and a general trend towards inflation, . The following stage; (l9̂ §'-̂ 9) 

Véxhibi^k a disequiiibriufli in the balahce of payáenter of several;-countries ~ 
ŷ lfaélMÍííg Brazil -- in relaticrtv t<& the: dollar area caused by a diminishin̂ 'rate 
f̂df econcmiio activity in the United- States and by the extension of exbhfen̂  control 
sÉr&BiiVê i Thié stage: ¿lóseá with the devaluation of the pound sterling, which 

« Vafrfollowed by a.number- of- important monetary • readjustments in ftany countries. 
-Brazil's* decision not to devalue its currency'' is linked with another development 
/whi6h took'plac'Q-towards the close of this stage, riSmeiy, the sharp r ise; in the 
pri'ce ofv coffee ̂on the world: market, Thiŝ  latter phéhómenonMB'tiot< due to-any 
vchange in the configuration. of world:prices; but to a modification iñthe 
structure of the coffee market, * , 'V-v/? 

Though the steady recovery which began in the second half- qf -l^^ was 
ŝ cjw, its pace vas strongly acce^ratQd by political events in;,the;; Far East ¿in 
^950, That;vyear ,undoubt̂  mark;s the beginning of a third;;;staĝ -;î post--war 
economic development. Only brief reference is made to. this;; third p^se in the 

. .present, study, since it is still too early to make any detailed analysis. 
j the neit fév years are 
* ¿Ireády" takihg 'shape• Thé^'áa^ ̂ érsummed úp in a qúestioñ wljich arisés from 

^ Economic Survey of Latin America 19̂ 9« Chapter VIII. 
. f• \ /analysis of 
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analysis of the facts: to vĥ t.-eô n̂ -liave the changes of the past five years 
rendered the Brazilian economy, particularly the Volume of' tmentŝ . move 
independent1 of fluctuations in foreign .marlcets? , This question must needs be 
answered before/a' reply, can be ,®ade to the next'; namely: what problems : for the 
'economic developaient of:Brazil yiil be created by the changeQ ixi the vórtft''-"'' 
economic situation which began, in 1$$0T J ' • 

Intensity of economic deve lô ient . 
The first difficulty encountered tix the analysis of Brazilian economy 

is that due to the inadequacy of the dat& regarding national income^ It may be 
assumed, however, that" the .partial estímate of "the groes national1 product ' 
(production of goods) used in the present study, constitutes a fairapptfco&mtion 
andf- for the specific obJectsenvisaged, is an acceptable instrument of 
analysis^' • > 

, The concept of economic..development ad Understood in this study implies 
the idea of an increment of productivity, /Which presupposes either an increase in 
the amount? of equipment per gainfully employed person, the ,technical improvement 
of such equipment, or the rationalization of the organization of production. 

An incoase in the national income or in the t product ion of goods over a 
-short or medium period, therefore, does not necessarily imply economic developmen 
since $t may be a pnrély cyclical phenomenon, and arise merely as a result of .. 
better.utilisation of the already existing productive factors. .Development is a 
structural phenomenon, entailing an increase in productive, capacity per gainfully 
employed person. ̂  , . * 

1/ See Chapter I, Appendix A, for a discussion of the limitations of tfels' 
estimate and the validity of the index Of the production of gbods in the 
analysis 6f economic development; ! ' • >w. \ \ . .-

¿/ ' *'"'' • •• , '/spbntah'éóusly Clearly,-the cycle is the means by which capitalistic economy/adjusts its 
m structure, but this does,not mean that a change, of structure may not be a 

historical phenomenon, projected beyond the cyclical period. 

t v 

/Since changes 
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Sinóe chaiigéa in productive capacita whatever their origin,, express 
themselves in tehattgea in the q u a n t u m o f — p̂rovided that capacity does 
not vixta&eá ** ^ of the quantiua of production must; 
Hii^cw^ the "basic element; employed in assessing productive 
Capacity.However, a pictuie: of the process <>£ economic development cannot 
be obtained simplpby estimating: changes in productive capacity* The analysis 
must be taken a little further; in or&er to provide answers to the following two 
queries?; a) To what extent were the goods produced available for consumption and 

* for capital formation within th$ dountryj and b): Whaij. proportion of the increased 
supply ofvgoods was absorbed* by* ooosuaption and i&at proportion • ooû A fce set aside 
in orderjto expand productive capacity? , The first of .these questions Is pnswered 
by the estimate of;the total ŷ uro,: ofavaiiable -goo&0y.¡and 'tfte second by computing 
the rate. of capital foritatlQn in relation to the availability of goods. Let us 
seetoov this- analysis may be app̂ ied to $razil during the period under review» 

The data contained in Chapter 1, and summarized in Chart 1, .indicate that 
the ̂ production {óf goods c^id^r^di^is real te*mfl. ¿abasad..at an: average annual 
rateabout p$r cent* This :¡rataia cw^idarabJ^ bighey than that of, tha 
groiwfch of the population, vhioh â oulf t total volumes of primary 
production (agricultUi #̂ and of second-
ary production (manufacturipg a»d building) are ehowxi separately in Chart1# There 
is nothing, to indicate;, t&at development in one aectortoofc place at the expense of 
the other. This, however* ia simply a, pcanment̂  not intended to imply oxxy Judgment 
mtb^the ideal, foa^ of dpvelojpent fw the,pountry :in its present stage. : . .. 

Goods produced are consumed either at home or abroad, and in the latter 
event terms -of. trade ̂ re of material significance*,. .-.¿If the new goods produced are 
exported in a periodof de-terioratiiig /terms, of trade¿ increased production will 
not pQincide vith.gr^a^r dcpeatic supplies pf goods* In this case, a fundamental 
cbndition wit&qut whiĉ i. increased production of goods cannot lead to economic 
j- deye^pront, will *xot £aya been ̂ ^illed. 

wp'rTtb^ixMk of cagilSa! ínG<^yúúe0: nó% similarly consespond to that of 
product lye capacity, since it may fluctuate strictly in relation to the ~ 
terms of trade, 

/Between l$h>9 
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Between 19^5 and 19%, • the teiins of 'trdde ̂QTo relatively stable, 
though there were shaTp fluctuations friam year to year.- In 1950, .however, a , 
steep rise occurred, due-principally to the increase in-the price of coffee; 
Chart 2 shows the'production of goods, the terms of1 trade, and the availability of 
goods. In 19^5 and 19^6 there was a considerable difference^be^een the total 
of available goods and that of production, owing'to the-abnormal foreign trade 
situation, which led to the accumulation in Brázil of substantial monetary " 
reservesThe same chart shows that'the rising trend óf curve 1 (production of 
goods), is attenuated by the-deterioration of the terms of trade in l$h6 and 15^8, 
the effect being transferred to curve 2 (availability of goods). In 19^7, 19^9 
and 1950 the opposite occurred, :The effect of the terns of trade was not: 
positively felt until 1950; In fact, of the increase of 5,981 thousand 
cruzeiros (19^7) In the'total value of goods available In that year, 2,657 
thousand cruzeiros -- that is; kh1 per'cent — wére attributable to the Improvement 
of the terms of trade. 

• The-total of available goods and, on k separate curve, the fraction : 
absorbed by consumption and. that remaining for tile formation of capital,, are -
shown in Chart 3. It will be noted from cû tb>?V:;that the proportion of gcods 
set aside for capitalization Increased considerably until I9V?, and. thatfrhere 
was then a sharp drop/ followed by a recovery,•< though the 19^9 level has not 
been overtaken. Between 19^5 and 19^6 the entire increase ln; available goods 
was absorbed in capital formation, In addition tó w&ich partofthe goods 
previously intended for consumption were diverted for the same'purpbse. During 

l/ The Brazilian Government held a large proportion of these reserves to 
guarantee its currency and use ¿art to redeem the public debt. In both cases, 
national assets were increased by compulsory savings. However, this expansion of 
assets is not included 'in the estimate oif capital foírmation. In any case we 
have to ask whether an increase In national capital resulting from the accumuíátlpi 

.a • of monetary reserves can be considered as/sign of economic development If we 
0 ' •. • * 

define thisj as above,;by reference to increased productive:capacity. The answer 
is certainly in,the negative* 

/this period 
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this period population-possibly suffered a reduction 
in consumption» Since .capítal sformation "has: again been;.intensif ied: ̂ 2,5 
per• bent of the annual'increase;in available goods.in:19̂ 9 and 32.per cent in 
1950 hás:goné- to- the capital formation, ? * \ ' > -M • • -J 
• ' : :: • • 'Talcing the1 péíldd under review-'as'a wholey it will-be found thatthe 
ateráge artouar ráté of̂  i&cféaée in the total :ofgoodsavailable for tho formation 
of:3dapi'tfei has been about 15-.5 peroentv If,-however, tfee year 19̂ 5̂  vhicti: 
c&s^itutes an extremely low base, is. excluded/: the arate falls to 5.1 parent. 
After allowing for the increase in the-gainfully employed'popvilatipn,;: about-
2 per cent per annum, there remains a margin which indicates the rate of expansion 
óf 'Investments employed in increasing productivity* The significance of these 
figures is naturally limited* they only indicate that the total amount, of fixed 
capital which :was added to- that already réxieting .-in Brazil, increased between 
19k6 and I95Ó at an average annual rate of- 5+1 per cent, or, allowing for ,the 
increase in the population, at>an~ annual average rató of 3 per cent» /In order 
'to obtain)^or^ accurate-pic'tarrOf*the rate*.of <development, it would--be nacessary 
to compare intensive investments, that is, those investments wiricfc increase the 
capital invested per worker, with the total amount of capital already invested 
in reproductive occupations in Brazil. In this vay an. lad.©x of t'ae increase in 
the'productive capacity of the general labour íf-orce wouloL ;.be -cbtained̂ f- r . 

' -1An analysis of this type1: is: extremely difficult becausu no data-are 
available* óñ the amount of capital already'invested in. Brazil*Using-the. l̂ hO 
census data as a point of reference,;however,. and assuming, that investments 
between 19^0 and I9I+9 ̂rere -barely-adequate to/cover depreciation and .employ the 
populations increment ai the existing levél of: .productivity, it will be found-that 
the investments made in! 1950"- should have, fiaade po&sible an increa© of"-7 per-cent 
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In the capital investment pei* gainfully employed person, as compared with 
the 19^0 level^ 

If the intensive investments made during the past ten years raised the 
capital investment per gainfully employed person by t per cent, and the population 
Increased by 25 per cent over the' same period, it may be concluded that the 
increase of population absorbed 78 $ér cént'of nét capitalization. This compares 
unfavourably with the figure of 60 per cent in the7 United states during the latter 
half of the past century, when the 'population of that' country was growing as fast 
as or faster than that of Brazil at present; However, it must be borne in mind 
that at its present stage of development Brazil does hot enjoy the advantage of 
an influx of foreign capital comparable to that which'fell to the United States . i. • - . .. 
during the aforesaid period. 

An estimate of this nature/can clearly be no'more than a very summary 
approximation. • However, the trend and the magnitude of the data lead to two 
general conclusions: firstly, that.Brazilian̂ economy is developing not only, 
extensively, that Is to say, with the growth of the population, but also 
intensively; and secondly, that this latter development, that is the increase 
in productive capacity per gainfully employed person, is not progressing at an 
exceptionally high rate.'" .i 

if According to the 19^0 Census, agriculture (excluding the value of the land 
itself), industry and services absorbed 3^.2 thousand million cruzeiros in 1939» 
In the same year, there were about lb million gainfully employed persons (popula-
tion census statistics). Hende the capital investment per gainfully employed 
person was about.2^kk0 cruzeiros which, at'I9V7 prices, représente about 8,000 
cruzeiros. In 1950 gross capital formation amounted to 25,176 million 19^7 
cruzeiros (sée Chápter I, Appendix C). Thus assuming, that 50 per cent of this 
capital was absorbed by re-equipment, and allowing for the increase of about 350 
thousand persons in the employable population in 1950, It will be found that the 
amount of capital investment in increased productivity rose to 9,788 million 
19^7 cruzeiros. Given that the total labour force by the end of 1950 should 
have stood at 17.8 million persons, the increase in the capital investment per 
gainfully employed person would appear to be 550 cruzeiros, that is, a rise of 
6,9 per cent as compared with the 8,000 cruzeiros referred to above.. 

/Factors restricting 
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. Factors, restrictecqnomlc ̂development* 
s • .it. ..pointed out in .the precedIng'sectipn that'"' eóonpmic development 

presuppose^ increasing capital investment in'the productive'process. Trie 
intem¿fica$ion o^ capital formation if, therefore the essential préConditiori 
Qtifijhlghex ratty ofdeve leprae jit. ' ' 
¿ „. „ We .shall .proceed to'analyze the three principal'obstacles to the 
.expansion of-capital formation in Brazil, viz : ' a}'thé low level of "Yea;!-per 
capita incotnê , v b) inadequate capacity to import; 'and c) inefficient 
utilization,pf available capital. "* ^ * 

'.• •..The first <j>b£3tacle to the acceleration of developing capital formation 
in Brazil, is the low level of real per capita income, since / as is generally 
recognized, the capacity, to save is. a faction of the leveí'óf real income. 
Howeyer̂ . the ̂ eptrictive influence, of this factor is to á certain'e^'eht offset 
;,by the .size of the dpme.stic î arket. If, on the one hand, the individual 
capacity, to save is limited̂  on t.he other, Brazil's large population .éñábles 
the country to benefit to some extent from'the éeónbmic advantaged of mass 
production* We are dealing here with â  fUná̂ ieî íál problem of the process of 
development, that is ̂to say, the ¿p%iwm,'ütílí^tiott"bf technical resources. 
The capacity to install and us© units of'an optimum size-'at & given 
technical level with a country }.s own resources d'ependjs on th :̂1leVei 6f real 
per capita income and the size, of the population. ?Cléaríy7v5a county'-with- a 
population.twice es.large, as that,of another, but with a real pet capita' 
incoma only .one-third of the other 's, is relatively less able tb take full 
advantafep ,pf,.the..qconcTOic, benefits of ma^s production»;' Other thingsbe ing 
. é^ua^v h^^ar^/t-heyíSi^: t̂ihe • pppulation "is,*úiidoû edíy; a f actor ô -̂  
^©ñsi^rable. signif icance. It .ls true"that' a' country mayr'cn/erccMne the 
limitations of the . domestic market' by .e0tablish,ing/,ê lórt,'î  but such 
a solution implies relatively'large 'capital'avIllabilítléB." 

. .. .The size of the population is, therefore, a factor iwhich tb §ome 
extent ''cherclcfr' the ''-6fIqk. 
' de vé iopWrit";1' H ó ^ e v e t ' / i t may 
equally-' bê  arg^d that,^^ per Rápita- î cô ^̂ ^ it impossible to deriva full 
advantage from a large population» . Y-'"' 

/The second 
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The ae¿oñd limitation ftfiéés Jjdade^ua^ the 
cápitaí ¿óódsnecessaryfor thé trañafórtiiailon óf savings into real investment. 
The indices of g^oss capital formaticm and of the capacity to import are plottec 
on Chart k• The relatively intensive development of capital formation will be 
noted. In order to transform savings into capital goods, Brazil has been 
compelled not oiily to intensify domestic production of these goods in relative 
tertte, ̂  bjat also to modify the structure of its imports. íííhus between 19^5 
and 1950, imports of capital goods expanded at an average annual rate of 25.9 
per cent, whilst imports of consumer goods, including fuel; increased at an 
average rate of 10.3 per cent.^ Even so, the share of imported capital goods 
in the total supply of this clasé of goods (excluding building materials), 
fell from 68.8 per cent in 19̂ 7 to ¡50.9 per cent in 1950» 

The capacity to import has been increasingly absorbed by other less 
elastic Imports than capital goods, such as basic cheinicals and fuel. A drastic 
read Justment, .Í4 the. structure of imports thus becomes essential, the dévelopmenl 
of domestic production of capital goods mare urgent still. 

In certain aspects, however, these measures coincide, since the shorty 
of consumer goods — and especially ofdurable cónsúmer goods «^resulting from 
the preference for imports of capital goods tends to direct the small capital 
available towards the production of such consumer goods, to the detriment of 
investment in the production of capital goods. 

We arrive thus at the third factor which limits economic development h 
Brazil: the inefficient utilization of available capital. Much, of course, 
remains to be done in connexion with the organization arid rationalization of 
production.. However, the rationalization of manufacturing methods is in itself 
one of the higher manifestations of technique, and there can therefore be no 
rationalization without the prior improvement of technique,. 

1 • •- -U 1 '- '' t 'I' • 
y ¡Domestic production of capital goods increased at an annual rate of 

lb per cent between 19^5 arid I95O, whereas the rate of increase of : 
the' prb&uctlon of consum©r gppds ;was 3.9 per cent (see Chapter I, table 7)* 

2/ When fuelís are excluded t W average annual rate of expansion Is , , 
8..5 per cent. ... • , 

/This problem 
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This problemhas'important economic consequences/some of which have 
been dealt With previously in thé reports.of the Economic Commission.fpr 
Latin America.^ 

A thorough- analysis of the Brazilian cotton textile industry, carried, 
out* in. I95O by the Commission's experts, once again brought to the fore the 
problem, of the very low efficiency of labour,, resulting from the technical 
methods1 applied in the industry* At the same time, however, the analysis 
stressed other-impórtañt aspects of the problem. Thus, there is an apparent 
wastage of labour not only in factories where the equipment is outworn and. 
obsolete, but also in plants equipped with the most modern machinery., jThis 
phenomenon is of considerable importance , and is connected with, the general 

2/ 
problem of productivity, some aspects of which will be investigated below.-' 
For the time being, it must be emphasized that loV efficiency of labour should 
not be confused with improper utilization of the fixed capital available.. 
In fact, it is precisely where efficiency i& lowsat'that the attempt, is very 
often made to obtain a higher yield frpm fixed capital than would be-usual 
under normal conditions. In other words, 'the low.efficiency of labour in 
countries such as Brazil is one aspect of the problem of the-shortage of • 
capital. In such circumstances, the raising of efficiency by means of. 
rationalization, involving only a saving of'labour, may offer small, if not 
infinitesimal, economic advantage from the domestic point of view,**" .unless the 
labour surplus can be put to use. From the point of view of the enterprise 
itself, there is little incentive to the introduction of more rational manufac-
turing methods, since the. cost of the labour unit is relatively small:.*in 
proportion to the total "cost of the product. The report of the-CommisBion 
•shows that the repercussion of a saving in labour on costs, of'production is 
7 to.,8, times greater in United States textile, industry than in,that of Brazil.-
Taking into, account the fact that a substantial part of the apparent labour 
1/ See Economic Survey of Latin America 19̂ 91 Chapter V. 
2/ See Chapter IV> below.. 
3/ Rationalization might, entail' certain disadvantages when an undertaking has 

been established with foreign capital, since it would involve a reduction, of 
expenditure on wages and an. increase in profits. When profits are not re-
invested but remitted, abroad, rationalization will entail a loss to the 
country in which, the undertaking is located., 

/surplus in 
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•:•'• surplus in the faet'bffiéB cíóîtêíijSîéĉcé&> tfcto¿ «xcéda-̂ yl©-ldaqí̂ !capal, it 
becómes- .evident that the:redaction- in • laboû ' coets aiccluing - from r ationallzat ion 
would be much less than might at first be supposed. r; 

•n- The great ̂igniflcance'io?1 the Nationalization of labour in highly 
industrialized; countries¡ is due-to- thé high level; of vages and the. shortage, of 
labour. Whe^thesé twoactors aré .not both present, the reduction- of,, industrial 
employment by ̂means . of rationalization leads: to; the. formation of a labour surplus 
'which,, unless It* can bé abs orbed';: át thé same level of productivity, exerts -this 
pressure oh wages, and in a-country exporting primary products,/may. possibly 
contribute to a deterioration in the terms of trade. On the - other hand^the 
lówering of real wages' (actual or virtual), provided it does not affect-thfh 
price of imported e-quipment, will módify the ratio of the cost of equipment .to 

¡ :wages 'ih; favour of the: former-, thus discouraging investment in fixed capital for 
thé ̂raising-"of productivity * 

' Thése ''counts not - inteítóetí-- to- pirovev;the uselessness of rationaliza-
tion, which necessarilyaóóompanies the technical improvement and modernization 
of equipment¡ The Sole purpose1 of these observations is to show that organization 
develops concurrently with a country's economy as a whole. 

Onlyfcertain 
conditions of general development is it póssible to make use of all the 
resources' -of the" scientific organizatiofe" of labouzy which in turn makes possible 
high levels of productivity. 

l; Nor should it be assumed from what has been said that- little can be 
^ i" . 

done in an economy such as that of Brazil with á vieV to the better utilization 
of the capital available. An enormous amount remains to be done as regards the 
co-ordination.of investments. Recently an attempt was made to draw'up a 
systematic general plan of Government: investment, but the ..problem of integrating 

• this with private investments is only now beginning to be studiéd.^ This 
task of integration "will certainly be Easier once a general plan of development 
has been formulated. - v 
1/ One of the tasks of the recently established national,Council of Economy 

ui}der its Statutes is to draw up a general plan of investment for Brazil. 
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In the .̂ following secition, of the outstanding problems of the 
..present phase? <of • e c m c ^ In ̂ ratil will/he dealt with. The solution 
v o f V i l i e B e * - \ V t l l . v h i a i e , on" the basis-of a 
general plan of^.dweioí^ntv- v . ' " > f; ' : ' 

' Sc¿e pfobleiftB arising ¿rom the piresen̂  pha.se of development 
'''' fiVr'y The most serious problem connected with the present stage of economic 
development of 'Brazil is probably that of intensifying investment in' the basic 
sectors; that Is, transport, power and basic ,industries• There areinfaet; 
two separate prbblems here", but their solutions are interdependent. On the 
one hand, the development of transport and of power production during the past 
two'decades has been relatively retarded; uriless the pressing problem of. re*, 
equipment is solved and the need for an improvement of the. services rendered by 
theie two ̂sectors 4$ met, the present rate of development .cannot be maintained 
or Intensified. On the other hand,, past experience seems to h¿tve adequately 
proved that there is very little possibility of solving this problem without first 
'developing the basic industries, that is, those which ajake possible the domestic 
production of part of the equipment .which its solution makes necessary in , 

" increasing amounts.* However, the installation and operation of these industries 
presupposes power and transport availabilities* To achieve an optimum solution 
from the economic point of view/ therefore, the two problems must be considered 
as interconnected. ; 

The fact that these two difficulties can only be dealt with in 
conjunction does not imply that they spring from the same causes. The need to 
intensify investment In transport and energy -production derives from the. slow, 
development in these two sectors during the past twenty years, whereas the .. 
necessity to Intensify development of.rths basic industries is a consequence, 
rather, of inadequate capaciV-, tP. • i»P9r The latter difficulty is therefore, 
more deep-rooted; a fact which, must be; ̂ ep.t in mind when a coipmpn solution la 
being sought. In* fact, if we seek to remove the former difficulty without 
taking into account the latter, the Inadequacy of the capacity to import will 

. be aggravated. , .Op,, the. other ha^d, the. gravity of the first, difficulty-will be 
diminished to J^e eyte^t that^prog^es, iWijadê  in éiiminating the second; 

" .. . /if Brazil 
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-If Brazil: is tumble ctdLmaraifadture pacrtoF the capital goods which it 
- requires in increasing (juantities for̂ lta-tdeyeiopaent̂ .the -limitation og foreign 
means of payment will constitute a strong oheck on such;development. The ' 
experience of the .past fey years is .inqtruQtivê  in t̂ is connexion, The quantum. 

, of .importa of .capital goode SSáSfi^ff 2&,0 ¿V'cent ''jbê een 19^7 and l950> 
though their value in relation to. tĥe value ̂  of all imports at current prides > 
increased from 37.9 per rcent. to kO per cent., TJie fact that the supply of, capital 
goods (excluding building ) vas able to <̂ vertate the 19^7 1evel by 195Qwas due 
to the. substantial increase of domestic production, which rose by .58 per cent 
over that period..; Thus, given that the jlejijsad for capitalgoods rises more,, 

: rapidly than t̂ e capacity to import them, it is essential that the production of 
. such goods should develop more intensively than demand for them* Hence $he;,need 
to stimulate inveetn*Bnt in this sector. 1; 

As an exampler let us consider the agestión of transport, which is of 
enomous importance in the present stage of Brazil's ecoxKmlc> development. Ike 
re-equipment of Brazil's rai.lrpad system at present requires some 120r to 150 
thpusand tons of rails, 5 or 6 thousand trucks and coaches, and several ljundred 
locomotives per annum. The purchase of all this material abroad ~ beting in 
mind also that its volume will teiid to increase — would constitute too heavy a 
burden on the balance of payments, and would entail reducing imports of, other 
goods which it may not be possible to produce at the present stage of the 
country's" development."It is riaturai>' therefore, that Brazil should seek to 
produce an increasing proportion of the equipment required» But this problem 
caniiot be solved' Independently of that of ihe power to be used for tixe'raiiwaya 
and of the' productive capacity of the dbméstic iron and steel industry.' 

' It is t/eii"known that in recent yoars the leadlng Brazilian î ilways 
have1'undertaken11 an extensive"''¿flrogramme of replacement of steém engines by 
diesel añgines.^ These chaí&ges evidently follow the lines dictated by the 

l/ Between 19^5 ahd 1 9 ^ ^a^ntral ̂ ilway of Brazil was 
reduced froin 5Í6>569; to ̂ 17,899 tOns> whereas liquid fueí' consumption in» 
creased from 5,^61 to 59,2lW tona. The same consumption trends were recorded 
on other main railway lines, such as the Santosfpjux̂ diai and the Sorocabana. 

/financial 
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fix^ciai' í>ó8iti0n of' ̂ ^firajpsV since it is mow é'coiidáld io use the liquid 
-fuel, Hdwever, the '̂ ¿'táííná: casi"H&lái is used for the productictâ of 
metaj.lur̂ <;al cíáce héíe- to'lbe submitted- to a¡: procesa' of washing- which involves the 
ainmltaneotis promotion of stesur coal at a' 'ratid of A toxis of , steam coal to 
:/¿very 3 ttins of oetaliUrgleál''BetweeVlS^ó ánd 19^9, the proportion Of 
domestic coal consumad by thé VoitaRedonda Cokery has decreased. One of the 
. reasons put' forward to e^laln this7 decrease is that the national market for 
< steam coal-hasbecome stagnant or Is in a phase of contraction. The replacement 
of éteafr ¿iéfiel-locoing billy implies greater foreign 
*exchangé eSpefiditure fbr liquid* íu¡el*: .hut wLlX also compel the Irm'^d: steel 
/in̂ ustx̂  toy increáse éxpenditure on raw materials, which must he paid; for in 
foréign currency* ; ' ' " -'V— " ,:-h ¿ 

There is still another aspect of the problem. It has been argued that 
the r4il>tey0;;-QU8tslower̂ 'tbeir'-mtev. inorder to competewith motor vehicles, 
which have'increased tremendously ittniuabe'rsduring the past, few yearâ  ; The very 
fact that thé foists of motor transport, Including investment and running: 
.expenseŝ  «largely p&idih foreign exchange, meaiis' that thi e, form of - transport 
has been greatly benefited bythe exchange policy. Furthermore, the substantial 
divestment made by the' Government in road building during, the past few years 
has;, also contributed to the advantage of thié forra of transport.1:••"; 

There is thus A wholechaiin of interconnected phenomena:: the ̂  
preferential development of motor transport, the rise of liquid fuel consumption 
on the railways, the fall in cóal production and the"comparatively reduced 
consumption of doméstip̂ cokiiné coál¿ A problem such as this must be considered 
frcm .the point 'of view both of the "most economic utilization of the available 
ĉapital and*-of present and prospective fotéi&i exchange' re sources Obviously, 
motor trucks have Indisputable economic advantages "in a country such as Brazil 
with 

a low degree of traffic density over the greater part of i ta territory. 
However, the expansion of motor transport Is being carried out concurrently with 
that of the modern, railways, serving areas of greater economic density; a fact 
largely''due to* the Inadequacy of these railways,, the capacity of which has not 
kept 

up with the development of production* The problem, therefore, is not 
necessarily one of competitive transport rates; but tfaiB need not prevent us 
from considering the question pf the comparative advantage to domestic economy 
of directing investments into one or other of these forms of transport * /ftven so 
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. v; • .. . .ao"far ae-tlré "óoé̂ ê bécK.¿ it should 
be, r̂ îbey©d..íihat,;in moto* traatópca't' dep*é© latíosla' ffioííe rapid and'fuel 
. consumption per* f^i^ ttcm^iB 'gréat&frv -'ÍW preféWnt'ieá̂ ^̂  
transport thus; tends tp; increase in* fbréigri exchange mor© 
^pidlyf. ,25*9 sam^a^-b^i^ éá̂ eháitÚTÔ Iii foreign exchange 
aince véry foy motor? .véhicléa'a^va^ in Biaiii, vhereas a gbod deal 
,pf .the rolling;;a.took andrailway material ifl :ndw-preduced by domeetic industry. 

¿v v Undoubtedly the problem wpt&d radically ¿hanged if there were any 
possibility of a substantial devél^?ment;6f dámeatic pe trole tim p'róductipñ or, 
jalterx3atiYely> ;of: increasing* the cchsumption of hydroelectric pó¿er ón the 
railways to the .necessary vextent.: Givens the existence of petr oleum • <tój>dfeits 
in the country, ttoe development of petroleum production is primarily a matter 
Of technique aad of capital. However, experience seems to have proved beyond 
doubt that in-, this sector tĥ ^ difficulties fcáVe not always been óolved by 
application of ftrictly eqqncáic" criteria. During the past féw years':Sotí© 
progress ha$ beenwte in íai¿í;al0o tr iff ¿a ti 6n of the railwayŝ  electric ¿Over 
consumption, thia: branch; jof transport increased" between Í9hj and^trqni 
823,,minien, to 313 million* ,iThe' vast ;fcydroéÍe¿tó of the' aréá" 
served by the leading railways suggests -great poteeib!iliti«a tbiie 'fields . Jf 
a feasible ̂solution isto be found in thls^directiQn/ however^ electric pówer 
installations m^at be expanded at á considerably higher rate than that recorded 
during th# past-twenty years* ; Moreover, this need to increase the production 
^ .i^^^^^^trlpv^ppwer • is-one of the basic problemŝ  cc«ifronting Brazil íñv 
its ̂present phase of development. -As will be shown below, thé cdnsümpticñ of 
.fedroe lee trie power isdeveloping much-more slowly than Brazil's development 
requires* . One, of the detrimental results of this is that" in the* transport 
systems;Jiof ..the larger; cities-, trams are being replaced' by' buseó', ;with. a ' 
cf̂ sequent rise in ̂ rei0iv exchange c o s t é , • V . 
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From what has Wen eaíd on transport arid poweir, it will ' be seen that, 
during the past f e w y e á r e y ü ó ^ é - t s f̂crlil&h inUa't pctld for in foreign 
exchange havé tended tOlncrease;rather' tiláil'decipeafle in these two basic sectors. 
Now, given thatthe éápacity'tó ífcpórt' dóeó ribtincrease in step with the value 
of investnfónt, ¿nd thatthé operating éxp:enfsés in fo^ign ex¿^ entaiiedby 
investment increase at a more than' pr^rtiómte rate, it is'clear thitwithout 
expanding the production of capftai goods the rate o£ development must perforce 
bé reduced. 

The production o£ ca;pitál goods ciánnot possibly'be iricreaaód without 
^ « . . . . . . . • « • . . • . * •'. - . ' f t 

first expanding the capacity or the iron and éteel industry. In Í950, though 
it was working at fuii capacity, the industry 'was' unable to meet three-fourths of 
the market demand. The próbléme which depend for 'their solution on the 
expansion of iron and steel production are numberless. One of the most 
important of these is the mass production of transport material. Domestic 
production Of railé already B»ets a subet^ti«á pafrt of Brazil's requirements, 
and the game may be said of railway trucks . The production of die sel ̂motors of 
more" than 1000 HP ié now" Wing ''î éeiigértied' 'with* á View to establishing complete 
domestic production of this tŷ e of locomotive .3/ (jínqe, however, steel production 
cannot be increased Over a short period, the expansion of industry Wiil 
necessarily entail increased demand for imports' of this basic material. The same 
applies to the motor truck and automobile industry, in.which considerable develop-
ment is now taking place/ This explains the efforts which Brazil has been making 
eihce 19^9 to augment appreciably the productive capacity of its iron and steel 
industry. Nevertheless financial difficulties and, especially, Brazil's restricted 
capacity to import, have délayed such expansion until 1951. 

1/ This 
is another aspect"of the question of directing investments* what type 

of equipment shduíd be given priority of investment? Brazil does riot yet 
'ftanutfacture- steam lóéómotives,' though it offers a grater market for the Be 
4 (despite the difficulties created by lack of standardizatiori). *fhe 
manufacture of diesel locomotiveé corresponds to the1prospects of increased 
demand1 for them lri! view of the'"cáVrent plans" óf the leading railway 

' : companies. ; ' " — ' v 

,r >• * ; - /The consumption 
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The consumption of other products, among which, tke most Important are 
basic chemicals, has tended to expand at An increasing rate In thá.tiáke of econa 
development. Seme of these products are used in industry and others. lü 
agriculture • If they cannot be supplied by domestic production they tend, to 
abaorb á growing proportion of foreign exchanga, .causing a. rise in foreign 
exchange expenditure for the countryrs economy as a whola. It is easy, there-, 
fore, to see what special attention is being given at;the present stags of 
Brázií's economic development to the problem of the basic chemical industries. 
Some progress has been made in the period under review —preference should be 

in rthie! connexion to the Carbonization procó as at the Vólta Redonda cokery, 
and the' establishment óf éevertü modern factories; for the production of sulphur! 
acid arid electrolytic caustic soda/ . However, ¿he problem of the utilization of 
coal̂ bearinjg pyrites had not yet béen solved, though the manufacture of sulphur! 
acid depends almost entirely oh fóreigri Supplies of ".sul̂ Bur;, nor has any progre 
béeti Tñade to]w£*ds the largfr-ecale 'production of soda ash ajjd caustic soda. The 
annual; consumption of alkalis bii^ted in to.rms of soda ash, Btands at about 
156,000 tons/and reveals átf upward trend» TKe feasibility of establishing a 
Solváy plant of medium size/has bean proved, and the Brazilian Government has 
underwucen'to set' up such'a plant. Éere, as in the case of petroleum, the 
problem of techniquef is aV least as Vital as that of capital resources. If 
technicians1 cannot be obtained freía abroad, the most practical solution will be 
train them in Brazil again a grave and perhaps insoluble problem far a.countr 
suffering from; & shortage of capital. , 

Before leaving the subject of basic ciiqiniced induétry, we mupt devote 
some attention to thé problem of fertilizers. Consumption of these has expande 
considerably during the period Under review, and will have to increase at an 
even greater rate in the future if Brazil intends, as the needs,of Its economic 
developnbnt;demand, to improve the efficiency of its agriculture. The 
increased consumption of fertilizers in the last two> years is due to two main 
factors. The first̂  is the fact that efforts are being, ?wde to reclaim increasl 
kreas of the old latsis exhausted by extensive cultivation. Some of the 
colonization experiments carried out in SSo íaulo, for instance, have recently 
shown that it may be mora economic to" recover the old coif fee lands for agricul^ 
tural production (to meet local demand and for dairy cattle breeding) than to 
ipoya away from the urbaj><wttres in search of virgin soil* The second factor i 
the interest stimularted by the reoent developmant of the large, semî abandoned 
coffeê plaĵ tâ ions. 

/in addition 
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. I&jtóAiHpfc t^thM*. ̂ô ftpiprpijilrlcli- sharp increase lh 
the cpx̂ umpti.bn. of ; fertilizers. -cohere, pf£ mo¡re gemr^. nature íjiust aleo he taken 
Into account, and will - It., i?, 
réco-gnized̂ t̂'; the nüjtrked.. opnti&p̂ i&n • in:; ttotJpftce pf 
export̂ prbducts which has, .feê l̂n, depp^saicm, ̂ae, led 
farmers, who are anxious to lower theî .coate, of. pr̂ ducjlon. to ignore, totally the 
need for̂ iî taini'ng soil' fe^ltty • •a.consid^tian..Vkjich ia largsly disregarded 
even under.: nowal^ pjatf it̂ one J^cauee tjjg of. yî ĝ i. .̂ pilj.available • 
The result, has beeji. a sharp - decline. . the.. yield' .pf. .thp...eoil during tfre p$st 
d̂ecade;„ f rgrave ^ inve9(ttaept in agriculture_ ie increased, 
the cost of agrlpultyral ¡grpductiô  in terras pf human labour will tend-^fiee* 

The recovéK? p f . p r i c e s % the eepp^.lw^of led 
to . substantial investment? wd .:j5h.ie...Jn- ty^ljae intensified the 
demand for fertilizaraI4ke basic , chemical product^ used in̂  induetry, 
fertilizers actually ̂ i^spnt, Qpê jrâ ing tp, b̂,. required^i^ 
increasing quantities.* J#$ese Brazil succeeds in building up lar^rScale 
production of such gpods, expenditure of foreign exchange for $gricyltu*,e. cannot 
fail- to increase.. . . • . •«. • - . f • 

ÜK» aleé in the price of - coffee and the capacity to Import K ¿ r ^ 
The serioud consequences of Brazil's limited capacity to import, in the 

present phase of its economic development, gives particular sigriificance to the 
rise in the price of coffee In the international market since the erid of 19^9• 

During the past twenty years the importance of coffee's contribution to 
the national income has been substantially reduced* In Chapter III of this study 
it is estimated that between 1925 and 1929 coffee contributed more than 20 per 
cent to the gross nátiohiai' product^ but that between 19^5 áiid 19^9 'its ehî e 
had fallen to little ¿ore than 5 pe¿ cent. in 1950, when thé pricé increase 
iook place, it' contributed el i ¿fitly more tííaíi 8 pér cent 

/it should 
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ví-'s1l'büíd'%ot ̂ ' s M i i t t £ b ^ t t b t i f c e ' . ^ f coffee .has 

capacity -M-diks^'St ptmtri'bû eá 
•'fá^di'&ni -ticéis' v a l u é K ó f 1 9 5 0 
65¿8 per:céifit; '^Tbwl&rtéU'kéápáet^td lAport depaudedv.on its< coffee .expolrts 
:aáúoéi i n i n - 1 9 2 5 ^ 2 9 " • " ' ^ -v .,v. /.^'-v^ 

' As a reeulí/'firazii'é 'balahcQ' of' jiayBdntB.íis riGW etillíüw ; fiénettiva 
^o Huétu^tibne in th© ¿iTairtiim and iraiLUeí&rits laltt̂ yWliipLev-.lt 
¿is:su8ca©̂ t©d'* in gi-áduaily* freeing Úté rational tricorne f r o m t ü é 1 ^ 
ó¿%fae production/ it! haé ̂ áot'Weri able'W db áa kac%- -céí̂aiéltjr/ iiíiporti 
íf ihe quaritum or value'of coffee'exporte wére now tbbé induced, the decfcéase 
Would not affect the nátional̂  íticofcé- to the 'same extent as lt̂  would have done 
:foOTerly, so that the' resulting áéclin^ in the deznahd. fbr impoirts would he .; 
prbpórtloriáteiy lower.' But sUtíh- a fáir in coffee exporta would* affec;t; the 
capacity to import juat aéstronjgly <nbwas in the past, and ité- pî aê ré' -on the 
báleinte of payments would théafefore in fact be ̂greater. 

In other words the 
"Effect of a change "In thê p̂ íceSof cofféé'JOn Rational income would now; be four 
times less than in the period 1925*29; thus any such modification would have 
much lass effect on the demand for imports* However, .changas ;in the ̂ ^ce. of 
.coffee continue to affect the capacity to import to the same extent now as in the 
past. ;Hence, their positive or negative influence on the balance of trade is 

On the whole, the rise in the price of coffee since the ¿nd of l9^9 
representa a cyclical recovery retarded by a variety of factors. In Chart 5 the 
index of coffee export prices is compared with that óf Brazilian import prices, 
with a yiew to illustrating the fluctuations of coffee's purchasing power in 
the world market. „It will be seen from this chart that in the cyclical upswing 
of the 301 s coffee does not appear to have made any appreciable recovery; and 
in fact, the coffee depression which began in 1930 lasted for about 19 yerfrs. 

/The long 
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The long period, of depressed coffee prices led to a fundamental change 
in the age-structure, of the plantations, resulting in the progressive 
predomination of older trees. In Chapter III it is attempted to aho^that the 
consequences of the ageing, of the coffee plantations will be felt throughout the 
whole of the. present decade, and that substantial investments will be reouired if 
the present .level of production is to be maintained. . But even the maintenance of 
present levels/of production will mean a reduction of Brazil's capacity to. export 
coffeê  since> aŝ may be seen from Chart 6, domestic consumption during the past 
few years1 has i been supplied by stocks accumulated during the preceding period, ;. 

There? are no grounds to assume that Brazil will be able to raise the 
level of; coffee:production before 1955* During the next few years, therefore,, 
coffee exports will probably remain at about the 1950 level, which wa.s well below 
the annual; average for the preceding, five-year period. 

. The influence of coffee on the capacity to Import during the next few, 
years will depend essentially on the ratio of the price of coffee to import prices. 
If the:price of coffee remains at the 195° level, the recent rise in Brazil's- , 
capacity to import will be gradually cancelled, since, import prices tend to increar 
If, moreover, the relative'price of coffee is not maintained at a high level,; it 
is hardly likely that coffee cultivation will attract the extensive investments;' 
necessary to maintain or surpass the present level of production. If these 
investments are not tóade, the tendency of - the level of production to fall noted in 
the past twenty years will continue, owing to the .very low proportion of new trees. 
In this case, disequilibrium between supply and demand will be aggravated, with 
serious effects on the level of coffee consumption throughout the world. ' ; 

General Terms of the Problem . . \ v, 
Brazil1a capacity to Import remained virtually stagnant between,1^5> 

and 19̂ 9) and though it rose considerably in 1950 as a result of the improveiaent 
in the terms of;trade, the contractual obligations assumed in previous years to 
cover deficits in the balance of payments^made it impossible to recover in 1950 
1/ The.rise.in the price of coffee meant an influx of more than'300 million 

dollars to Brazil in 1950, but outstanding commercial debtB which had to be paid 
before the end of that year amounted to some 200 million dollars. 

A 
/the 19^7 
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the 19^7 level of total imports', and especially of capital goods.. 
An increase in the-capaicity :tb iî ?órt during the - period 'under, review 

resulting from an increase in the; qüaritutá1 of exports (had this Wen possible) 
would.-have involved reducingthe* supply' of goods manufactured in Bra?!! for 
domestic use.. This problem̂  must be giveft cáreful consideration in 'connexion 
with the formulation of investment policysince' the objective, in the lest 
resort, is the optimum utilization of the scarce capital available. If, as ha'3 
been stated, one. of the -most serious obstacleé to economic development is the 
shortage of external means of payment; it mustalso be remembered that in the . 
post-war period Brazil's exports have been paid for to a large extent in 
currencies having: limitedcirculation;"' It has thus been impossible'to obtain / 
the most suitable imports for.Brazil in-return;for its exports; , ; > 

An alternative path to increased Capacity to import lies through-• 
improved terms of trade.-/ The rise in' the price of coffee, together with 
other factors, led to â substantial improvement in Brazil's capacity to' itaport 
during 1950. Provided that theré is no fall in the quantum of exports,.the' 
present level of export prices should stimulate economic development', at least 
until it is overtaken by import prices-, and assuming that there are no 
difficulties in obtaining capital goods * in the international markets 

During the period under review, operating costs> in Brazil in terms of* 
foreign exchange increased both absolutely and relatively. : The country nov - " 
requires relatively greater imports of fuel and basic products consumed by, its 
industries and agriculture. 

During-the first stage of its development, Brazil was able to solve" 
this problem by progressively modifying the structure of its imports',''1 reáM'írig ' 
the proportion of foodstuffs, light manufactures and other goodsVincrê slngly 

1/ Capacity to import may also be increased by the investment of. foreign 
capital and will then tend to decline in inverse proportion to the coat .of 
servicing of such capital, . •' ;> 

• y i.; »;í. V v 
• •! ' - v - . * 

t ̂  ., produced ,,, 
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produced iñ Brazil. "The possibilities' óf this method, however, have to all 
intents and purposes been exhausted.^ In this connexion one further comment 
should be made; namely, .that-the demand for the consumer goods imported by5 
Brazil during the first stage referred to above increased iñ step with the 
growth of the population, but more slowly'than real income.,-̂  whereas, the , 
demand for the goods imported at present ia increasing with the population, 
but more rapidly than the expansion of real income*. Since these goods are 
intended for productive processes (industrial metals, basic chemical products, 
fuel etc.), demand for them tends to rise together with the volume•of 
investments, which in its turn increases at a greater rate than real income 
during the process of economic development. Thus, Brazilian fuel imports 
expanded between and 1950 at an average- annual rate of'26.7 per cent and 
imports of basic chemical product?'-at ah average annual rate of 2k*8 per cent. 
The products included in these two categories, which in 19^5 constituted 
13.3 per cent of the total quantum of imports, had risen by 1950 to 23.1 per 
cent. If steel imports enveloped at a much lower rate, this was due to the 
substantial expansion of domestic production> as will be shown in Chapter II. 
Thus, even if exports should rise at the same rate as real income, ceteris 
paribus, demand for imports will always tend to exceed the capacity to import. 
However, past experience has amply proved that the capacity to import does not 
rise in step with real income, much less with the volume of investments: a 
fact which may be noted, in connexion with the receht period, from Chart 

l/ Brazilian imports classified as "essential11 by the Bank of Brazil, 
constituted 90 per cent of the total value of imports in 19^9 and' 92 per 
cent in the first half of 1950. Durable consumer goods, such as passenger 
automobiles, motor-cycles, refrigerators, radio receivers etc. are; not 
considered "essential though there is little or no domestic production 
of such articles. 

2/ In countries where raal per capita income is very low, the demand for 
"" certain consumer goods increases at -a greater rate than real income; but it 

must be remembered that this phenomenon is due to the existence of social 
classes whose basic consumption is. subnormal̂  and the coefficient of 
imports of such classes is very low. 

/It may be 
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It may "be conciudad .from, the .above that in order to continue its 
economic development, .Brazil needs;at it? present stage to lower or at least 
check the rise in operating costs s.in terms of .foreign exchange. Hence,the 
urgent need to direct investments into the "basic sectors: the production, of 
hydroelectric power, fuel, industrial (metals, chemical products etc. .Only 
when this has been accomplished will the necessary conditions exist for the. 
establishment of large engineering industries> enabling Brazil to produce the 
heavy equipment and modern vehicles of every type which it-will require in .great 
quantities at a higher stage ,of its development. . If, however, an increasing 
proportion of the capacity to import is used t9 cover operating costs, it will 
become increasingly difficult to import the specialized equipment and the 
technicians essential for the Installation ;pf,such industries,..and for the 
maintenance of others at the level of technical development,, obtaining in the 
great industrial centres. ' , 

/CHATTER I. 
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í -í CHAPTER T * PRODUCTION OF GOODS . AND CAPITAL FORMATION . . 

Production of goods . .. .... ... ..... .... , ' ̂  
i 'During 1950^ the production of goods in Brazil increased "by 3.7 per cent 

as compared with the-preceding year., This rate.of expansion is lower than the 
post-war average, which was. about per cent per year. Production of ge . do w»s 
26:5 per c.ent'higher in 1950 theft during the last year of the war, but the per 
capita increase during the. ̂ ainê pprlod yas only lU.3 per cent; that is, an annual 
rate of increase of per cent*., This may be taken as an approximate index of 
1 the .rate of expansion-of real income during rec.ent yeera.r̂  

Table Brazil:: • ••Fluctuations in ̂thê groauc-tion of goods during the; .period • . 

Yeetrs Value in .' 
.millions 
of 19^7 
cruzeiros / 

Index 
•v 
Annual . ' < 

fluctuation, 
(as a per-
centage!) : 

If/jO. . . 
•,.;••-• Index of -< 
, per capita ' 

prÓdüctlon; 
>. .Annual > ... 
, fluctuation 
V;('as"a :pér¿" " j 
• _ cant.age) 

19̂ 5 . 72,699 100 100 
I9k6 • 78/226 107.6 7.6 .• ,105,5 
19^7 • .77,517 106.6 - 0.9. 102. k -2.9 
19U8 85,160 • 117.1 >. 9-8 ' lió.2 r v - • :7«6 •• 
19*9. ' • 88,669 < - -125.0 •• •112.5 • 2.1- ;... 
1950 91,993 126.5 , .3,7 11U.3 ' 1.6 " 
Note: For the calculation of the production of goods, see Appendix A; 

Taken separately, both primary and secondary production increased more 
or' less to the same éxtent between 19̂ 5 and 1950; • which would suggest that-
during the. poet-war period, Brazil maintained5the structure of production which 
the special..conditions created 'by the war had enabled..It to achieved There was 
thus no repetition of the process' which followed the, first World..War>,\ afte^ which 
the pre-191̂  economic structure ;was largely re-established. 

1/ The increase in real incpine> !may possibly have been greater;, given the * v • 
tendency' for the product ión'íof services 16/expand at a greater rate then that 
of goods . , In Appendix A-Various aspects "[of this problem ctoaracteristiĉ of 
under-developed countries are discussed. it must be borne in mind,-, moreover 
that part of the goods ..produced ape exported; . which accounts.- for „the. re per-
cussions of fluctuations in terms of trade on the lévei t>f real'income;' * 
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In so far aef the^prQduptipx goods, ieconcerned, the. period under 
review may be divided into two stages. During the first (19̂ 5-̂ 7), significant 
readjustments took place as a result of the return to normal foreign trade 
conditions, and of the accelerated expansion of primary production.* During the 
second (Í9Ú8-5O), a greater development óf secondary'production may be noted, 
though primary production'continued to develop uninterruptedly. 

The indices of manufacturing productioi-contained in Table . -
Chapter III, demonstrate that the decline of industrial production during the 
first stage referred to above vas largely due to the situation in the cotton 
textile industry, which contributes about one-fourth of all industrial'production, 
and suffered a sharp fall in..exports beginning, in,,19̂ 6., Si mllarly, ; there was a 
sudden contraction in the production of vegetable oils, which had expanded, partly 
to meet demand in the. export market,: during the war. Some foodstuffs: .industries 
were similarly affected, as a result of the. intensification of exports of raw 
products, or the fall in iniports of raw materials. .The flour milling industry 
is a case in point. 

While "it suffered the effects of a contraction in the market for 
several products which during1 the war enjoyed a privileged.position — for -
example, strategic products*-- primary production benefited by the strong foreign 
demand for agricultural and cattle products which made itself felt in the years 
iranediately following the war. 

Table,2. Brazil: Fluctuations In primary arid secondary production during the 
period 19*15-1950. 

Yeats Index of Annual rise Index of Annual rise 
primary (percentage). secondary >t (percentage) 
production ... ,, .. production ^ 

19^5 100.0 -'i - 100,0 . a 
I9k6 109.0 9.0 106.3 6.3 
19V7 110.7 1 . 6 102 .8 . 3 . 3 
19U8 : I I 6 . 0 , U.8 118.2 15 .0 . 
19^9 .122.4 5.5 - 121.6 ' 2.9 -
1950 128.5 ^ . ' 5*0 , • \ 12lf.7 " -2.5 • ' 
. '(Average)':- V k.J 
Note: Por the calcüíatiorî 'of the-indices see Appendix A. 

There has been little change in the relative importance of the groups 
constituting primary production. Mining production, which represents less than 
1 per cent of the total production of goods, suffered a slight decline in some 

/branches 
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branches, corresponding to the contraction of tKe mafket for strategic products. 
However, the increase in iron ore production during the- follô ihg years enabled 
the.general rate of1 developinent to be ¿aintainedi Product i on ih the v e get ab ié 
extractive ihdustryî fell from 1.9 to 1,6 per cent. Of the various branches of 
primary production, this sector depends to the greatest extént 'on the foreign 
market. During the period under review, the relative importance of agricultura] 
and cattle products underwent'little change, as will be seen from the data 
contained in Table 3. " " ' 
Table 3. . Brazil: Relative importance of the various branches , of the goods 

production during the period 19^5-1950 
(percentage of total production) ' : v ' • : 

Primary production ' r Secondary production 
Years Total Agrieul* Cattle: Vegetable : Mining Total, .Manufac- Building 

^ ture breeding extractive _ turing . , " • ' • •" ' j • -'1 ' ." • 1 1 . II. i'.jj •-'-"in n. iinwoij ijj'u,' .i.iifi|, Ji'i."J"i. 1,1' , 1 •.••'!' 11 1 1 1 • </ _ . • ' ' 

1945 48,5 36.4 9.5 . . . 1,9 , 0.6 .. 51.5 45.6 5.9 
191*6 - ' 49; 2 37¿4s 9 .4 - 0 . 6 - 50.8 / - 43.-5 7 .3 
1947 50.if 38.0 10.1 1.7 0 .6 49.6 43.3 6.3 
1948: 48.1 35.9 9 . 8 1.7 0.6 51.9 46.7 5 .2 
191*9 48.7 36.7 9 . 8 1.6 0.6 51.3 46.4- 4 . 9 
1950 49.3 37.3 9.7 1.6 0.6 50Í7 . 45.9 • 4.8 
Note: For source and method of calculation see1 Appendix A. 
Availability of goods; rL 

.In the preceding section it was pointed out that the total-production oí 
goods increased at an average annual rate of about 5percentt However, only a 
part of this production goes direct -to, the domes is 
expprted, and reaches the domestic market only indirectly, in the form of imports. 
Since exports have to cover not only imports but also the debit balance of 
services, arid since imports are in some cases paid for by loans andk by imported 
or repatriated capital, the volume of goods available for "consumption and for 
capital formatiqn does, not necessarily equal the domestic production of̂ goods. 

In the post-war years the gap between the production of goods and the 
supply of goods for domestic consumption widened, the principal'reason being the 
substantial debit and credit balances of trade, which varied between a credit 
balance of 5, ?01 million cruzeiros in 1946 ̂and a debit of 1^610 million in 19̂ 7. 

1/ This comprises vegetable products not cultivated systematically, that is, 
yerba mate, carnauba wax, rubber, certain oil-seeds and hard fibres, etc. 

/Apart from 
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Apart from the direct-''effects of these factors, the fevailahili't; • . 1 
gOóds"may bé affected by fluctuations., in the terms of trade; .i.é,., a gr̂ eta.r. pr 
smaller volume of -goóds may be-imported in proportion tb the volúme of exports. 
Thus-, Brazil's terms of trade deteriorated to the extent of about; 10 per cent ; 
between 19^5 and 19^6, and improved to the same extent betweeii 19^8 and 19k9, 
The influence of the terras of trade on, the availability of goods naturally varies-
with the' proportion of exportsvto total production.; Now, in 19̂ 6..about 30 per ce 
of all goods produced were exported, whereas in 19^9 only about 20 per cent were 
exported. This fluctuation of 10 per cent in the terms of trade may have repre-
sented a net decrease of 3 percent in availáble goods* in the first case'and a 
net increase of 2 per cent in the. second. • 

.-Table k shows that ,in the post-war period the supply of goods for 
domestic consumption expanded at" a greater rate in Brazil :than domestic production 
of goods. . 

1 ,V I» . t •' " 
Table k. Brazil: • Production, exports^ imports, apparent availability of goods 

and terms.of trade — ~—' Indices . ' - • • 
Years Produc- Exports Imports Avalla- m>auc-"- Terms or Availability: 
. tion. _____ blllty 

(in millions of 194? cruzeiros) 
19^5 72,699 18,610 12,625 66,695 
19^6 78,226 21,153 1^,676 71,7^9 
19^7 77,517 19,265 22,789 81,0^1 
1948 85,160 18,2kk 1 18,801 85,717 
19^9 88,669 18,051 19,371 , 89,989 
1950 91,993 16,738 20,715 95,970 
Note: For method pf calculating available goods see Appéndix B. 

:The data, contained in Table, ̂  have been partially corrected to allow fox 
exports consisting of stocks accumulated during the war years. The real supply 
of goods may possibly not have increased as much as the index would lead one., to 
suppose since the correction only covers cotton and coffee stocks. However, the 
substantial expenditure of monetary reserves after 19̂ 7,and the settlement of out-
standing- commercial accounts during 19^8.and the. first, half of 19^9.must.inevitabl 
have-led t.o an increase in the supply of goods in Brazil. 

During the period under .review the average, annual, increase in the 
production of goods was k*9 per cent, and in the availability of goods for 
domestic consumption 7*6 per cent. . 

/Table 5» 

tion trade of goods -

10Ó.0 100.0 100.0 
107.6 89.7 107.6 
106.6 1CA.2 121.5 

• 117.1 • 96.5 128.5 
122.0 * 105.0 13^.9 
126.5 177.4 143-9 
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Table 5. Bratilt Annual iribrease itl production and in the apparent 
availability of gooda 

years 

'1947 ' ' 
1948 
1949. 
1950 ' ' ! ' 
(AverageJ. 

Source: See Table 4. 

(percentage éf—the 't>í<e<íeá.iág year) 
Production """ " Availability 

0.9 M 
9.8 . 
4.12" 
3.7 
4.9 . 

. Ik, • 

r.v.a 
7̂ 6 
13-0 

5 . 8 
5 .0 
6.6 
7.6 

These diáta show that 'during- the post-w$r;,period .consumption and 
capital fortoation in Brazil were greater than tioqlft have been possible;by 
the mere utilization of'domestic production. fDh¡tíl;19̂ 9,, since there was , 
no appreciable change in the terms of trade,, this, greater availability of 
goods could only have been due to the expenditure of reserves (in money or 
goods) and"to' financial obligations contracted abroad.' % In 195P>. the rise, 
in the supply of goods was-primarily dué'to' tfc§ improvement in. the terms of 
tradeV • . < .., . 

I 

• » - ' •; ̂  /Capital 
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Capital Formation ' 
:a) The foáiigé; in the direction -investment. 

In order to develop its economy, Brazi}:needs Jsjibstantial investment 
in practically every branch of economic activity. The opportunity tot such . 
• investment is restricted by the; limited extent of previous investments, xefiéotetf 
in a low rate of productivity and low per' capita income . Economic development •" 
is obstructed at the very outset, by this double báríier: thé lô r investment. of 
equipment per worker limité péi: tíájpíta income ánd this in tu!rn limits the level 
of new investment . 

The question is how Brazil was able to escape this vicious circle during 
the twenty years following the 1929 crisis. As was shown in the 19H9 Survey 
there are many indications that during the period bégl.nniñg^30 Brassilian economy 
developed by its own resources. i 

The scanty data áváilable do hot* perait investigation of the manner in 
which Brazilian development was financed during this périód, - much less an estimate 
of the real volume of net investment in the country. Of course, production.and 
consumption are indices of economic development, but for short and medium periods 
they need to be corrected to allow for decapi tali za t i on. It must be asked, for 
instance, to what extent economic development during the 30•a and the war years 
was counterbalanced by the deterióration of the transport system and public ser-
vices, the obsolescence of textile equipment, the loss of some 1,000 million 
coffee trees and other similar developments. 

Statistics on the Brazilian railways will give some idea of the extent 
of the deterioration which has taken place during the past twenty years in the 
• national transport system. Between 193k and 19^5 there wa? an increase of 
6.6 per cent in railway mileage in Brazil/ whilst the number of locomotives rose b; 
8,6 per cent and of trucks by 23.7 pér cent . ^ the same period there was 
an increase cf 119.2 per Cent in passenger traffic reckoned in passenger-kilo-
metres, and of 100.6 per cent in freight traffic reckoned in ton̂ kildmetres. The 
state of the railway material; in use at the end of the second World War proves. 
.. that investment since 1930 has lagged behind normaj replacement requirements. 

Economic Survey for Latin America 1^9» Chapter VIII. 
/The same 
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The sejne applied to the most1 ip̂ ustry -r 
the bbttón textiletíidüstry -asto; thê miltíayŝ  ?-̂ sj::t§3ctUeve<iiiipment w s 
impotÚd by Brazil fcettteen 1930:̂ añd/;19̂ 5; tha?i: v -Ther̂  tire many .. 
signs ttf show that dur 1 ng- the íformerperiod - net investment, in, the. cotton textil 0 
industry ended with á: négátiVé- bal«»ce;; -

Any study Of net investment in Brazil during the past twenty years 
should take into accot^ or the ̂ p^ suffered by 
large-scale agricultural export industry* it i$ lwpmy: tpr^inet^e^ that,the 
bulk of investment' in Brazil before I93O vent to the.. coffee^ . At 
the end of the 20's there were eom>$,QQO milifoti Cpffee:;;̂ Qes,4n..Bra5ŝ ti 

Assuming a costof 1 cfuzeij^per treethis recreeente,?a,;total investment of 
3000 million cruzeiros, which represents m of: SO^pe^qeflt^er^ the 
industry's 'ca£itail?a1& ' t & . ^ t h ^ ' . W Q v l f .Ke assume the 
average productive life*-of a t ft: fe* f^ty^yeprs an̂ L that Pf Indus-, 
trial equipment to be 2$ yea^"' tt-MiX^ • the,, iaveetm̂ nt ;.ne<?eesary. 
for the have; jbieen.mpre:, Q? less 
equivalent i¿ both cases, fluctuating between; T5 and,8a millipn cruzeiros. But 
since 1930, there has been no investment for re-equipment. The .extent Qf . 
decapitalization in this sector of agriculture has been revealed by the loss 
of one-third of the total number of coffee trees. It ie not possible to 
determine to what extent these losses have been real, or whether there has"'" 
simply been a "process ofdisinvestment caused , by the pla.ciî  pf jCapital . 
in other Rectore oí economic activity., Agriculture, itself in the 
caóe of cotton—'would have received part of the capitals withdrawn. Nevertheless, 
it would be of interést to ascertain how far this replacement, oflong-term 
cultivation^ in which large eume of capital are locfced up), by annual crops has 
represented á process of disinvestment .-. , j . - . 

The foregoing remarks are intended merelyas a general conmientary,since 
research thus far carried out in Brazil is inadequate to justify anything more 
than conjecture in these matters. It may well be assumed, however, that since 
the 1929 crisis the Brazilian economy has undergone structural changes involving 
transfers of capital among the various sectors of production, together with a 
general Redirection of investment. The economic progress of the 30's and kO'B 
may largely be ascribed to these developments, and possibly to the increase in 
savings which followed in their wake. /b) National 
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b) Matibriál iftdome áxia' capital fox^tí&ñ . 
tfhe" matters' touched on in.'this seotion are citqd merely for purposes-; of 

illustration, and afe intended kólely ;to stress the importance of the problem _ 
.¡aider review, since the" national income of Brazil- has not yót been studied 
sufficiently to Justify a more definite prestation 6Í* ..the problem of capital 
formation. ' - ' 

In Appendix^; an estimate has been made of the availability pf capital 
goods in Brazil during th'e period 19̂ 5-50. It goes.without saying that an , 
analysis, of this nature should be based on statistics far more complete than, , 
those actually available. "However, it is,unlikely that the errors which may,,, 
have crept into the calculation are serious .enough to invalidate all the^onr ; 
elusions drawn from it. ^ 

The index of the availability of; capital goods has shown two distinct 
trends in the post-war period. Until .19̂ 7 it rises sharply, as a result.of 
the substantiâ  increase in impórtB*of%capital goods,, which were in fact tripled 
between 19^5 and' 19^7. During the following period, the index declines sharply 
in 1948,'and though, it recovers in the following years,- it .is still, lower in 
1950 than in 19^7 * • , . 

^ The United Nations -Economic Commission for Latin America is carrying out . , 
more extensive'research in this field,with:a view to estimating the f 
formation of capital in Brazil on the basis of financial statistics.It, . 
will then be possible to calculate the. investments actually made, since 
what is attempted1 in the present report is to determine the total, volume., 
of capital goods available to supplement fixed capital or stocks of 
such cápital during a giv'en period. . 

, /During the 
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:-o-Puri^tfi^ . J & e o í .pô ttoér goods, increases at a 
eonstderabi^ l b w $ r ; ^ a ^ 2 ' i n 1 ^ 6 / B r a z i l tod a 
jMbúrabíe h&lánóe <if tradé, the suppiyHóf cbrisüm^ a» compared 
yith the ̂'preceding year* • 'r; ...V- y-
fable 6V Brazil: - Indices ói the availability of ¿ófaáumer arid capital goods. 

ñtiztm the period 19̂ 5-1950-. . • . 
Years Consumer ̂ oods Cenital tfoode íótal 
19^5 100.0 ••">'" 100.0 •• 100.0 
19^6 91* 107.6 
19^7 109.9 100.0 186.3 100.0 121,5 
19^8 123.7 iia.5 156,6 8U.X . • 128,5 
19^9 129.2 116.6 169.2 90.9 13^.9 
' 1930 " " ' * "135.7 Í85.I ' • lbj.9 

10$,Ó 
105.8 
iíi.b 

>ote: See note to Table 7 
^Imports of, capita3 :̂gO^|E -to constituted 39.1 cent of 

the tofal supply of such goods (** JÉ.JffNt cent t*Xl to 
31,8 per ><^nt;of ̂ he to|al in 19^8* 30,1 per cent in 19U9 and 27.7 per cent 
In 1950. : iííî the period 19^5-1950 imports, o f ^ p i t ^ an annual 
average rate of 25.9 per cent, despite, the contraction which took place in 
19fe7 - a n d y I m p o r ^ the .period, as. a whole showed an 
annual r»te pf increase pf oaiijr 10.3 p^r pent, though in 19U8/5Ó, when total 
isfcorte decreased in relation to 19U7 > the decline in imports of consumer goods 
was less.than that of capital goods. ̂  ' 

p e production of capital góbdé shove ̂ the sa«e general trend as that of 
imports of such goodsV: Between 19^5 and'1950) thfc j^odudtibn of capital goods 
expanded at a much greater rate than that of consumer gobds: the annual average 
increases being 1^,0 per cent and3.9 c®nt respectively. In 19^7 and 19**8, 

; '' hcfaeve*, doméótic production of' consumer godds developed more rapidly r̂ han that 
of capital* goodsX .Cent and 3 p e r J X - f ? * * be borne 
in mind, however,* thpt the, lo¡w rate, of expansion ip the domestic' production of 
capital goods ixi Í9U7 anfr 1^8 vSs "due to the shar^ tteblixie iWbuildi^; ̂  • 

& These data do not McéssWiiy imply that 
applied in • A- r?duct i on the 
capacity to import is ̂ irst^felt in the more elastiĉ  iteras vhich include 

( capital goods. Consumer goods Include a' nümber' Of itéms'; such '¿Ŝ füelváiid 
wheat, imports-Ofwhich -catindt ié reduced bveor i a^short period without peri ous 
consequences f or Brazil la #cononiy : and its population. /Table 7 
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nable 1. Brazil» Annual fluctuations in tojál' ¿vallatliítbs, productlúi; cfc1 
^P6*^. of coneumer and ¿apltal, goods during the .p̂ rldd 19^-19^0 • 

teáattí ' AvaíiaMlítiei ' . ; Productionr . . , , ¿aporta • i, 1,1 i 7mi ̂  11 1 i 11 • 1 1 . . 11 ¡i.1 _ , 
_ Consumer C e i p l t á i C a p i t a l Total Qfriépmr Capital Toy 

19M 2.5 ... 56,8v . , ; Tv6 t.9\ v 38i6 7-6 - • -.99**8 ib,/. 
'9̂ 7 = 12.7 18 ? 13Va -'0.6; ; >2.5- ̂ ,0.9 56.2 . , 5^3 
•_9U8 13.5 . - 15.9 .. 5.8' 12.1* •3;i0- 9.8 10.7 - 29;^ 
L9̂ 9 3.6 . 8.1 45-<? 2,1 15.& M 5.7 
1950 ' 5.8 9.5 6.6 / 2.5 ' ; ÍO.á 3;t 6.5 . ;7;-.9 7.0 

Average' 6.k 15.5 7.6 3.9 ¿.9' 10.3 25-9 12.8 
Mote; For the method of calculation of the tot&l production of goods see 

Appendix A, ího production of capital goods is the difference.between 
the total supply of tkie class of goods (method of calculation .shown 
in Appendix C) and imports of capital goods¿ the CfcI.,F* price of these 
being ráisedí.by 5& per cent . ;^^uction of coneumer goods wáÉ ' 
obtained by calculating,the difference between total production and 

"" production of capital gopds., ; Details of imports of capital and'consumer 
good's are shown in; Table 37, Chapter V. Imports of consumer goods ' 
include fuel and .basic, chemicals» The method of calculation of the1- • 
total supply of go,odS; and. its apportionment among consumer and capital 

" goods is explained , in, Appendix B. 1 • 
The lack of information on replacements makea.it impossible to estilete 

the amount of net investment. However, there ié good reason to believe that much 
jf the<equipment purchased between I9V5 and 19^7 yent ,to satisfy the pent-up ! 
'emand for replacements' postponed Inthe --foíegoing.-years. In a country where 
development is as unequal asinBrazil,any estimate of- the ratio between net and 
gross investments is extremely difficult. On the one hand, depreciation of. 
éqtdpjnenfc is toown to.,be very .considerable owing to th'e' ünskilled labour.,employed, 
and to poor maintenance, the bad, state of the highwaysetc. On the other hand 
it must be remeitíbered: that the shortage of fixed capital ep& the low wage "íevéls 
provide incentive's to the protracted use, of equipment axA the postponement of 
•replacementa. •Owing to: thi¿ ĉ tradictión̂ ît v is';.iikely-that the level of net 
investment ié extremely low Jin' Brazil if; the tfrm is interpreted in its. strict 
sense (iAé., gross investment minus. depreciation. and ;loss). If, however, it is 
understood to mean total groas investment ¿linus actual repíaceméntŝ  then the 
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level of net investment is relatively high. It should be borne In mind, moreover, 
that the structure of Brazil1 s industr^a^ -- characterized 
by a limited amount of fixed capital per worker; fiivolVes a low rate of 
replacement. As'the relat^^ grWs in relation to'- econoiL.: 
activity as a whole, and as heavy industry expands in-relation to industry' in, 
general, the rate of repl^éiténVt^ V 

In order to determine the ̂ eal'rate ;óf capital' formation, we need.a 
far more precise series of data c¿'vthe"xíátiónal -income than is at present; 
available. The reóent éstiinate madé for the year 1947 by the <3etulló Vargas 
Foundation refers to the net national product, without any Estimate of Replacements 
The September I95O issue of the Boletlm do Gonselho Técnico de; Ecó¿omla 
Financas issued by the Brazilian to Finance publishes añ estimate of-
gross product over a number of years, based on the business ta¿. If these ! 
data are compared with those for the supply of capital goods, éhown in Appendix C, 
it will be seen that over the period 1 9 4 6 4 ^ of grbs*.^ 
stood between 15 'and 20 per cent. . ^ 
Table 8. ' Brazil:' Rate of--capital formation over̂  the •period,1945̂ 1949. 
Years 

19^5 
1946 
19^7 
1948 
19̂ 9 
Note: 

. Gross national 
product 

Gross investment 

(in millions of 1947 cruzeiros)' 
125,700 . 13,602 
130,100 . 21,330 
124,700 25,339 
134,400 21^300 
l4lr400 23,034 

Kate of gross formation 
of capital 

, 1 0 . 8: 
I6.4- : 
20.3 
15,8 
16-3 ^ 

Investment figures do not allow for fluctuations in net credits abroad 
in favour of Brazilian persons or institutions. . Data for. the national 

^ product have, been deflated on the basis of /tW i^ the dost of 
r living at Rib de Janeiro. . They constitute .a rough approximation, and 
are. computed on the basis of ŝ les aid ;cónsigrmeñt-tax collections and 
estimated figures for production and services;for tfce producer's own 
benefit. The average annual Aerease of the .gross national product 
according to these data would be 3 .1 per cent ovér the period 1945-1949; 
which is hardly likely in view of the fact that the production of goods 
during this period expanded at an average annual rate of 5.2 per cent. 
These data merely serve to indicate the trend. 

/Even if 
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Even if the data contained'In Table 8,' -"¿be" 'tir&téd Vith reserve, there 
3an he no doubt that the .availability of capital goods íncreaséd substantially 
between , 19̂ 5 â -d 19̂ *9 • i/ EVdíí in periods of interne economic activity it is * 
hardly likely, however, the r&tb of ĝ Oes capital' fótmation can be much higher t; 
15 per cent of the national income. Taking into account the growth of Brazil's 
population, and especially the changes in the employment pattern of the population 
necessitated by the requirements of economic development, a rate of capital 
formation of about 15 per cent is rather low. Research carried out during'the 
peat, .few years has shown that at the more intensive phase of their development man, 
countries achieved substantially hi^er rates oí capital formation. Thus in the 
United states the average decennial -rate.' of• gr'oss investment over the period 
1880̂ 1930 was about 20 per cent. '' "V" '' 

In Appendix C an estimate has been made of the proportion between 
Government activity and private enterprise in capital formation. Table 9 shows 
the comparative data, calci&ated on the basis of that estimate. 
Table 9.. , Brazil: Belatlve importance of Ck?vernment activity and private 

~ ent̂ 'rprláé in gross' capital'"-formation 
: ' - • 19̂ 7 19^8 19̂ 9 . 1950 
Government.. . 12,7 .6.5 . IX. b 12.8 20.4 13.7 
Private enterprise 57,3 : :-93.5 88.6 87.2 79.6 86.3 
Private building 56.^ J+8.2 3^.5 37 A 33.7 31.5 
Other investments 30,9 ^5.3 5^.1 '+9.8 45.9 5^.8 
Total 100 100 . 100. 100 100 . • 100 

Source: Seê  Appendix C. 

l/ , Strictly speaking, it cannot be stated that the rate of investment increased, 
since this would imply an increase of investment in relation to the national 

- income. .Imports' or repatriations of capital, and,also the liquidation of 
bullion or foreign exchange reserves or the mere collection of outstanding 
' commercial debts, might' lead to an increase in the availability of capital 
goods in relation to the national economy without necessarily increasing the 
rate of capital formatipiv, 

2/ . However, the relative importance, of capital importa in the tvo cases should 
be" borne in mind. ' 

' /Despite its 
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íteepité ¿ta'•: sharp. post¡.varriS¿^ 
the period as a whole to a much greater extent; itíéá ptfiv&tê  investment, . 

he average annual rate of-increase:-off th^ f.ormer. over thepqriod 19^-1950 
eing 2& péSí íctáfc and* of, the latter, 16^ .cfcntvIf private Jbüildiíig is ; 
subtracted, however, the rate bf increase of prî t̂ 'i investment̂  is much higher thru 
«hat of Government investment,: namely, 33.$ P^r cent. The investment of capital 
n building declined steadily pver the whole period, dropping fróm 56,4per cent 
.:a Í9̂ 5 'to;3l,5' per cent in 195.0* > | j. M-:-./ .U"-. • v-

P̂he data available do npt permit rmore detailed ámlysis °on,the a^ 
f investment among the various" eectorsof the economy. It would be of - consideratl 
nterést, fdr -instance to determine the -total investment in.industry, and we' 
•heréfore offer some relevantstatistlos, without placing much reliance on their 
•iccurabyVv In 1950 imports of capital goods for industry stood at some f ' 
3,205 Million 1947 cruzeiro^ (c,l f, prices),' Allowing for-necessary, adjubtiaents 
In the' prices of such goods, and aseigaing that domestic production of; capital • 
pods for industry (including building): wa& equal in value to imported equipment, 
i&e probable amount of gross investment of fixed- capltal-in lndustry durlng l950 
is found to be a total of 9,6l4 million 1947 cruzeiros, . This wóüld represent *; 
about 38 per cent of the groéis, totar investment .in fixed capital , in Brazil during 
bhat year, That is not a very high proportion if we consider the dynamic role of 
Industry in a country in process of development, with a rapidly growing population, 
juffice it to recall that in Sweden, for example, where in I949 industry no longer 
ilayed so essential a part, it nevertheless absorbed 38 per cent of gross 
investment* And in France, where efforts are being made to modify the structure 
:>f the gainfully employed population, 46 per cent of gross investment was placed 
n industry during the same year, ^ 

These estimates are very vague; but even allowing for a wide margin 
>f error, they can hardly invalidate the conclusions which may be drawn from them, 
he first of these is that capital formation in Brazil is inadequate to meet the 
emands of economic development . ^Secondly, the proportioji of.ne\̂  capital applied 
00 industry is lower than would appear desirable, if it' is. remé^ered, that this is 
bhe only Bector capable of absorbing the existing or potential surplus of 
population. Evidence to support this statement may be found in Chapter IV, 

However, this high rate of investment was made possible by assistance obtained 
under the European Recovery Programme* See the Economic Survey for Europe 
1949* United Nations Economic Commission for Europe. ' 

/wherein 
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wherein it le shówn..that .during ̂ e. paet five-year period; industry hits 
absorbed vitually no new ̂ hour*. : r 

, Some notion̂  ofrthe minimum net investment needed in Brazil will. be 
obtained, when it 'ie remembered that,.the- labour-force Is now growing at a 
rate of about 350,000; persons .per annum, 

; H In 1950, had the normal rate of expansion ot employment in industry 1/ 
during the period 1920-191*8' - been- maintained, industry would have absorbed more 
than 100,000 new workers, vhich -would imply a net investment of at least 6,000, 
million cruzeiros; - This total would .represent.more than 60 per cent of 
the possible gross investment, in industry during 1950* is clear that i * 
so great axi expansion of industrial employment , would have been possible only 
as during the war, at the; cost of replacement retirements and productivity. 
This explains the fact that since 1945, when other factors led to an improvement 
in productivity and made it virtually impossible ? to postpone the replacement 
of outworn equipment, industry has. been usable to continue absorbing labour. 

importance of capital formation in a country,like Brazil, and to the desirability 
of research on methods whereby investment might be increased and the 
optimum utilization'of available capital ensured. . 

These remarks are only intended1 to draw attention to the 

i 

- See 19^9 Survey. 
2/ ^ ' Oh-the basis of the Industrial Census of 19b¡¡oy and taking into account 

the depreciation of the cruzeiro, it, may be assumed that there was a . 
net investment of 60,000 cruzeiros per additional labourer employed 
in industry during 1 9 ^ 9 ; " ' v -i-

/ c) Government 
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. c) Government intéétfeéht and the SALTE Plan 
In the preceding section reference was mad¿ to the substantial 

increase in GoVezméñt investment in 19% • Só 'íar ho details have been 
published for the fiscal year 1950, but it is very probable'that the 1949 
level of Government investment was maintained; IJhis increase in Government 
investment'is privily attributable to the duplication of the SAL® Plan. 

Total investment budgeted under this Plan should reach a total of 
,21,300,000 million cruzeiros by 1954o After subtracting advance expenditure 
in 19^9, the annual invéstment between 195P and 1954 still aaaoünts to some 
4,000 million cfiizeíros. It is impossible to determiné to what extent this 
constitutes, a real increase in investment, or a mere systematization of 
ordinary Government expenditure. 'However, It íb unlikely that the operation 
of the Plan will.have adverse effects on private investment, either owing to 
the nature of the investment carried out Under the Plan or the form in which it 
is financed. One of the articles of t&e law approving the Plan states that 
"in order to promote the national industry the Executive Power shall, the 
technical conditions being eqüal, grant preference to domestic equipment, and 

i > 

should facilitate and. develop̂  whenever this is technically and economically 
desirable, the creation of new industrie® for the manufacture of such 
equipment." It is thus anticipated tii&t investments under the Plan will help 
to consolidate and expand the railway materials industry. ,. v 

Port of the expenditure projected under the SALTE Plan about 
10 per cent -- will not constitute real investment, but will consist of 
indirectly reproductive services* At best, thereforef the annual yield from 
the gross total investment should be about 3.5 thousand million cruzeiros» 

It should furthermore be noted that net investment under the 
SALTE Plan trill amount to less than the total investment for postponed 
re-equipment. For example, more than half of the total expenditure will be 
absorbed by the transport system and will go to replace railway rolling-stock 
and harbour Installations. r.-' ••. 

If investment for the improvement of highways., 'harbours, and airways 
is added tQ:th&t absorbed by the railway system, we obtain a total of 
11,346 million Cruzeiros, which is equivalent to more than half of the .tptal 
expenditure «.under the Plan. " , 

¿V* '-v. r. , " " /Energy' 
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Energy production, involves a relatively- lower net investment. Of 
the total of 3,190 million cruzeiros, million ,axe .to,he;,employed to 
increase the electric power supply, .and nearly all the rest for building 
petroleum refineries, purchasing, petrol t tankers ajid extending .pr9spec.ti.ng 
operations with a viev.-to the .production .of̂ -.petrole.um in Brazils : M\ich. of 
the investment budgeted for thist sector was effected .in .advance in 191*9 and 

Expenditure for the development of agricultioral .production -amounts 
to 2,733 million cruzeiros. One of the principal achievements in this, 
sector, will be the building of a chain of refrigerator warehouses and silos 
for the benefit of the domestic market. in,addition,;.the Plan provides for 
' subsidies to increase the production.of certain crops, such-as wheat.- r ; 

The total expenditure for the whole, period, covered by the Plan is 
allocated ae follows: .. . 

r . (in millions of cruzeiros) 
Transport: * > •1 ,. 

Railways ' ' J.,591 ̂  • • * 
" 1 Highways . ; . .,,1,263 * • -
, Airways ' , ;:t ... .-937. - . - • 

Harbours 
Other expenditure . 93)4.. 

Power: ,. . . .. • 1 • 
Electricity :¡ • v 1,65© 
•Petroleum , • ' .1,1*95 
Coal _ - -

Agriculture and stock breeding: 
' Animal -production ' 68b 

Wheat .' ' " '• ' l|26 
• - í • ' 

Mechanization of agriculture 250 

Other expenditure 1,377 . „ , * - 1 . • - ' "' 2 733' Public Health . 2̂ 6¿í0 
Other éxpóriditure . ( 
Bevolving- Fund g^. 

/it is 

11,3^6 

3,195 
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It is intended to finance thi&: 'ex^nd^ttee' largely--out .of budgetary, ; 
resources, which should contribute some 14,300 million cruzeiros. In 1949 
the budget appropriation ..for the. SALTE ,Plan totalled.1,300 million cruzeiros;.. ; 
in Í950 1,900 'million^and.inr^l ̂ ^OO.mlUion; cx-uzeiros.:" In iffi the funds 
appropriated under the -budget for,the plan,should amount to 2,600':million 
cruzeiros.' ¿ : - . . ...;., • ^ . ^ ' " 

The expenditure of 21,300 million cruzeiros, is to be 'financed' as 
follows5• . : _ 4 v '•"'' ' 

• • < . .(in millions of cruzeiros)' 
Budget fund3 ' ' 14,300 v 

Bank of -Brazil loan (in foreign exchange) _ . 2,000 
Federal SALTE Plan bonds > " 5 >OÓÓ 
•Total .< • ; 

Of thése three items only the ;third .may be considered.as constituting 
a potential Inflationary factor.; Fifty per cent of this loan may be floated , 
abroad. : Dae total Issue will-be. made iii annual^portions of 1,000 million 
cruzeiros, yielding'interest: at the rate of 7 per cent/per annum, to be 
redeemed in ten years, starting in„1955.' The Bank of Brazil loan will be 
advanced in annual portions of 300- tq*500f millón cruzeiros, and will be 
financed out of foreign, exchange already in hand or to be acquired at a later 
date, . . 

The Governments capacity to finance the . Plan without resorting to 
inflation will depend,largely orx.theA euccess-of Its fiscal policy, . The past"' 
two budget years (1948 and 1949) have closed with substantial deficits.. 
However) it .is recognized'-that-given tlie present structure of Brazil's fiscal 
system-Government financing might be even.further expanded without necessarily 
leading to reduced investment in the private sector. 
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CHAPTER II. - RECENT 1 CHANGES AMD - DEVELOPMENT PLANS IN BASIC SECTORS' 

Introduction . . > • . . ' ' ' 
Until the 1929 crisis investment in the, sectors connected directly: 

or indirectly with exports constituted the principal dynamic factor of Brazil's 
economy. Since then investment for the domestic market has expanded 
increasingly, and.the country's, .development more and more depends on domestic 
capacity to save. This change will have to be taken into account in studying 1 

some of the most important problems of Brazil's present day economic position, 
such a$ the deficiency .of .'investment in basic sectors which are only indirectly 
reproductive. . . 

Net investment, which implies an increase in productive capacity 
or productivity is dependent on the degree of utilization of existing fixed 
capital and on prospects, of profitability? In an economy in which the principal 
stimulus to growth comes from-outside, the influence,of those determining 
factors shows a number of characteristic features. In the first place, the 
degree of utilization of existing fixed capita¡l must be considered from a 
broader standpoint embracing not only Brazil itself but also all other 
countries which compete in the market^ Secondly, the prospects of 1 

profitability in sectors turning out primary products are dependent on the level 
of production in the manufacturing industries of the industrialized countries 

2/ 
which consume these products.-' In other words, prospects of profitability in 
the manufacturing industries themselves induce industrial countries to-place ' £ 
investments in the under-developed countries, which produce industrial: raw 
materials, , On the other hand, since increased economic activity in the v 

industrialized countries (within the international division of labour which 
prevailed up to the 20's), presupposed intensified production of< primary góodé, ; 

l/ Even/i§vestments in the domestic market, the position of a product in the 
international market is in most cases very important. However, consider-
ations of this nature are generally relegated to a secondary plane where 
capacity to import is chronically subnormal. 

2/ Naturally the demand for primary food products does not vary with the level 
of investment in thê industries of countries consuming these products, but 
their prices are greatly affected by the level of income in such countries; 
which to some extent means the same thing* j 

/part of 
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part of théir Savings':iwt>uld'naturallyi'tá̂ t'ó-tSítt&ácé. investment rixivfeowitrifSr.r 
responsible for;tlle primly stage:':of̂ tKê J&fidteSt'ive procesr.^V" ' « -

But' inve-¿tsmehtv ̂ atepr ¿4üct ive:sfetftors .such ̂ -diaibqur; <*> 
installations, railways/ electric 'stations;• étc'íy::-anr Integral• .pantf. \ 
of productive*' iftVestmfeftt̂  in¿?"exi?ortsV-'-: TÍíé̂ -î lû ôf-véapitíLl1. into --such basic 
sectors has sometimes servéd to • iirte grató' '-liitó1 the'.' international '-economy * units j • •• 
or production left' Stagnant at a pre-capitalist: stage:' of'develô eht.v -.And once , 
the Brazilian export ̂econón̂ 'ceased' tb expand, the tiafeic! sectors: subsidiary; tó:.: 
it ceased' to" áttréíct7'̂ ^ ? ^ •'•.;!<""• " 

Duíihé l&e-':tVo! dectóéé';fólloiíi!iig thé crisis, the;-domestic' market:;; 
assumed' increasing" teíatlvé importance' in Brazil'1 s econbfaŷ  However, during /thls-
phase the süortágé'';áí -dotáótic 'savings- made It impossible- for investment in ; 
basic sectors to be continued;-: Similarly,' a;process''of•.-decapitalizatto»'tookV' 
place in ráíltféy trto'Ŝ rt'and 'harbour-ítístaliatiohŝ 'since -gros-s "investment 
vas not sufficient 't¿vcover depreciation. "'íhe- Electric - powér' system,*'which-,is 

- • f * i . r > . • 

less dependent "On 'le&pórt íartlvity/vhot''6nly-'did nót'suffer antf loss but,able : 
to continue: sélf~f ínañbi^ "development "though "'-at a much lover rate than 
in previous 'decades v.* : r ¿ ' 'V. v • 

: One' of - thér fundamental requirements' of '«tató basics-sectors of, -economy is > : 
that their'capacity to ?¿fóifucé 'good's añd:sérVIces Should be greater, .at any given-
moment,' than' the corresponding cónsumption' of "such - goods and 'services. The ",. 
saturation'- 'Of- any;'óf thé' ̂basic''sectors'-'gTeatl̂ r Hinders investment in the ^ 
remaining "branches of the economy, - since'the basic ̂'éectotŝ  work for the economy 
as .a whole and "must \'' therefore > -"be in a position to meet the demands of« any- ..v.-
brancla in* which á'̂ as"é'of-devélopiuérit háé been "initiated/' • 1 v 

" 'Any inadequacy of- the,vbasic -sectors -therefore has a decisively retarding 
effect on tlie" é'coñonty- áfeawhole. When transport and power are lacking, or, . / 
certain basic' products'become scarce, investments become1 much less • attractive, •• 
The alternative solutions always entail a substantial rise- In ccféts. : W'Brazil;,, 
for 'instancethe' sh:Srtagév an& ifcreguláHty of railway1, ¿transport has stimulated, 
during the" past few years'", a lárge-scálé development̂  Of --land-fcndi";alr transport; 

l/ It is calculated, for instance, that about half the net British investment 
before the first World War was placed abroad. 

/which use 
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vhich use up equipment and fuel, both imported, at. a much higher rate. In 
addition, the inadequate output of the hydtorelectrip stations in Rip and.Sao 
Paulo has.led many enterprises to ihstal ;power-plants to,meet their own 
requirements; and in.nearly every case, these use imported,fuel. 

In certain industries, as economic development proceeds, specialization 
creates features characteristic of the basic sectors. Such industries supply 
products consumed on a large scaleby large manufacturinggroups or other 
branches of the economy. In the highly industrialized qountries, the productive 
capacity of the so-called basic industries nearly always exceeds.consumption 
requirements, and only at the peak of a cyclical upswing is this productive 
capacity occasionally absorbed in full. 1 These industries produce goods for other 
industries, require vast amount¿ of raw material, and in almost all cases 
exhibit.the same characteristics as the heavy industries. ; 
The v§ry , nature of the basic industries '-compels them to maintain a surplus 
capacity, in order to follow the fluctuations of demand. . Hence ..investment in 
these industries must be made with a view to future demapd, as far as this may be 
predicted over a medium period. The possibility oP increases in the supply of 
basic products in the immediate future affects investment in,other sectors of -
industry; and it is therefore frequently impossible to determine the soundness 
of a basic industry, on the basis of the level of consumption at a given 
moment. As a rule, when no industries-of this type exist, consumption of their 
products is low. When such industries are set up, consumption rises sharply. 
This, has occurred, in Brazil during the past five, years in the iron and steel < 
industry. The consumption of steel rose ̂  or 5 times more rapidly than 
manufacturing production as a. whole or than the total production of goods. There 
need not necessarily be a fall in the prices of domestic products for consumption 
to rise. The decisive factor is the presumptive regularity.of supplies, which 
no longer depend on foreign exchange resources, the rate :of exchange or the 
• international situation.' , .,, . 

We will now consider the prospects for-; dev,el,opn}§.n̂ income of the basic 
sectors, such as transport, power, the iron and steel industry, the cement 
industry and some branches of the heavy chemical industries. 
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Transport 
Since the crisis Brazil has been deprived of the influx of foreign 

capital with which it had previously built its railway system, a&d the shortage 
of foreign means'of payment has made it impossible to meet this deficiency out 
of domestic savings. If it is borne in mind that foreign exchange resources 
were well below the level required for development -- the cause of the chronic . 
disequilibrium in the balance of payments -- it will be understood that in order 
to meet the replacement requirements of the transport system it wouid have been , 
necessary to limit development in other sectors. As will be seen below, it was 
impossible to solve this dilemma until Brazil was in a position to undertake 
domestic specialized production of railway material, 

The Brazilian Government recently €ook over a. substantial part of 
those of the country's railways which were still privately owned. By the end 
of 19̂ 9, only 13 per cent of Brazil's railways were in private hands. Some of 
these serve the economically more highly developed areas of the State of 
Sao Paulo. When the influx of foreign.capital came %o an,end, the Government 
assumed most of. the burden of financing the development of railway transport. 
This, of course, is a very far-reaching problem, which cannot be considered in .. 
this report in all its multiple aspects. Suffice it to note-that the 
inflationary process made.it much more difficult f̂ r the railway companies to 
finance their own development. 

/Between 19^5 
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Between 19̂ 5 and 19**9, as may "be seen from Table 10, the Brazilian 
railways appear to have increased their productivity. 

Table 10. Brazil: Indices of railway activity >• 
Years passenger-. Ton-kilometres : Monthly average Power a 

kilometres • of employees.; y consumption-

19^;'. 1 0 0 100 100 " v 100 

191)6 106.5 ; 100 102,7 98,1) 
I9*t7 110.2 ; 102.5 101,1 100,1 
I9U8 109.7 112.7 10Ó.0 : 98.Ó 
19̂ 9 .. 111.2 7 111,2 '' "' • ' 99.5 : ; : 91:8 

a/ See Table '15 for power consumption estimates. . 
Source:- Departamento Nacional de %£tradas de Ferro (National Railway Department)* 

The total load carried: goods plus passengers*.-- increased at an 
annual rate of 2.8 per cent, though the number of employees remained virtually , 
unchanged end.fuel and power Consumption decreased at an annual average rate. 
of S;1 per cent. This increase in productivity is probably due to; the same-/ R . Í causes which led to the intensified industrial productivity, that is, the return; 
to a normal rate of re-equipment and the increased capital investment per-* 
labourer resulting f^om the modernisation of equipment;or;the change in the 
cost ratio of labour - equipment. 

In the period under review Brazilian railway tariffs declined sharply 
in relation to both export prices and the cost of living index. Thus between 
19̂ 5. and 19*19, whereas the cost of living showed an increase of $2.8 per cent 
and the index of export prices rose by 67.7 per cent, the index of railway 
tariffs increased by only 17.3 Per cent. This low tariff policy is partly 
due to the growing competition of road transport, since during the war years, 
when such competition had practically disappeared, railway tariffs increased 
at the same rate as domestic prices — or oven more rapidly. It may also be 
the Government's intention to check the rise in the cost of living by reducing 
the cost of transport of essential goods. At all events, it should be 

/remembered 
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remembered that' during a period of inflation the railways have difficulty in 
avoiding a reduction in their real income, and even in preventing av process of 
decapitaíization. Víftile the railways ma,y be Sble :by maintaining low tariffs 
to reduce the incidence of these tariffé oh somó' of the :basic elements in the 
cost of living, this will maké it necessary to provide subsidies to ensure 
their development -- and perhaps even' their maintenance. - This is shown iñ. 
Table 11, which contains data ón the financial position of some of the most 
important Government railways , * ' * 1 

Table 11. ' Brazil; Income of > and inyestment in, five leading Government 
railways-^ ~ -

Years Income Efcpendi- Balance Invest- d-c IQOd lOOd' lOOe 
; • ture ment. a . b a 
. a< b t c • d e . ' ¡ • 

(in millions of cruzeiros) . 
19**5 1,205. 1,202 2 , 8 616 619 51 .1 51.2 51.k-
19^6 ...1,289 . 1,55V.: -2U6.9 595 3^8 > 6 . 2 38.3 27.0 
19^7, • . 1 ,251 1,618 -361.6 ' ¿08 2k 6 k8.k 3 7 . 6 ' : 19.6 
19^8 . 1,218 1,725 - "507.5 .. 1*57 79^1 55.9 37*5 ' 
19^9 . 1,351... .2 ,003 -651.8 1,030 378 76.2 51.V 28;o 
• , * ; ' , . . • • 
Source: Departamento Nacional de .gstrate de Ferro (National Railway Department). 
a/ Estrada de Ferro, Central do Brasil, Rede Viayao Parana»Santa Catarina, 

E..F.Nor oeste,do Brasil, V.F. Federal Leste Brasileiro and Rede Viayao 
Cearense. The investment figures include the funds appropriated by the 
Departamento Nacional de Estradas ̂  National Railway Department) . 

These data.demónstrate clearly that since 19**5 the earnings of the 
Government railways in money terms have remained at.a standstill -- which 
involves a sharp decline in real terms, Investment financed *out'of the 
railways1 own resources foil from per cent of earnings in 19̂ 5-to 
28 per cent in 191*9. If the Government had not. granted them subsidies, the 
railway companies would have been unable to carry out-any plan of expansion 
and would probably have suffered decapitaíization, \In order to maintain • 

/in' 191*9 
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i i. ^ 
in 19̂ 9 the l9̂ 5 rate' ofinvéstment (51'pér 'cent of-total, expenditure), the . , 
companies were compelled to " show'..def icits ̂equivalent to as .'.much as kb per cent 
of their iñcómé,-as against a email positivé ))alaríce;.ín 1.9̂ 5 • 

The policy ̂of covering railway investment expenditure" by Government , 
subsidies may be designed tó counteract the effects of inflation, on the 
distribution of income. 'íhfe financingrailway development by-the'railways 
themselves, particularly in' the case' of" linee Serving regionŝ  of low traffic . 
density, becomes much more difficult in. periods of Inflation.,.;..and may make-the , 
burden of inflation on lo*r-income gróups even heavier. 

The problem of the maintenance and development bf:: Brazil f.'s rail\^ay; ¿I* 
system presents two distinct aspects, namely, that of financing and that of 
covering foreign exchange expenditure;- The expansion of the ¿ron.and steel , 
industry during the past ten years fcas made possible the establishment of a 
domestic railway materials industry which is.acquiring increasing importance/.; \ 
This development has contributed to a„ solution of the exchange problem, and 
renders'1 the investment problem'less critical, .since in the last resort Brazil^' 
difficulty in financing, -the development of its railways is a manifestation of 
the fundamental problem of low incQme and weak capital formation. Indirect '. 
investment in the railways, by the .establishment of a railway materials industry, 
has a much greater effect on national income than direct investment "by importing 
- equipment, since it leads to the employment of more. labour with the use of the 
same apountsof capital- In other words, -the satfie amount of capita rand foreign 
exchange'; can be made to yield a substantially larger volume of railway material, 
provided that the initialdnvestment• difficulty can. be overcome.—'' - The 
consequent'rise in' employment l̂ ads. to a corresponding increase in national , j». • • • 
income and in capacity to save. 

The statistic© available on domestic,production of railway material in 
Brazil are scanty, but it is known( that there, has been an appreciable' increase 

1/ 'foe will not here go into, the problem, analy@ed-. in the 19^9 Survey., of an 
alternative solution by-employing labour: in 'export activities-, with a • 
possibié̂ gá'in' in comparative costs' . • . . \Vi> 

^ ; /during 
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during the p&st- five.yearsv . ,Th$ cquntryfs, "basic;rail and truck.requirements, 
are "being largely supplied ,by; domestic production., .Imports of rails Wing 
the five-year period preceding the crisis (1925"29) amounted to more than 
100,000 tons annually, although the.railway System expanded;.Very little-over 
the same period. During the. fifteen'years vhich followed the, crisis, despite 
the substantial expansion of raiivay;traffic, annual imports of rails fell to 
little.more,than,half of the average1 for .the preceding five-year period. This 
postponement of replacements is responsible'for. the fact that in 19̂ 5.about , 
Í40 per cent of Brazil^ railway track needed tobe replaced, and immediate 
rail requirements exceeded one million tons.M Between 19̂ 5 and 19̂ 7 importó 
rose to an average annual figure of $0,000 to$s, but this level has fallen 
sharply since 19^8. Rail iaroductiptl .was begun át.Volta Redonda in 19**7 and 
between that year and I950, 210,000: were produced, Representing an annual 
average production, of 52,000 tons. The total supply of rails between 19̂ 5 and 
1950 was. about half a million tons, of vhich about, two-thirds were imported. 
Re-equipment requirements, therefore, are still largely unsatisfied, since 
wear and tear increases with rising traffic,; and in addition párt of -these 
rails were used in laying new track* In any case, rail production in Brazil, 
in 1950, had exceeded the,80,000 ton level,, which brings it close to the normal 
re-equipment requirement? of the railvay system as it now exists. However, 
the supply of rails vill have,to be stepped up, in order to?cover the deficit 
of the period 193Q-̂ 5, arid enable the railway system to keep up with Brazil's . 
general development. 

The rolling stock situation was no better at the close .of hostilities. 
In 19̂ 5 there were 5*1,291» railyay cars, and it was estimated that there was . 
an immediate need for a further 20,^08 new units. Between 19̂ 5 and 19^7 
about 7;,000 cars of,all types,were imported. After 19̂ 8 there vas a sharp 
decline in foreign purchases, but domestic production must undoubtedly have . 
filled the gap in imports. Brazil now has four large undertaking specializing 

1/ Figures on railway material requirements are taken from the Transport 
Section of the SALTE Plan. ' : ' ' ^ 

/in the 
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in the'production of-railwaymaterla^ turning, out parts;. , 
According to estimates- -made. "by?the,principal TOhufactw^ , • 4 
productive capacity <£or cars ;of all vtypes) amô nts&> top about .10y000. units. >. ,Th;is 
figure is. much higher than the existing* real demand, and will be difficult-to, , 
maintain in view .of thó-̂ vailable;Supplies c*f the basic products primarily 
iron and steel* r 'In 19̂ 9, the railway car manufacturers informed the Brpk of. 
Brazil that they 'ŵ re iñ a/position to-meet the countryfe requirement and they 
have subsequently been able to export- part:of their output. V: ,, ¿ 

In 19̂ 5, there were 3,698 locoraotives.of which many were antiquated 
and many under repair. Between119I45 and T.igtî  57)4, new units and .15,891 tons of 
spare parts¿were imported. L̂ocomotive;assembly and,spare parts manufacture 
have likewise expanded. ÍPwo;.largerprwje&ts? %ti this* branch have recently 
been announced» . The first plane, the construction by advanced methods of a, . .. 
steam <engirie', and the second the" buiW/ing of .diesel engiries of oyer .1,000.. HP,.-, to 
be used in-diesel electric* '-locomotives whî qh. to j^huiIt partly in Brazil. 

TO-* sum 'up,- it' may be said, that the • problem of-.the re reqwijanent and . 
even the extension of the Brazilian railway, eystem, -as a ;problem of foreign 
exchange, -is..becottitig- progressively-less acute. 

determined efforts are at. present :;being>made' to: improve. Brazil1 s 
highway system. From the-.standpoint of general development,; however̂ , 
investment-in this sector ha,s- certain negative .consequences.. -Since both 
motor véhicles and nearly all' liquid fuel consumed must. be. imported., . 
preferential treatment of road transport as against the railways will ..entail 
an increase'iñ the foreign exchange, cost of the national transport system. A 
typical example of the 'competition. between- motor transport, and the railways will 
be found in the 19J49 réport of the National Iron and Stesl -Works. (Companhia . 
Siderúrgica Nacional)-. Between I9J48 and 19̂ 9 the number, of;motor trucks used 
in transporting the Volta Eedonda; production áncreasedj frpta ̂,303 to 17,,727, 
whereas the number of railway, cars employed declined from ̂ ,903 to ̂ ,806. It 
is not yet clear whether this is due to better servi.ce or to lower costs. In 

1/ From data in the possession of the National Federation of Industries,' 
Rio de Janeiro, 

/the latter 
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the latter- eveht, the inf luence of the exchange vratey which has been stable ... 
since 1939*'Bust'fee taken into account, .The price of liquid fuel has remained 
at a relatively low level on .the: foreign market, and in Brazil, thanks to the 
stability of the rate of exchange, h&s tended to fall in relation to. the., 
domestically produoed fuel --that is, wood and coal.— used by the.railways, 

* ; Another- interesting aspect of the recent changes which have taken; 
place iri the Brazilian: transport system,-ifl the, extraordinary development of; 
civil aviation. In 1<J50 kk̂ QOQ tons of freight and 1,700,000 passengers were 
carried by plane a volume of air traffic surpassed only in the United States, , 
9¿2'times more freight and 5,9 .times more passengers were carried in 1950 then 
in 19̂ 5-. In view of the physical characteristics of Brazil, the aeroplane 
solves Mny transport problems, . fiowever,1 air transport constitutes an even 
heavier burden on the balance of payments, than road transport, . The high fuel 
consumption and the rapid depreciation of equipment malee flying an extremely 
costly means of transpprt for a country like Brazil, which has only limited 
supplies- of foreign- exchange and is compelled.* to buy great quantities of 
equipment abroad. 

The extensive'investments made, in transpprt, which have been reinforced 
by the SALTE Plan, and have included the execution of road building programmes . 
and the extension of the railway system, have improved communications between 
the various regions of the country * Given the existing differences between 
standards of living in these regions, it is likely that population displacements 
from region to region'will tend to increase,. . In 1950 railway communications 
were established between the south-central and the north-eastern zones of Brazil, 
and in the preceding year the Rio-Bahia highway was opened. This 1,700 kilo-
metre road has greatly improved communication between the entire north-eastern 
highways system and the central, southern and western parts of the country. 
One may therefore predict intensified migration of the population of northern 
Brazil towards the southland particularly to Sao Paulo, the north of Parana,' 
and the south of Golas, This movement may be partially checked if the 
Government reclamation plan for the Ŝ áo, Francisco valley is successful, and if 
the industrial development of the north-east is Stimulated by the construction 
of the,.Paulo Alfonsp, hŷ rorelectrlc power station. In any case, this region 

/has a 
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' . • I; v ! v.. . • - » -r". 
has a greater density of population, particularly in relation to arable land 
and to the-present .level of technique, and a much higher birth-rate than 
southern Brazil; and in addition, capital per men both in agriculture and 
industry is generally speaking lower in the north than v in the south. The surplus 
population of' the north-east therefore .tends, to migrate, in proportion as 

• * ' 

communications improve, towards regions with a lower natural growth of population 
and a M¿her rate of capital formation. This migration of labour from north 
to south,, as vas pointed out in the 19^9 Survey, while it checks any further 
decline in the standard of living in the former, holds back real wages In the 
latter* region. This ip a. problem?of capital shortage, to which further reference 
will be made in another part of this report. At all events, improved communica-
tions between the north and • the south; will, help to prevent greater disparities 
arising between the standards-of living in.these two regions. 

Fuel and power 
The comments made in the preceding section on. the development of 

transport are evidence of the , seriousness of the problem of fuel and power in 
recent years» The.general terms of this, problem were considered in the 19^9 
Survey and may be summarized as follows: 
1. «Three-fourths of Brazil's total power supply ,1s derived from wood, '/most of 
the more easily,worked reserves having been exhausted; 
2. <The rate .of growth of hydro-electric power capacity in the past twenty 
years was less than the country's economic development required; 
Q 

Domestic coal production has been stagnant since 19^3 and coal imports have 
greatly diminished in comparison with pre-war levels; 
k. The changes in the structure of the transport system, the shortage of hydro-
electric power supplies, and the decline1 ill the price of petroleum as,compared 
with that of coal led to a; great increase in the consumption of imported liquid 
fuel. 

" it has been realized In Brazil that the solution to the country's 
power problem lies in the progressive utilization of Its vast sources of hydro-
electric power. ' For the'purpose of achieving a solution along these IjLnes, 
the hydro-electric capacity will have to grow much more intensively than In the 

/past 
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past twenty years. ..If'the potential merely expands paripassu with the power 
requirements of the communities supplied, not only will it he unable to replace 
other aouroea of energy hut the development of the region wiil he hampered . 
The capacity of the basic sectors ahould always be higher than the demand of 
consumers. If, from the outset, the electric power stations work at full 
capacity, or even /With an overload/ as is usual in Brazil new, the economic 
sectors served by these stations cannot develop; alternatively, tbey will have 
to increase costs in order to continue expanding. 

As the Brazilian Government realizes In its SAÍTE Plan, a second 
solution to the power problem iies in the development of national petroleum 
production. The consumption of tftis fuel expanded during the past few years at 
a much greater arate than the general pover consumption, as reflected in the 
more dynamic elements, petroleum, hydro-electric power and coal. 

Table 12. Bfrazil: ; Partial apparent Consumption of energy 
(iñ toll!ions of KWH) 

Petroleum Coal 
Years Hydro- Imports Domestic Imports Domestic• Total Index of electric Imports 

Productloa 
Imports Pro^^tion total 

1937 1892 2732 * 2547 885 8056 
1945 3424 2339 25 • 1173 < 2405 / , 9366: 100.0 
1946 . 3707 4029 22 1744 2201 11703 125.0 
1947 k0J6 6126 32 ¿572 2319 15127 161.5 
1948 " 5̂79 7776 ' 47 1781 2349 16532 176.5 
1949 5075 8685 . 35 . ... Í289 2428 17512 187.0 
1950 6257 10164 94 I83I 2320 20666 220.6 

Sources: For imports, the,.Economic, and Financial Statistical Service of the 
Ministry of Finance. For coal production, the Production Statistics 
Service of the Ministry of Agriculture,* For petroleum production, 
National Petroleum Board. For Jfiydro-electric power production, t¿e 
National Water and Electric Power Board. 

a/ Production of the Brazilian Traction, Wght and Power Co> and of Empresas 
Eléctricas Brasilelras. This constitutes about 80 per cent of the total 
production. 

b/ Including the coal used for the manufacture of:coke. . 
Noté: Fuels have been* considered as of per cent efficiency, the heating valúe 
T" per kilogramme being taken, as .10,600 calories in. the case of petroleum, 

7,200 calories in the case df imported coal, and 5>000 calories in the ^ 
case of domestic coal. /The rate 
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The rat© of expansión of petroleum consumption between 19^5 and 1950 
was merely .«three ̂irnes that of the total consumption of power. In 19̂ 5> it is 
true,, .petroleum---ô iipum̂ ^ • Pwlî g to -.í̂ port difficulties. However, 
if the year .1937;.is,used as^a'te the increase in petroleum 
consumption,, even then is nearly twice vthe total consumption of power, derived \ 
frotii the three.sources} in question* ' Therimpprtance of petroleum lias theréfóre.? 
tended to lncrease absolutely ás Well as relatively. If the present mte of 
increase, #o£, petroleum. consumption were treated/as normal, this, fact álone would -
be a sufficient reason for giving 'pronipt canaidamtion to the need for changing; 
the structure of the country's imports. This factor would contribute to a' , 
greater rigidity ..of imports, arid wpuld make .the Brazilian economy even more: 
vulnerable tp fluctuations in'the capacity to;import. 

If? Brazil does not"succeed; in - developing domestic production of 
petroleum substantially dur'ing the present decade, ..the power problem will require, 
other and more far-reaching' measures for: it§ solution. Theee include the . ' . 
preferential development-and/electrification of railway transport* and also the;;-. 
electrification of urban transporty* Aepainted-before.this, would mean a : ; 
far greater expansion of the installations for h&rnáfcfeing hydro-electric power., 
than took place- in the ̂ 's^ tVenty yearŝ  and/even Awing the past five-year . *; 
period. . 

The .annual rate of increase of the consumption of power derived from 
the. sources'included in Table 12 was 17.5 per Cent in the period 19̂ 5->1950, . 
But this high rate partly reflects the low level of consumption during/the 
preceding five-year period,; in fact ,it is declining, for in 19^9 it was only : 

5^9 per cent. On the other hand, the substantial increase of fuel itóports in ; 
1950 were partly the result of the international situation. An average annual ( 
rate of increase of 5-5 per cent can be regarded as nortoal. If this growth 
were to be parallelled by a like- development in domestic fuel production -
during; thfc riéxt f ive-year period/ ihen, with the proposed 11 per cent average 
annual increase for hy&ro-electric powerthe sh&Te oif imported fuels in total 
supplies „wpuld decrease from 58 per cent to 49.8 per cent, as may be seen from 
Table 13,^ ,.,7 >.;/, \ //'V v. 7 ..-A . '' ' 

r « 

-Ache SALTE Plan contemplates an annual average, increase of 11 per cent fcr total: 
* " " " ' " ' " ^ 4 7-1952. In view of the installed .hydroselectric power during the feeric^ - — relative . insiĝ if i^ñcé df therrrtc/pcwer, this rate /may be regarded as .adequate for hydrp-électric power i r t e t ¿ l l a ^ i b ¿ s ^ t h a t .the supply of. hydro pówér might expa^at 'á - ̂ pate* mte-> - iP it is remembered that between 19*5 -and 1949,;in the Rio-Bao Paulo érea it developed 4t ari ,averqt̂ . rate or 10.4 
per cérit and "that a great deal of work is now proceeding in Ícoiínéxion with hydro-
electric power. 7 
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Table 13> • Brazil» tétetivi'Imp̂ rlmc.ê pfvéoiB̂ v sources of-power la selected yeara 
Years';' Hydro-éléétrie.(̂ '̂ oÉ̂ tlCî í̂,:; ̂i ., Jported, coal.. V- .; Total 

.. - ' and petroleum eatd'pe'tf̂ léun '" "" •" . i'iuffiKj ni-•..ii.II.ii<. •.., •. • • ; . s ••» / 

1937 • • : 1 23-5,..." V 1 0 . 1 ' , M M ' '" / ~ ' • • 10b ' 
1 9 4 5 • 3 6 i ; " ' 1 . " * 1 2 5 . 9 • ; : : ; í ^ "' 37.5 " "" 100'•" 
19^9 29.0 14 .1 56.9' ' ' : '100 
1950 .; 30:3 11.7 " 58.0' - 100 

1955 ... 39.0 ^; 11.7 5 ? ; ' ' . 49 .8 ; 1 0 0 ; 

- - - i. •- "'.'.íT- Í".-' r 
Sources: For.importe.Economic and Financial Statistical Service of the Ministry 

of Finiaaicei for coal product ion, the Production Statistics Service of ¿ ^ 
the Ministry of Agriciiî tuî ; for petroled product ion> Na^lo*^ 
Petroleum Board; for hyiro~ele¿trío power, National tyater and ; 
Electric Power "Board, y 'v*:- •• • 
The estimates contained in^able 13 ifflply that cóai production would 

increase from 2 million terns In 1950 to 2.6 million tons .in 1955 though -this 
can only "be achieved if the.^oal Industry emerges from its present phase of 
stagnation. Apart from theinveetments made by the National Iron and Steel 
Company, the coal .industry Ifcas attracted little capital during the past few 
years. However, the achievements of this oompany point clearly to results 
which may'be accoî plished given adeayate capital "investments*. The mechanized 
methods recéntly introduced have raised .production per nan-day five to edx times ̂  
above the prevailing levéiŝ ixistiiig mines ̂  

It is estimated that Brazil's coal industry is actually yorking at .. . . 
80 per cent of capacity, which means that a rate of production of. 2.6 inillion ( 

tons Oould ;be obtained by merely a more intensive use of present capacity., The . 
coal washing plants are also, working belov capacity . Transport is the; post 
serious obstacle to. expanding production, pártl($û rly .so far as harbour 
installations1 and shipping are concerned., , 

Brazil1 s coal production developed, un#er, protective measures that 
required consumers to use 20 per cent of domestic coal. The rate of expansion 
of domestic coal production increased, during the war, being further stimulated 
by tjie efforts- of ;the; .Cqa^^y^ t obtain • coking coal ' 

.. , > / for the 
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for th© Volta RiE&Ohd̂  £rom 
petroleum. The r e l a t i v e ^ p a r t l y to the exchange 
policy, constitutes ikcéntivir for the répláceitó¿t: of Ooalby, petrpleum sub-
product^ even on the railways. Consequently, the coal industry is attracting 
less and less private capital^though the problem of coal supplies is exceedingly 
important in Brazil, in view of its present dependence on fuel lmpoHs. In 1950, 
a Ctoveiroaent-appointed Commission proposed a plan for the investment of 700 
million cruzeiros (35 million dollars) during tile "forthcoming five-year period. 
The plan includes financing the mechanization of the mines, the building of a 
fleet of coal carrying .ships, and.the building of a new port at IMbituba, in the 
State of Sajrta, Catharina, a s - w e l l ^ type of coal 
produced in this State. It is estimated in this plan tha;t a one million ton 
increase in production would be easily absorbed by the domestic market. 

Evén ¿part from the question of coal,the estimate contained in Table 13 
is only of very relative validity, since the x&ere increase of hydro-electric 
power supplies could not bring about á réduéti^ of fuel consianptlon, A part of . 
the hydro-electric power will ceaitaiftly replace the lees efficient sources 
power, such as wood, paHicularly if th¿plán f<>r theelectrification of the^ . 
railways is proceeded with. : : / . 

/. Thus, bétveen 19^5 arid 19̂ 9y the share of wood among the eourc*es : of 
energy consumed by the railways1 decreased from 73*8 per cent to 67.7 per cent, 
in terms of energy,:while the share of hydro-electric power increased from. ?>9 
to 5 per cent. Hydro-electric power is, of course, the alternative to a 
growth in the share of imported fuel. Between 19^5 and l9^9 the consumption of 
liquid fuel by the railways actually incríeásed ten times, its share rising from 
0.4 per cent to 4.2 per cent. The total share of iniported fuels increased .from 
11.4 to 16 per cérít between and 1947> - but -later decreased with the drop in 
coal imports. The consumption of wopod on the' ró/ilways declined sharply during the 
whole period, as may be seen from Táble lk..1 : : ; \ ; 

The profits of the coal companies fell froía 7.7 P0r cent to 3 p e r cent of 
capital plus reserves between 1$48 and 1949. 

/Table Ik 
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Table Xb. Brazil:' r ;6f ''"j^^-bn'^B railways-
'; (inioiiillons of K^ • 11;• ¡'-vV:' , ~ . , : 

Wood Domestic Imported;' Pél^oleTm ̂^̂̂^̂̂^ ? Total-
coal1' : coal • power. 

15^5 5,646 " 913 . , 8 4 2 ' 29 .'-.V . . 223-,,, t . • 7 , 6 5 2 
19^6 5,580 746 862 - 123 225 • 7,536 
1947 5,446 - 74I , 986 .244- • 249 ., . •7,¿66. 
1948 5,296 ' 949- 724 251 . 284 7,504 

1949 V ? 5 5 1,005 660 v 295 313 7,028 

Source: The National Department of Hallways. 
Note: Fuels have been considered aspf 20 per-cent efficiency, the heating 

value per kilogramme beitog taken as 10,600 calories in the case of 
petroleum, 7,200 calories in the case of imported coal and %000 
calories,; in the case of domestic coal. Wood has been considered at 
420 KWH per cubic metre. 

If the wood burned on the railwayed/ added to the data contained in 
Table .12, more approximate figures, of the total consumption of power in Brazil ^ 
will be obtained, which, at the same time offer a more accurate indication of the .. 
rate of increase in the period under observation. According to these fî gures, 
the increase..between 19^5 arid 19^9 was 48.3 per cent, as against 87 p er cént 
shown on Table lb* It is therefore evident that, firstly, the increase in the 
demand for power is being met by petroleum and hydro-electric power and that, 
secondly, these are more and more superseding less efficient sources of powers 

. If 
tĥ : estimates contained in Table £3 are proved accurate, fuel imports 

in 19^6 would, ô ly. be 10*7 per cent higher than those in 1950. - Moreover in 1950, 
Brazil acquired a,large, fleet of tankers, someof which are already plying under 
this country's. in ̂addition, several refineries are being established, 
the capacity tif which should be sufficient to meet a great deal of the domestic 
demand* • Foreign exphange expenditure qn petroleum; should therefore increase at 
a lower rate than totaL;-imports ofthis fuel, The foreign exchange savings in 
this sector, would, be. vOf, great .value ln; augmenting pure ha se s of material and 
obtaining tfte- tc¡t ..̂ Loŷ lpp petroleum production. 

l/ The wood consumed on the'railways %$k6 constituted 15»9 per cent of the 
total cctesustption of this source of power. 

seem 
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There seetii to be good, prospecte for developing the production of . •, . "r - •• • . - ' / í m . ¿ i " . ' - .i ' • •,•*''< 

petroleum in Brazil, even: though this expansion cannot be ejected to occur.'la 
the immediate future* • • Hitherto, only ©mall investments have'.beenmade in this. . 
sector and the regions which it was intended to tap-are far too. extensive* . The 
area of "tHéJ3éconcavo¿ in the State of Bahia, is the, only one in production at 
present,.and its total known reserves aire rather limited* In 1950/ a modern 
refihary with a capacity of 2500 barrels a ¿ley began operations there. : It is 
hoped to double its capacity shortly* Last year/ the National Petroleum* Board — 
the Federal agency responsible for petroleum developments began drilling 
experimental wells in three new areas where geological -and geophysical surveys • 
have been made- during the pa&t few years» These are the. regions of Cameta 
in- the State óf Para, that of Carolina in the State of Maranh&O, ainá íapoata in 
the State of'Sergipe-, all in the north of Brazil.: 

Furthermore, Brazil has large reserves of sulphide^bitu^nous "shale . 
vhich could constitute a -further' Source "Ofliquid fuel in the future *i AtJ-present, 
the shale is being worked - on á small scale iii the State of é&¿> Pauib:> where a -
private Itóüstrial undertaking is usiiig its own patented procéssés, /Íts Qquipment 
being mnufacturéd in the Country* - In 1950, this company announced its intention 
of inoreaóing production to loó-tóm' dally? Á much iáoré a&bitiOus viplah wks : - : 

recently drawn up' by the Ins titubo <de Investl^c oe a ̂ cnolq^icas '(fechnícal 
Research Institute) Of the State of Parana, which has been studying the usé' of 
shale for some years. According tothis Institute's findings the j)etroIéuia :' 
resources íix the Arati region have been eetiiiáted at not'less than 1,600 "million 
tons, the average'yield of shalé oil being about 8 per cent; íhe plan contem-
plates the establisl^rit of five ehaie distilleries in different parte,'each ' 
plant to' have a capacity of 100 tons ofpetr oleum daily, 120^000 litres of -
sulphur^bearihg amorxia Waters, apd .50,000 cubic metres of fuel gas*' The :v 
sulphide gas can yield 21 tons of sulphur and the ammoiiia Waters 9 tons of sulphate 
of ammonia. ; A central distillery, with a capacity of 2,500 barrels daily, would 
serve the five units. ' The estáblishmeiit of this industry would- thus provide 
Brazil with a substantial source of sulphur and ammonium sulphate, and as a •" ' 
consequence some pressing problems in the basic chemical industry would-be 
solved. It was announced in 19$0 that thê  Brazilian Government intended, to , 
invest 350 million cruzeiros in the exploitation of sulphide-bituminous shale * : 

Aron and steel 
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Iron and steel Industry, , v/-.- - . . 
In recent years $ie Iroa^dj ̂tê '̂ Industry experienced its most 

intensivê  development.. Steel production increased from 206,000 to 77^,000 tons 
between 19̂ 5 and Í950. The principal factor lit this expansion was the Volte 
Redonda ;plant. However, thé development of iron and steel industries, based 
on charcoal*, continued actively for between 19̂ 5 and 1950 próduotiori Vas stepped 
up 71.8 per cent, which is a higher rate of expâ ion'thiim that for the period 
1 9 * 0 - 1 9 . , , . ; 

The data contained inT^ble 15 shows that by 1J&8 Volte Redonda Steel 
production had surpassed the steel production of all the.other plants taken 
together which use pig iron from blast furnacesfed by charcoal and scraps 
However, Volta Redonda «'s production of pig iron and ̂sheets in 1950 vas below the 
aggregate of other plants. The decline in pig iron production at Volta Redonda, 
in I9U9, was caused by two stoppages in the blast furnace, involving a total 
hold-up of ¿ruction for three months. The first interruption was necessitated 
by normal cleaning operations and the second was due, to a mishap. 

Table 15» Brazil: Iron and steel production 
Yejrs -Fig iron jL i ̂  Steel Rolled products 

Coke Charcoal Total Volta Other Total Volta Other Total 
Volta / 
Redonda ., . ; - Redonda plants- Redonda plants 

(in thousands of tons) 
1937 « * 98 98 76 76 71 71 
1945 . 1 260 260 206' 206 166 166 
1946 , 96 275 371 85 258 3^3 13 217 230 

1947 .176 305 481 145 242 : 387 90 • ' ' 207 297 
1948 ,224 327 552 244 239 483 198 205 403 
1949 -193 315 508- 308 297 605 227 ' 273 500 
1950 339- •377' ' lis • '420 : 354 771* ' 

» * • « 

287 303 590 
Source; Thé Production Statistics áervi ce of the Ministry of Agriculture . 

In contrast with its wartime trends the expansion of the iron and 
steel industry' during the" past few yeaW did not result from the stimulus of any 

1. *> * 

great increase in the price of the product. The resumption of imports, which 
in 19*6 and 19*7 ̂  siirpassed' half ¿million tons annually, and the increase of 
domestic production, led to a relative stability in the factory prices for 
Brazilian steel and to a noticeable drop in the prices for domestic rolled products 
on the market» ' feUgjS. 
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Table l6« Brazllt Prices of domestic and imported steel 
' / cLúring thé period 19^5-19^9 

: v • ? ' jgjg 19̂ 6' 19*7 19*8 19*9 
Index of. factory price of . domestic.- rolled : . 1 • " 
products . , . 3 100y. 91.2, £8.0,122.6 128.7 

Index of the price. .of'í̂ oxited ateel rpde..<CIP) 100 92.8 10J,k 1*8,7llfO-,6• 
Index of the coastwise trade price of . 
dcaaestlc steel (]?QB) 100 76.1 70.0 60.3 68.0 , 

Percentage difference between the price of 
coastwise trade arid the import/pri&é : f60.3 4'29*9 -l*w0 -6.0 

Source: Economic and Financial Statistical Service of the Ministry,of Finanqe*-. 
The relative decrease in the price of steel, in terms of~the wholesalev 

price index and of the cost of livingindex, is an incentive,to the consumption; 
of the product» Between 19^5 and 1950, apparent consumption rose from 5^2^000 
tons to l,09é,000 toxis • The expansion of domestic steel production, and the . 
relative decline in the price of the product, are factors of importance in the 
readjustment of the mechanical industryt to post-war conditions» 

Table 17Brazil:' The ''store of ̂mest'lc production in the total 
v ' ' * * '* " * ;; ' supply of steel 

(in thousands of tons) 
Years Production Imports'. , Total supply ; 100 A 

. . . . A 

. , 3 . - .. 0 0 
206 356. 562 36.7 
3*3 . . 51* 857 fco.o 
387 573 960 if 0.3 
m 300 783. 61.2 
605 297 

/ 
902, 67,-1 

77* 1,096 • 70 .6 

191*5 
19^6 
19^7 , 
19^8 
19^9 
1950 
Source; Production Statistics Service of the Ministry of Agriculture andVthe 

Economic arid Financial Statistical Service of the Ministry of Finance. 
a/ Partly estimated* - . . . 
^ , .... ' • , , •• • «' - •••••• Note: Imported rolled products have been converted in terms of pteel plus 

20-per cent« • , .. , , . « 
' The development of iron and steel production in Brazil made it possible 

to step up importa of otl?ei* capital goods more intensively than-those, of iron and 
steel* In 19^7, iron axil steel imports/(computed at their current,values in 

/terms of 
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terms of dóliarb) showed an^iii¿re^ as compared with 19*5, 
whilst í^ortd of other capí talg¿dd&~ increased hiy ¿3* • 8 P©r cent.- In theáe-
two years, ¿oméstto production óf óíeéV ((áál6uíttted':«t- ii^ort-prices) increased 
170*5 per cent, só "that thé supply rose by 1*5psr cent* ^ 

Between 19*7 
and 19*9, iron and steel imports íe&l from-97*7 million 

to 70 million dollars, whilst imports of other capital goods increased from ; 
339-2 millionAto 3*5 áillion dollars. However, the value of domestic production 
of steél during'"'thi's trocear period rose' from 66 million tó 1*8 million dollars 
so that the supply of iron and steel increased at a greater rate than imports of 4 
other'capital goocts: In" short ."between 19*5 anl 19*$/ imports of other capitals 
goods increased times, whilst the supply of iron and steel increased 3*3 times, 
both "being computed at their import prices. 

Table Í8. Brazil: Supply of steel and linports of other capital goods 
Years Steel ay ' imports oí ' Supply of y Imports of other; production-/ iron and iron and capital goods steel . atsel 

(in millions of dollars) 
1945... . ; 24.4 42.2 — 66.6 ' 101,3"' 
1946 . • 44.Q . 66.2 . '. 110.2 174.2 
1947 66,0 97*7 163.7 , 339*2 
1948 964, •58.4 15^.5 , 3^8.7 
1949 148,0 , - 70.0 218,0 345.0 
a/ , At import, prices , ~ . 
Source t. Economic and Financial Statistical Servico of the Ministry of Finance, 

and the Production Statistics Service of the Ministry of Agriculture • 
At present .the , iron, and steel industry is working at full capacity in 

Brazil#: However, the country is. still importing 300,000 tons of steel annually* 
Current consumption — about one million tons — is rising sharply. If the rat© . 
of expansion of .the last. five-year-period is maintained, annual consumption may 
be expected to reach a level of one and a half million tons by 1955 # -
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Among the present exp^sion plans „of the tiron and steel intaŝ ry, that 
of Volta Redonda is. the most important., iEhe .National Iron and Steel Company,, vhich 
owns this plant, drew-up two expansion programmes in 19^9. The first of these was 
based on a 100 per cent utilization of the existing blast furnace with a daily 
capacity of 1,000 tons and on. the. extension of the steel furnaces up to a capacity 
of 180 tons, th§ number of these furnaces being .increased .from h to 5* By using 
65,000 tons of scrap, this plan would enable steel production to be raised to more 
than lj-50,000 tons,. The second plan involved the building of a second 1,000 ton 
blastfurnace, which had previously been proposed in the.original expansion plan 
for the factory.. Without using scrap, and by employing the two blast furnaces 
of 80 per ĉ nt of capacity, the production of steel could be increased to more than 
600,000 tons. The first of these plans called; for expenditure abroad of 
18 million dollars, whereas the second called for 27 million dollars. The 
national Iron and Steel Company strorigly favoúréd the second plan, in view of the 
steep rise in domestic demand, and ,in July 1950 it succeeded in making arrangements 
with the Export̂ Import Bank for financing the f-oreign exchange expenditure involved 
in the larger project. 

The most important" scheme for an irón and steel industry, now in operation 
and based on charcoal, is that of the ACESITA Company (itabira Special Steel Co.)*' 
which proposes to meet the country's basic special steel requirements. Thié 
company, formed by private capital of domestic origin, received strong financial 
support from the Government and is at present'controlled by the Bank of Brazil. • 
The ACESITA Project, which was virtually completed by the end of 1950, includes an 
integrated iron andt steel factory, with a "productive capacity of 55*000 toná Of*, 
finished products annually, and a hydro-electric plant- generating 28,000 KW 
(of installed power)» The irón and steel plant' ié situated'in the State of Minas 
Gerais, on the railway line'to the 'port of Victoria, 1Ó0 kilometres from the iron 
ore deposits' of Itabira. Thé charcóél used in1 the blast furnace") which has a-
capacity of 200 "t6ris "daily, is to be manufactured "by the company itself ih thé 
vicinity of the plant. So far, 30,000 hectares of forest land have been purchased 
and half a million eucalyptus trees have been planted. The charcoal will only be 
used as a reducing agent, since all the power consumed will be supplied by the 
hydro-electric station located 17 kilometres away from the iron and steel factory. 

/As at 
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As at presefiFt e'qulppecL, "tĥ  fs'.tvo-JA-,GpO, Kil^ftt. ufcits, 
but it is intended to ̂  of 60 ,jp0Q kilowatts. The, steel mill 
at present has á 300 -ton mixer, a 10 ton Bessemer -oonverter>. 2 tbree-phaj&e: electric 
furnaces of 20?'arid 5 tons respectively, and >a ̂ QO ̂ ilogramme induction furnace. . In 
19*9 the blast furnace Wgah production on a- small scale, but after the steel 
mill, the rolling plant and the power station were completed at the end of 1950, 
the following production schedule went into effect for the present yeer: black 
sheets - 10,000 tons; ' stainless steel plates .2,000 tons; Mgb silicon plates 
20,000 tons; steel springs (round and flat) - 2>000.tonsj stainless steel bars -
500 tons; Bessemer steel bars - 28¿000 tons.. The ACES EPA Company Intend,* to use 
a large part of its production of special steels and has, therefore established a 
large engineering plant next to its iron and steel mill. It is expected, that 
production in this plant, for the current year, will amount to 2,000 tons of 
agricultural implements and 2,000-tons of- spare parts for automobiles andr of pools. 
of various types. > 

With the plañí? now under way iji ̂ ra?il an annualincrease. of the iron 
and steel industry's capacity by sotte *00,000 tons is expected in the next few 
years. Three-fourths..of this increase will be accounted for by Volta Bedonda's 
output, and the rest is to be supplied the factories using charcoal. 
Furthermore, the present extension plans of Volta Redonda allow for a possible 
future increase of productive ̂capacity, involving a small expenditure in foreign : 
exchange, íhe two blast furnaces working at 100 per cent of capacity arid ¿¿ploying 
scrap-will make any annual production ef more than 800,000 tons of steel possible. 
It should be -pointed out that the plant Is in a position to build the metal • ~ 
structure of the ..new steel blast furnaces required for the plant's expansion with 
material of its own manufacture. 

. Taking- into account the fact that the present capacity of thevBrazilian 
iron and steel industry is about 800,0i)b tons" annually, the aforementioned : . v 
expansion, suggest? that this ca^piiy can'" be Vailed; first/ to 1,200,000'tons, 
and to at. least 1,1*00,000 teme later.̂ ^ - . • ; . , : 

v .̂ Yet, owing to the marked increase of Consumption, whlch'tnay rise to one 
and a half million tons within five yeafe, meritíoned, it is hardly 
likely that in the near future, Brazil wiU be able to export appreciable quantities 
of iron and steel to other Latin American countries, There Is much evidence to 
indicate that Brazil's engineering industry will develop intensively during the 

/present decade, 
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present decade/ especially the imnuíacture. of agricxLltural jronfc and machinery 
árid transport equipment• Th$se industries will require ever increasing amounts of 
éteel and will stimulate the development and specialization of the iron and steel 
industry. As it expands,, and is stabilized, the .industry will be able^tp réduce 
its own costs progressively, and so further encourage the development of the 
engineering industry. „ , 
Cement industry . 

The post-war period was extremely favourable to the expansion of the 
cement .industry. Demand had been pent, up during the preceding years; there 
was a, better supply of fuel oilj equipment could, be acquired abroad and 
finally, the price of imported cement was high, all of vhich contributed to the 
increase of investments in this industry. 

During the w.ar years, production practically stagnated, increasing 
only 11 per cent from 1939 to 19b% This was followed by a phase of intensive 
development, as may be,,seen from the data contained in Table 19* 
Table 19. Brazil; Annual increase of production and apparent consumption of 

cement 
19^6 19^7 19^8 lpfe 1^50^ Average 

Production 7 11 - 22 • ; 15= , 6.2. 12.2 
Apparent consumption ik 7 17 17 ,1.9 11*4 
a/ Production estimated on the basis of the first 9 months and imports on the ' 

basis oí 11 months.—1 • 
Source: Economic and Financial Statistical Service of the Ministry o£ Finance 

and the Production Statistics Service of the Ministry of Agriculture. 
The intense expansion recorded in the last five-ryear period raised 

production from 774,000 tons .in 19^5 to 1,361,000 tons in 1950, its rate of 
developsnt báréiy keeping pace Wth-the rate1 of increase of apparent consumption. 
Over the whole!period, therefore, little progress Vas made towardé reaching 
self-sufficiency. Domestic production supplied 75 P®r cqxA of consumption in 
: 19^5 and 7.8.2 per cent in 1950* In 1950, imports totalled 380,000 tons, as 
against >28,000 tons in the preceding year, but there'was a great shortage of 
cement in the country. 

• ' .-v . /However, 
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Xfí^é^k M now beip^ix^eeted.in this 
ind\xstsfjr> it is./reasonable to, expect that by 195édomestic piroductipn0 will be 

all the country's needs. " 
The; increase of cement imports took place despite the sharp rise in 

the price of the imported product. Between 1937 and 19*7, the price of imported 
cement rose 336 per cent/ a.rise three times greater than that of the factory 
price of the 'domestic product.. In 1937* the . factory price of domestic 'cement 
was *0,per sQ&vk,higher than tbat of the imported product (CIP) whereas in 19*9. 
it was *7< per ĉ -nt lower. This situation was undoubtedly due to the demands made 
on the (traditionally exporting) European countries in connexion with their 
reconstruction effort. Hovever, since 19*9, and especially since the devaluation 
of Euri?pe¿ri fcurren$ies> there has .been a sharp fall inthe price of-the imported 

In'addition to the favourable factors mentioned above> another factor 
whiék stimulated development in the. cement industry was the Introduction of a . 
road-building plan which»' since 19*5, when..'the,Boad'Fund was set up, has 
4evéIopéd vei:y actively,. FOr the flr-gt-;ti®s in story paved roads are being 
built ori-a'large scale in Brazil, .Moreover, the SALTE Plan also contributes. 
I,'2é3 million cruiéiros to be spent on rpad building until 195*» - * .. -

V "'1 Ih.l9*7, the productive capacity of the industry was 957,000 ,tons. ; 
Since then, various enterprises have ŝ vung up in different parts of the country,, 
raising capacity to 1,607,0Q0 tons in 1950. The present expansion and the new 
factories''how '¿oing built will make it possible to raise productive • capacity to 
1í757/OOÓ tónŝ  in 1951 and .2,287,000 tofts in 195?. 

" A'Ĵ arge ipart of;the tow capacity installed recently, is represented 
by factories situated at a considerable distance fresa the Bio-Sap Paulo area.. 
Until a short while ago, the cement industry was concentrated in this region, 
since the sfiiall capacity of consumption in the rest of the country, and the 1 OK : 
price of Imported cement, offered no incentive to the. domestic production 
of this: commodity; - * :U 
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., <Tabie 20» Brazil! The productive capacity of the cement industry 
Area of production 19^7 1950 1951 1952 
Sao Paulo 360 564 564 ' 776 • 
Bio de Janeiro 330 532 682 77^ 
Minas Gerais l60 302 3.02 3^2 
Noreste 65 137 4 137 19T 
Rio Grande Do Sul : 30 60 16$ 165 . 
Espirito Sáüfco , 1 2 12 12 12 

w 

Source Production Statistics Service of the Mioistry of Agriculturer and the 
Hatlcrél Eodorafcioa of Inductrioct. 

; j*s -
The production of cement iri Minas Gerais began in 1939J in 19^6, a 

second plant vas built in the region. In the northeast, a small plant situated 
in the State of Paraiba had begun operations before the war. During the war1, a 
plant of 65,000 tonvcapacity was 'built in the State of Pernambuco, and later, the 
machinery in the Paraiba plant was re-equipped and its capacity likewise raised 
to 65,000 tons. A further expansion of this plant to a capacity of 130>000 tons 
is contemplated. In Bio Grande do Sul, cement production was first undertaken 
in 19^7 and has made great strides sincé. Two factories were built in .this area, 
the second of which began production in 1951* A new plant, in the State of Bio 
de Janeiro, with a capacity of 150,000 tons, should also begin operating in 
1951; it will employ the slag from the blast furnace at Volta Redonda. 

A remarkable trend characterizes the development of Brazil's cejuent 
industry during the past few years; its decentralization. . The two. production 
areas, which existed before the war, are" still adding to their capacity, but 
this has not checked the industry's spread to other* parts of the country. 

One of thésé areas is the State of Bahia, where: the; erept ion of a 
plant of 100,000 tons capacity was recently begun. The foreign exchange. 

i 

expenditure for the purchase of the'equipment and the. installation will be covered 
by a 2,070,000 dollar loan, which has already been granted.by the Export Import 
Bank. Among other undertakings of this nature are the factories set up in the 
States of Parana, Santa Catharina, Alagoas, Ceara and Goiaz. it is therefore 
likely that during the next few years the whole country will be supplied with 
cement produced locally or regionally» In viev of the country's inadequate 
transport facilities, and the enormous distances to be covered, this appears to 
be the most economical solution, even if it implies reducing the average capacity 
of the factories and diminishing labour productivity»-
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Basic ̂ eml^V.ináwjyteftwv,. ^ y V ^ M í ^ ^ • -
i ;The irr̂ sjilf̂ . supj^ during war hipdereá 

the industrial development of Brazil, The country depended almost entirely on 
Imports for its¡ supplies/ of:, a ^ ^ w ^ a ^ . ^ ^ ^ u ^ T h i e . -cr9A$ed /coneldérahle 
anxietyyin thQ .Government and among the leAderp of industry . • ,, 

:v. S^n^ no sulphu^ deposits;.have yet he en,, found tn Brazil,, the use of 
natural and parboniferpus:pyrite&haa heen considered. ; The formar occur in the 
States of Rio de Janeiro and Minas Gerais, hut deposits are fairly small and ore 
alaceaidŷ haing worked. The carboniferous pyrites offer greater possibilities, 
since txatural reserves are.;large and production of coal is tending to increase. 

During the past few years, .the Mineral ̂ Production laboratory, an agency 
of the Ministry of Agriculture, has given much attention to research into the 
possibilities of ̂industrial utilization of carboniferous pyrites end early in 1950 
it was announced that work on a semi-industrial scale had been satisfactorily 
concluded. According to the results obtained from this research, at the present 
ley^l of coal production it will be possible to obtain a supply of éome 50,000 tons 
of, sulphur domestically, an amount, sufficient to meet the country's minimum iieeds, 
imports in 19^9 surpassing the 45,000 ton mark. 

The problem of sulphur supplies «ay also be solved by the development of 
the shale-distilling industry. When the plan referred to in the section dealing 
with Fuel and power has been fully completed, its first phase will supply aii 
additional 30,000 tons of sulphur annually. 

The general development of industrial production also led in recent years 
to the production of sulphuric acid from, imported sulphur• . - In 19^> production 

' ' • • . - . 11 i'/-

began át a hew plant employing th,e. contact process. 
In connexion with the production of/alkalis, great interest has been 

1 shown in recent years in developing the manufacture of caustic soda by the 
-electrolytic process.?, "This is -partly due to the, increased possibilities for the 
Use of chlbrine, as a result of the development of other, sectors of the chemical 
.̂ nduetry.>nd .particularly of the:production of insecticides . In 19^8 the, . 
Industrias, Qujmicas Electrocloro: S«A, built a factory at Rio Grande, in the 
State pf: Sao. Paulo with m annual production capacity of 1,100 ;tona of caustic 
soda. in August 19^9, the capacity of this^pl^nincreased -to.1,600 tons 
and dp. 1950 eXtensl^ in- order to raise the plant's production to 
3,700* tons. - ^ ^ . c ^ t a ^ ^ y j b l c • '^lonslns to the 
Matarazzo capacity of nearly 3*700 tons 
of caustic <soda annual lyr.-̂ Â ^̂  its general manufacturing operations, this 
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plant is aleo producing insecticides and other chemical prod It, may there-
fore he deduced' that' • é'-tóêcisly-'feic- soda was; tripled 
between 19*5 and 1$*9:. : ! v\ ' ^ ' ' : - ->.-• -

'íet- Brazil lBf still Essentially dependent on foreign, supplies of alkalis. 
Caustic soda imports rose from ,000 tons in ;19*5 *O,000 tons in 19*7 . , 
56,000 tons in-19*9, Imports of carbonate of soda-(a product, not yet. toanufñctured 
in Brazil) Increased over the sames period as foliqwsj S*̂ 0Qp/̂ ons in 19*5, 
31,000'in 19̂ 7 and 37,000 tonS in 19*9: ' 

• The steep rise in thê demand for these'basic products points to the need 
for á "broad and fundamental solution of. the problemj probably the .only remedy Is 
to eréct a: Solvay plant. During the' past few years two extensive research 
programmes have been"'undertaken in thi¿ connexions . 

An international group> constituted by Imperial Chemical Industries of 
London and the Solvay Company of Brussels Studied the possibility of utilizing the 
rock Salt deposits in the St&tes of Alagoas and Sergipe, > After four, years of 
work, the reóults óf thiá research were published in .1950. ; It was proved that 
there were adequate reserves of rock salt withwhich.to supply a factory, wl̂ th an 
output of 200 tons daily, for a period of fifty .years. • Hie limestone available 
is of poor quality but is present in sufficient /quantities. There are no 
difficulties in the 'way of water supply,' even though the temperature of the yater . 
is relatively high, which adds:to thé cost of production. Based on these data, 
a plan was drawn up for the building of a factory to produce 85,000 tons of sodium 
carbonate, 500,000 of which would be transformed. Into 35,000 tons of caustic soda 
and *,&00 tons Of refined sodiüm bicarbonate; The investment required was 
estimated at 500 million cruzeiros (25 million dollars). The group estimated, 
that at alkalî  ¿rices as prevailing in August; 19*9, the probable annual return 
would be * .8 per cent. ' The plans were suspended early in 1950, after 
representatives of Imperial Chemical Industries and . tile Splvay Company had visited. 
Brazil, It was then stated that In view of the high cóstsdue to adverse 
conditions of production, and of the decline in the.international price of alkalis, 
after the devaluation of tiie pound sterlihg> the;prioe of the products would, have 
to increase by 85 per cent before the undertaking could be a;, paying proposition. 
Still,"it was confirmed that the scheme Vas feasible^. ? 

The second investigation into the possibilities; of building a Splvay 
plant in Brazil Was céd*rléd Out by a'semi-public agency, the Companhla Nacional 
de Alcalis. Iñ 19*9, this company? concluded ̂ elimine^y investigations 
concerning the site of the factory-and- the supply; pt raw materials . The factory, 
which during its first phase will have a productive capacity of 100,000 tons of 
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• . >'• . • • . , • , '• ,f> ' '• ' 
sodium carbonatê  vlll be^sitm^d ltt in the State of Bio de 
Janeiro* This region feas (shólle) anda reserve of some 
10 million tona c^.wMh?*--ahelea already he^n foqnd and is ready for 
calcination. Sea salt, produced in the vicinity of the plant> will he used¿ The 
fuel oil wiH he carried to thefactory bya 2,100 metre pipeline, connecting it 
to the port nefcrby. Coolingwill he greatly facilitated by the low average ; 
temperature of the seawa,ter in this area. Fresh water will he raised from the 
subsoil or drawn from a nei^bouririg rlvfer, though this latter method will involve 
a greater initial expenditure. ©xe advantage of the Cabo Prio plant over the 
Other factory previously mentioned lies in lower transport costs for the finished 
producttoíüie main centres of consumption. The manufacturing eost does not vary 
greatly from one region to another. Cabo Frío, there, would be less expenditure 
19 obtaining the limeeton», but the coat of producing the salt would be higher • ; 
The Cabo Frío plan calla for an loveataawat cf 350 million cruzeiros, of which 
200 million cruáe'iáros (10 million d«ll*rs) will be payable in foreign exchange. 

If the total lnvefta»»t# 0jt mcli of the plants and their respective 
productive capacities arécottpáréi^ it be teen that the Sroject of the Inter-
national gróup Involves a far hí0tt íxm$imn%k The investment per ton of 
sodium carbonate produced would té '-^m^l^of, whereas in the C&bo Frio 
factory it would be 3,500 Cruzeiros. Tilla explains iihy thé plan of the 
Companhla Ifacional de Alcalis is considered as profitable, even after allowing for 
the lower price of alkalis since the devaluation of the pound sterling. 

CHAFTLS I I I . SRÍMARY PRODUCTION, AND THE ISREIGN MARKET 

Production and export of primary ̂ products 
The most important Single factor influencing 

iriáfcx̂  prodi^ two thirds of it is absorbed by the domestic 
market* The domestic demand tor primary products being relatively ptable, Vhat 
really, determinesthe geneyai income! in primarypj^pduction is the fluctuation 
of demand and trices in the foreign market. In the case of essentially export 
commodities the foreign market affects the prices paid by the domestic consumer 
and influences the amount remaining for domestic consumption. Hcveve*, a 
substantial rise ;in 4omestic¿ dexnand; hae> in sptoe cases, led to a contraction of 
the exportable surpluŝ ' . ' ' > 

; The dependence of primary production on tie foreign market varies ;v 
greatly ̂ om one ̂ pújp of ĵ odtefts to another, and,even more within each group, 
(^mo^dities of vegetable origindepefd moBth^viiy on the foreign, market, more 
than half of the output being expwtsd . The - position, is the reverse in the case 
of livpstociĉ Qf which only about 5 per cent is exported. 

fob* A&ovga 
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Thé.degree of depéhdence varies even more widely within each group. 
Some commodities, like rütbér; are now j^ádiically independent of the foreign 
market. Others;, like rthe'érasilí tiUte éf* Sé^a,carnauba wax- and yerba mate depend 
heavily on foreign' demand'.ih^'in7^ industry theré are sharp 
contrasts t though meat ̂ exports do not constitute more than * per bent of 
production, yet the export ̂oif- hides-'and- sklás=.' accouáte for more than *0 per cent, 
Production of some minerals, depends entirely on foreign detnand, whereas the 
domestlq. narket. for Others like manganese^ is developing. Still others, Buch as 

£ Í 1 ' * v • coal are" produced entirely for domestic consumption. 
Owing to these differences the effects of the fluctuations of foreign 

demand are more far-reaching than would appear from a consideration of primary 
production as a whole. The degree of vulnerability¡to the. fluctuationsof foreign 
demand varies not only from one sector to another, in:primary^activities, • but; also-
from one ̂ o$úcing área to another/- Thé1 carñaúba, cacao1 an4 maté producing1 areas 
are single crop regions and ¿re highly dependent on the foreign market. . Therefore 
their receipts are'more likely to suffer 'sudclen contractions than those of the ;*v, 
country 's ecqnomy as a -.whole ; • ~ ' • \ 

t The, development of the domestic r,markets, represents a., highly important' Vy 
stabilizing factor for these regions^ .̂ Â gpM'̂ .examplê of;thlB treád of events is ' 
found in the rubber industry over the ,past few years * Though formerly this 
product was largely intended, for i|e 'eacĵ t...mar|̂ t, it Is now entirely absorbed ' 
by the domestic market. • . • V :.;..' : - .. ' -

The degree of dependence of primary production on the foreign market does 
not seem to have changed greatly in the 'post-war period, • Calculated • on-the "'basis -; 
of producer; prices J exports between 19*5 and 19*9 averaged 25.8 per cent of \ 
production. The sudden change betweéri'19*5 arid 19*6 (see-Table 21), is-largely 
fictitious and can be attributed'to 'the dláposé1 abroad of large stocks accumulated 
during the war* Cotton exports,, for Instance, Increased from lé&;000'to 353,000 
tons between 19*5 and 19*6, whereas .production remained at'378,000 tons. - Cacao , 
exporte increased from 83,000 to 130,POO tqn% jtíxer̂ B production, remained' 
stationary at about 120,000 tons. The large agricultural-sur,pluses,.were heavily" 
liquidated after 19*6. By 19*8' no cotton sm-plus remained, and in .19*9 the Same 
occurred with coffeeV In 19*9, despite the large exports of coffee,out of _ . 
accumulated stocks, the.; percen.t&ge' Of' agricultural 'exports receded to the 19*5 
level. . . ' ^ "'V. ; -v-v1' 

l/ The decline in the pride of rubber on ithe*>ÍhternáfcÍOTa&-"inarkétf after the war 
cut off exports of Brazilian rubber. However, the interne ̂ teñeiori- of domestic 
manufacture, of rubbery goods- wae sufficient̂  ̂ abs^bvthe; stóp^ua which was 
formerly exported̂ . .̂  .The;. denies^ higher,'than that 
obtaining on the1 international.'" nprket, "but"'a crisie was averted̂  db : the rubber 
producing area which 'mígjtít have leS" to thé abankóhmeiít of the rubber plantations : 
Later,- lh;-1950, the ̂ price of rubber tp.'the international íñárket recovered. 
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Table 21:- •• Brazil í : ; Pércótitaék. < íl̂lilíttárjr' iüctibn ex pórteá : 
• ! ' ;••• . . . • í r f 

Years Total * Aéppícúl̂ üre'' Livestock r ¿Lining . Conmwdities of 
• • • 

... > * 
r ¿Lining 

vegetótl? orlgi: 
19^5 ; Sf.O ;. 

•- • M.I.i'.I ¡-r.i 1.' j-
Tá : 8 . 9 : 

19^6 /. 29.3 :. 36.6 ' v. : "1,6..b ; 6.1» 
19*1 26.6 .33.3 . v 6i.2 • 
19U8 . •:. . . » 26.6 «" • 9.1' l»9¿9 " 
19^9 ' . 23.3, > •• V . ¡Í .6 : . 8.3 • 
1950- . . . 22.8v - ':' ' ' s «? 
Note: Exports have been calculated at constant 19^7 prices and the 'proáüction 

datajused are those,given in Appendix A. 
,During the years immediately after. the' varf. foreignk démand for" -

Brazilianprimary products'chánged̂  in soim respects. . Generally speaking, there 
vas an increas| in demand fcr; agricultural and cattle products, whereas a fall 
Occurred'in the demand for mining Reduction and vegetable commodities.-' 

f The decline in foreign affected mining production and vegetable 
commodities1; *• in mining the Ita^eas© of eScports .was offset by the 
expansion in the domestic markets The contraction ip exports of vegetable . 
commodities was smaller, but owip$ to greater relative,,importance of foreign 
demand production was more ŝ rioftsly afl^ted., After >there was a; , . >: 
substantial recovery:in mineral exports, |irlncipal% ?to;thei inoreaseiof Iron 
ore exports which expanded from 6^,000 to 900,000- tons 'between'.19̂ 6 and l950. \ v 

Table £2: ^ • Brazil:- indices,, of'prodî ction and of exports of-M* 
: ' vegetable commodities: and minera^s v .> 

* loo.) . , *J,•,.!,• * 
Years r., Commodities of vegetable' origin "'.''V. Minerals ' ' 1 Production • 1 r Exports 3/ ' grohtiction j&p'cFEe a/ : 

IMMnONMMNMIMVai 

19*46 ' '97.6 99-3 } ' ; 99 .'9 71 ̂  • 
W '"'•. " v 91».7 "• :< • ^ 103.3 •••,."••• 76.2. 
Í9U8 101.U 87,.9 ' 116. ̂ 119«0. . 
19*»9 /.-98.8. - . 9̂ .2.. ; .. ( 125.9 ̂  116.6 ' ' 
Bote» See noteé in Table 
a/ -At 19^7 producer prices... . - V 

l/ Timber is hot inciudeé̂ ln ':io 'the-'lacfc- of adequate ; * • 
statistics ragarding' itsy'xirqdÁctí-jLóiá'*',../. -It- .ahouXd,%>te...ppint̂ d. out 
that timber exportó ihcreaséd greatly during the early post-war years but 
fell off in 19̂ 9« /In contrast 
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In contrast vith evpüÜ" lÚ Mtiéfai jkoáuétion att<3¡ with the case of 
vegetable commodities; ;f ca&igo!defflmd'Jtié..i¿<íáu<Stó iticreaeea #éatly ; 
as fro© I9I4Í. Exports during^thát year increased about ilí) $er cent, as cótopared 
with til© preceding year and :r.emainéd. at e high level until ííiese exports, • 
though grejátly drátfn from accumulated stocks, constituted a strong incentive to 
production which, since 19*6, has been Increasing constantly from year tb year.-^ 
Table 23 presents the development of the production and export of agricultural and 
livestock products (at producer prices) during the period 19*5-19*9* In addition, 
an Index of the residue remaining for domestic consumption was calculated: Poring 
the period 19*6-19*8 this index shows a slight distortion caused by the liquidation 
of accumulated stocks» 

Table 2j3s Brazil; Indices of production and expert of agricultural ' 
and livestock products and.residue remaining for 

v * d o m e s t i c consumption a/; ' , . 
'--I ; • 'i • - > r ; : (Í9U5 » IQO), 

Years Productlón • : Exports • Remainder • 
19^6 • 108;3 1*1.2.' > 99*1 
19* T 110,5 130 • . 10* «8 , 
19*8 . 115.8 137*7. . v; -JOft.6 
19*9 >s- 122.0 * 125.7 v .120.9 > " 

' f . • \ - - . .. . . 
Mote; The residue is production less exports for one year, stocks farmed or, 

., liquidated being disregarded*. sources,'see Appendix A^ 
a/ At 19*7 produper prices. f ... 

If the fluctuations of foreign demand exercise any basic influence on 
the level of primarŷ ' j^^uctio^,? flttc$úatlOh#*o:F ¿tabetic prices In turn affect 
the formation of the exportable Surplus, The influence of domestic prices is 
felt 'both directly and indirectly. Directly,vit! creéteá an! incentive to the 
sale, within the country, of the surplus formerly placed on the foreign market» 
Naturally this only occurs in the cased products for which domestic demand is 
far greater than foreign demand. This is the case of rice, sugar, maize, wheat, 
beans etc. Indirectly, it is reflected in the rising cost of exportable goods,, 
resulting from the general rising of the price level. 

A comparison between export and domestic prices seems to indicate that 
the latter, until Í9*8 at any rate, had not exercised any limiting influence on 
exports, The. Index of: export prices of ¡agricultural and cattle products has* 
risen more steeply since 19*5? than the index of domestic food prices. : 

/Table 2b: 
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Table 2**» Brazil: Indices of export ffi jAés and domestic consumer 
f agrlcT prices of agricultural * V.; tAwŷ wI»—wAyiii •• yî n and livestock 

-products > 

Years Exports ~ domestic marlcê t 
Agricultural Products ' 'Cattle Products ~ Foodstuff^ 
Index Annual Index Annual Index Annual increase 

(as fo) 
Index increase 

(as i) 
Index incrê sé (a.B/̂ jv 

19^6 132.1» 32.1» ¿128.7 28.7 116.6 16.5 V: 
19^7 176,1 33.0 172.U 3^ .0 11» 2.0 ! 21.9" 
19148 188.3 6 .9 17*».8 1.1» 1U6.8 3.1» • 
19*»9 196.0' • l».X 182.8 1».6 153,0 V.2'" 
1950 303.V 5*1.8 160.3 - 12.3 17 k.6 11» .1 
Note: The indices of exports prices were calculated "by dividing the value at 

current prices by the quantum» The domestic price index is that for 
foodstuffs on the retail market, as published by Conjuntura Economice» 

In some cases, the distortion of domestic prices caused by 'controls has 
contributed to a decrease of production and, indirectly, to the decrease of the 
exportable surplus, since a shorta^ óf the particular product may have ledt to' 
export restrictions by means of direct octrois, . . , . 

In the case of the main export products, foreign prices largely determine 
domestic prices, both producer an& consumer prices. Accordingly, they exercise 
inflationary or else a depressive Itnfluer&e. in any case, fluctuations of < 
domestic prices of these goods are generally not so sharp as those revealed by 
export prices. In the case of products essentially linked to the domestic.market, 
the domestic prices are independent and it is these which- offer the possibility of 

• * i 1. * 

placing the surplus on the foreign market. 
Table 25 shows six products, the first three being typical export 

commodities and the remainder gather more dependent ons ¿the. domestic market. In 
the case of coffee and of cotton, export prices' indreased to a greater extent 
than domestic prices. Cacao prices followed the same trend, except that In 19*9 
they declined sharply, whilst the others continued to rise". Iri the dase of 
tobacco, Brazil Is a regular exporter, but' owing to the relative size of• the 
domestic market, export and domestic prices tend to be equivalent. Brazil is a 
marginal exporter of both sugar and rice and the prices paid by the importer only 
exceptionally exercise any influence on the price paid by the domestic consumer. 
It may be seen that in 19*6-19*7, when world demand for these products was very 
high, export prices rose far more than prices on the domestic market, but in 
19*8-19*9 there was a complete change in the position. . 

l/ In 19*9, domestic prices paid by coffee consumers rose well above the export 
"" price index. However, this was due to the rise of coffee prices abroad» 

/Table 25s 
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TABLA 2 5 : B R A S L I R ' JHDIQEA' F F F I - F F E F ^ ^ M M I Á I ^ M Á PF 

selected aylcultural product^ 
: 160);;. 

Coffee 
Pfo&téér 
Exporter , 
Domestic consumer a/ 

1946 
130.7 
138.2 
116.3 

1947 
1^1.1 
174.0 
141.2 

139.7 
171.5 
147.2 

1949 
178.4 
199*4. 
202.3: 

182.0 
352.8 

Cotton 
Producer 
Exporter 
Domestic consumer b/ 

155.6 
130.5 
116*9 

174.2 
168.9 
I5I.2 

202.3 
205.0 
168,9 

223.7 
225.O. 
211.8 

223.8 
222.0 

Cacao 
Producer 
Exporter 
Domestic consumer b/ 

: 186.4 ' 
181.7 
129.0 

360.2 
385.2 
290.6 

351.2. . 
. 541.4 
455.3 

249.5 
265.3 

250.3 
395.0 

Rice 
Producer 
Exporter 
Domestic,ponsumer a/ 

101.6 
IO8.3 
110 ". 5 : 

: '113.1 . 
133.5 
117 i'l '' 

142.2 
Í48.8 
144.3 

172.9 
135.8 

' 198.5 

, I63 .6 
IÓ3.7 

Sugar, -
Producer c/ 
Exporter < 
Domestic consumer a/ 

' • ' j , 1 
104.4 
164.4 

: 127.5. • 
' 113.4 , 

179.9 
130.4 

117*9 . 
96 .1 
123.7 

132.8 
101.3 • 
147.5 . 

132^8 
. I3I.O 

Tobacco 
Producer 
Exporter 
Domestic consumer V 

113.9 
113.8 
107.4 

I2I.9 
118.5 
124.5 

I I 5 . 2 
131.6 
117.0 

121.2 . 
12^,8 
121.2 

125.0 
137.4 

a/ Retail price as an average for the State capitals, published by the IBGE 
(Brazilian Institute of Geography; and Statistics)., 

b/ Average price in the coastvise trade, based on data supplied by. the, 
EccaioM^ and Financial Statistical Service of £h© Ministry, of Finance. (SEEF) 

c/ Price paid to the sugar cañé growers, basic data supplied by the 
Production Statistics Service of the Ministry of Agriculture. (SEfc). 

/Until 1948, 
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Until 1948, with the eideptíSÜ óf sugar, ihé; export price indices of 
all these products were'.con^ price indices. There 
is nothing, to-, indicate^ there^ surplus vas diminished 
by the pressure of domestic prices» 3h 19^8, however, the?rise of domestic 
prices was much'greater than that which occurred on the foreign market. In 
the case .of ̂ qffee, it is likely-that strong' foreign de^d. influenced the ; 
' domestic market; v and in the .-case of cotton it•is likely* that the liquidation 
of .'stocks and the earlier-rise in producer prices (caused by the. smaller . 
ha^estei) had a similar influence. , , , 

Table 26t -Brazil: Încrease of prices of selected agricultural' 
v products in 19̂ f9 as compared with'the preceding 

:
 ; -i v , (percentages) .. 

Products ; . - ' Ex^rt- prlces J . Pomestic consumer prices "J 

Coffee 55*1 
Cotton '1 #.0 . 42.9 ..:. 
Cacao -
Rice - 13.0 5^.2 
Sugar 5-2 13*8 
Tobacco 3*6 

Sources: See Table 25 
It is possible that after I9U9, domestic prices may have tended tó ; 

curb the exportable surplus,, at least in so far as those products are concerned 
which depend mainly oh the domestic market* A rise In the price of these 
products is necessarily followed by a rise in the cost of living, .which> in 
turn, affécié the bósV.'&f -eifcibrt products* and 'thê ĥift'-'of'-'̂ actofM of 
production toward, the favoured Sectors, k" reduction in'the capacity to export, 
for reasons" or this nature, tasis partly averted in Bî azil in --by means of 
thé introduction of a syste|a óf subsidios to ttíe éXpe rt era most severely 
affected!." This System was'made possible by combined 
o^raticais. The sharp rise in thb pribe !óf''c6ífé& dtíring the' last few months 
of Í9U9,' and the ĵ ñérai; i&se J» the' price bf ̂ ri^ry1 gobiis in 1950, curbed 
the expansión of these; disguised subsidies, vhióh tended to' dislocate domestic 
and foreign prices even more. It is hardly likely that "without this' change in 
the evolution of export prices, Brazil would have' been able* to maintain the 
parity of the cruzeiro, in View of the rising trend of its domestic prices. 

/Prospects 
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the coffee economy 

Coffee ad a source of income and of foreign exchángé: Coffee remains one of the 
predominating producid in'the Brazilian economy. Though'its importance..has , 
diminished considerably during the past 25 years, so far as its share in the: 
formation of the national product is concerned, its position in 195.O as a basic\ 
factor of the capacity to import is very similar to that in 1925*1929. . 

During the period 19*5-19*9 coffeé contributed-little more than 5 par cent 
to the formation of the gross national product, whereas in 1925-29 it accounted for 
more than 2C per cent thereof. However, during these 25 years its share in the 
current.value,of.Brazil's exports declined much,less. In I950, it accounted for 
66 per cent of total exports, though it can hardly have contributed more than 
8 to 9 per cent to the formation of the gross national product. 
Table 27 Brazil; Contributions of coffee to, the formation of the 

ffross national product,and to the current value 
of exports 
— * (as a percentage) 

Years Gross national product Exports ? 

1925-29 22.8 72.0 
19*5 *.2 v 3*.9 
19*6 5 , 2 35.3 
19*7 5 . 9 36.6 
19*8 5 .6 *1 .6 . 
19*9 ; 5.9 1 57,6, 
l9*5-*9 5i* : - . . *1.2 
1950 8 . 5 ; 65 .8 

Note: The data for the gross national product are.taken from those 
contained in Table 9', Chapter I, so far as the period 19*5~*9 is 
concerned» The total for̂  1950 is an estimate. An estimate for the 

' period 1925-29 >ras' made based on available goods (see Economic gurvey 
for Latin Americaj, 19*9> Chapter YHI) .,. The value Of the production 
of coffee has been considered entirely at export prices. The value of 
the total gross national product for 1925*29 was calculated in 19*9 

. cruzeiros and the value of coffee production during the 1925-29 5-year 
period was estimated at 19*9 export, prices, tyut the necessary correction 
was made in the terms of trade. /Accordingly 
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Accordingly coffee has lost tóück'of its dynamic function as a source 
of income and as an element productive of hew capital. However, its position as 
the primary means whereby domestic' savings are transformed into réal Capital goods 
has remained unchanged that is, as a source of forélgn exchange. At present, a 
fall in the value of coffee exports has a less depressive influence on the'levels 
of economic activity than in the preferís is period; however, such a fail would: 
probably exercise a more depressing influence on the balance of payments for/ " 
firstly, imports are much less elastic wing pre'eiseiy-'because they have been' ^ 
limite^ by direct control and are almost exclusively made up oif essential goods. 
Secondly a reduction of coffee exports now affect© the level of domestic activity 
much less severely and hence the demand for imports would be less sensitive to 
such a fall. ' " 1 ' 
Production and export of coffee in the period 19*5-1950 
; , , During the period of 19*5*30 Brazil's coffee production totaled 97.5 
million bags of coffee (of 60 kg); at the same timé,'It exported 96.2'million 
and ponsumed 18.8 milllon bags. The deficit amounting to 17.5 milllbh bags was 
made up ¡from stocks carried over fáfttm ye$£s previously. In other ̂ords,iprodítictión 
was almost entirely diverted to exports, wliereas domestic demand was met out 
of̂  existing stocks. These, however, were virtually liquidated in 19*9 andSrazil 
was therefore unable, in 195Ó, to maintain coffee exports at the 'X9*5-*9 1svel. 
This position is likely to continue during the next few years. 
Table 28 ¿ Brazil: Production, exports and domestic Consumption of coffee 

vi' ; " ; (In thousands of '60 kilogramme bags) 
Years -/Production' • Exports L ; BOméstlc consumption dimiillS ̂ Bonluraption 
19*5 ^ - 13>915 - 1*^172 ' ^ 3,032 « 17>20* : 

19*6 1 5 / 2 8 9 - • 3^090- - v v v 18,595 ;•>'. 
19*7 - 15,791 - -1^830^ ' 3,150 17,980 . -
19*8 > ~ : : r 3,210 --: > 20,702; • • -
19*9 '^"17;i92' • ' * 1 9 , 3 6 9 T ;V v - 3/270 ̂  ̂  :;: , 22,939 
1950 17,805 1*,800 3,300 18,100. 

Note: 4 í'róductlon data- supplied" by the'; Product ion statistics Service of 
; ; 4 " the Ministry "of • Á^icültT^é, .eipóít datá-s^ Economic • 

añí Flmhcial;Státisticál -service ofí!íthe>mhÍst^ 
for! domestic' consunptlon' data see veon3unturavgeonomica'July 19^0;; 
The 1950 eotísümptióti data toé estimated̂  : /The strong 
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The strong recovery bf ÜáifÚ ĵfes on the world market since thé end 
of 19^9 thus reflects, the fundamental change in theiirücttée of the Coffee supplies 
which are particularly inelastic over the short term. 

T¿e planting of coffee is a long-term investn̂ nt, requiring from 4 to 5 
years before yielding any returns• Once the tree begins to bear fruit, it becomes 
a form of capital investment which should be productive for some 40 years. A 
large supply of labour is required in the production bf coffee/ but as wages are 
nearly always ̂ aid in coffee, harvesting of the crop will always be of advantage 
to the coffee producer. In other words, the loss incurred by not harvesting'is 
always greater than that occurring by selling the product at the lowest price, 
provided labour is available. This is the reason for the marked inelasticity of 
coffee supply in terms of prices. 

A persistent fall of prices such as that which occurred in the thirtiés 
and forties may cause the planter to lower his costs of* production. This explaixk 
the discontinuance of plantations and the progressive loss of the soil's fertility. 
Moreover, the planter is unable ta proceed witá the steady replacement of older 
trees. Even if he is in a position to set,up a partial depreciation fund, the 
low return on this capital will induce ̂ im;to invest this fund in other' crops 
or fields of activity. Therewill therefore be a tendency to withdraw investments 
and the size of the plantations will tend tp diminish. This occurred between "1930 
and 1945 in Brazil when 1,000 million coffee trees disappeared," that is about 
one-third of the plantations 

If the price of coffee is measured by its purchasing power on the 
world market> it will be seen that it has suffered tvo unbroken Repressions 
in the pâ t 20 years. In fact, if coffee prices are compared with those of 
Brazilian, imports, the resulting index fluctuates sharply and shove a markedly 
undulating curve. In 1913, 1?2V to 1929 and 19^0, the index exceed the 200 mark, :, 
though during the cyclical upswing of the thirties ̂  it barely reaches 100. In; 
other words, coffee did not recover between 1930 and 19^8, as may be seen in 
Table 29, ; - -

— •urn »»m mt±m.mm 

1/ Together with the prevailing lov price level, the fact that productiop 
constantly exceeded the iiiarket'.s capacity/to absorb supplies was a further 
inducement to disinvesting. During this period, in. order to-adjust wprId 
coffee supplies to demand, Brazil, was compelled tp destroy more than 
80 million bags of coffee which> at, average} 1950 export prices, represented 
more than 4,000 million dollars, , 

/Table 29 
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Table 29 Brazil: Termfl Of trade.Ólcdffee during the period 1930-1950 
• 1937=100 1 

Years - Coffee export price index Brazilian imports " > terms of trade 
price index of coffee 

1913 "!1 26 ... , .... 13 200 
1914 22 14 157 
1915 f' ' " ' - 20" ' • 23 ' 87 
1916.. 25. •.:. . '30 ' 83-
1917 2k 37 65 
1918 26 k2 62 
1919.-,. •-...• ! . 53 V 41 •.. M ... 129 
1920 42 48 88 
1921 ^ 46 "58 79 
1922 .67 . 50 • 134 • 
1923 83 60 138 
1924 116 52 223 
1925 • 121 • .. 50 242 " 
1926 96 46 209 
1927 ' •• 96 56 171 ' 
1928 115 54 . 213 
1929 108 51 212 
1930 ' ' 67' •""• ' 56 ' ' 120 
1931, , •:.,. . 74 .68.., . •• .< 109'.. 
1932 86 61 . i4l 
1933 f • 75 " 63 ' 1 1 9 
1934 84. - - ., 66: - ; 127 • 
1935 , 79 -. 91. 87 
1936: 88 - ' ' '•'••• 97 ' ' : • - 91 
1937 .:• . , • 100 : .. ; 100 » 100 • •• 
1938 75 105. . , . 71 
1939 76 • ' : 1Ó8 * •'••' : 70 
1940 :,. 74 . 122 - .61 - ' 
l9bl , 1 0 3 . 137 75 
1942 • - 152 Í56" """ 97 
1943 156, • •••, . . .-..-v ,; .159 98: 
1944 161 166 - 97 
1945 169 182 ' • ' " 
1946 233. 215 . ... 108 
1947*v •• 294: 260— 113 -< • 
1948 ', 290 ' . 271 ' ' ' ' . 107 
.1949; , \ 33T • ' 270 "' '. "125 " 
1950 • ' • . 597' • 22k ' 267 v 

Sources: The coffee export price indices are takén from the value in cruzeiros 
of the priqe per bag of coffee ..exported;., for import price indices see 
Economic Survey of Latin America, 1949, Cha.pter VIII 

/This long ' 
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This long; depfasslpnq^41 ¡eí• «c.ôOnsjr̂a-.."bouná' te be reflected in 
the coffee production durittg; pt\á«é¡a+:. decade, .since.'-it .led to a 
radical change .in̂ tae age structure of plrvr-.t̂tions., • Only a thorough knowledge 
of this structure would make it pos/Sitie to define accurately the present problem 
of coffee and to discuss the prospects for the near future. In any case, in 
order to clarify the importance of this factor, we shall use data which are mOre 
or less hypothetical. 

At the beginning of the depression of the'thirties, Brazil had about 
3,000 million coffee trees. It may :be assumed that one-* third of these were less. 
th&r< five years old, another one-third less than fifteen years old and the 
remainder more.than fifteen years old. Since practically no coffee was planted . 
during the following fifteen years, by 19*5 the latter of these three groups of. 
plantations must have been either entirely or almost entirely unproductive. In 
fact, in 19*5, there were only 2,078 million productive coffee trees. Half of 
this number are today old trees and the greater proportion of them will be 
unproductive before 1955* These, of course, were already about fifteen years old 
in 1930. On the assumption that since 19*6 planting has been proceeding at a 
rate of about 100 million coffee trees a year, it vill be found that by 1955 
there will be about 1,000 million thirty year old trees, 500 million aged from 
five to ten years and 500 million less than five years old. By 19̂ 0, there will 
be perhaps 5°0 million old trees still producing,!/)00 million new trees and 
500 million less than five years old. Considering that an old coffee tree 
which has been, well cared for can produce 500 grammes and that a new tree can 
produce 1,000 grammes, provided it is equally well looked after, production 
might, be estimated as follows: 

19*9 
No. of 
coffee 
trees 
(in mil-
lions) 

Production 
In 000!s of 

million tons 

1221 

Old trees 
Ney trees 
Trees legs than 
5 years old 
Total 1,068 

Ho. of 
coffee 
trees 
(In mil-
. lions) 
1,000 
500 
500 

2,000 

Production 
in 000's 
of million tons 

500 
500 

I960 ' 

1,000 

Ho. Of 
coffee 
trees 
(in mil-
lions) 

• 5 0 0 
.1,000 

500 
2,000 

Production 
in 000's 
of million ton 

250 
1)000 

1,250 
This estimate, though based on hypothetical data should not he far off the 

real position in Brazil. Though it is true that the life of the older trees may be 
extended by careful attention, it la is no less certain that the rate of plantation 
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assumed has'not been' maintained "since • :'If by 1955' there still remain 
1,500 million productive"'oldvtréeS'and if in I960 there are 1,000 million 
productive1 old trees', coffee production'' In 1955' would amount' to 1,250,000 tons 
and in i960 tó 1-1/2 Milióñ tons. If this second, more optimistic, forecast 
is fulfilled, then the" coffee siirplus -available for export in 1955 would amount 
to almost 17,000 million bags, that is/ less-than 19^8 exports and much less 
than I9U9 exports/ 1 • • 

The failure to re-stock the coffee plantations between'1930 and 19^5 
has therefore resulted in a great ageing of the plantations. Even if the 
necessary factors are available arid prices kre 'sufficiently high; to attract 
capital, it will be at least ten years before the present deficit can be 
covered, and it Vill require an increasing rate of investment. 
Expansion possibilities for coffee production 
. , ... . In the. preceding section it was assumed, for the purposes of the 
discussion,, that from 19^6, 100 million coffee trees were planted annually in . 
•Brazil. : .This is of course, an excessively optimistic assumption since the data 
published, in 12^9 reveal, that there were, little more than 150 million coffee 
trees ofrless than,five years of age. 

However, it 4s certain- that since 19^9 planting has increased greatly. 
Thougja accurate data are not .available, it may be assumed that by the end of 
1950 the number of coffee trees less than five years old would have been about 

.250 million,, and. that planting is now .proceeding at the rate, of 100 million 
trees annually. 

The question .to, aslc is; .What is Brazil1 s ability to continue 
expanding its. coffee plantations? . But first a word of explanation is necessary. 

The presex̂ vation of the present number ,of productive coffee trees 
implies a certain amount of expansion,, since the new-trees cannot be planted in 
soil which has been exhausted by previous plantings. In Brazil, because of the 
traditional methods of coffee plantation, the land on which trees have once 
been grown becomes practically useless for replanting. Hence plantations are 
.-coxistantly shifting.. 

In order to maintain the country's present productive potential, it is 
therefore necessdry to titlilze;new lands constantly. Hence the decisive 
factor is whether nett iarid: Is tfrai'laile 

• - - -.. .-;; , , ,,;¡ , . - /lile lajld " 
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The land,"best suited fpr the -planting of coffee is iso-called 
"terra roxa" (red soil) derived from the wearing away of diabasic rooks; it 
is found principally in.SaS' Paulo¿ .in- the-norttuof the State of Parana and 
in southern Matto Gross, and BoyazM , In 1920/the State of Sao Paulo,. .. 
52 per cent of the coffee .plantations were situated/on tlxis.type of land, 
whereas in 19^5 only 22 per cent were thus situated,• Once the better soil 
had been used, plantations spread to the less fertile areas and it may 
therefore be-said that, present plantations in the State of Sao Paulo will 
progressively spread to poqrer spils. It has been estimated that in 
Sao Paulo" there, are now no. pipre .than 200, million coffee trees actually . . 
standing in "terra roxa" * 

The reserves of land for coffee in Brazil are principally situated 
in the northern parts of the State of Paraná and in the sourhern part of 
Matto Gross and Goyaz. The1 reserves in-the" two areas last"mentioned have 
not"yet been fully' investigated but "they do not seem to be very extensive. 
Furthermore, they appear to be scattered areas, a fact which adds to the 
transport difficulties which for the present make the utilization of this 
land á remote possibility» Attention is now concentrated on the northern 
part of Parana where abundant land suitable for coffee growing exists, 
though riot all of the soil is "terra roxa". The more optimistic estimates 
suggest that as many as 1,000 million Coffee trees could be planted in this 

2/ 
region-i Official data reveal that iñ' 19^9 there were 150 million 
productive coffee trees in this area, 50 million being less than five years 
old. There is, therefore, the possibility of a substantial expansion of 
plantations during the current decade, even according -to"moré modest 
estimates. The estimate of production between" 1955-i960 contained' in the 
preceding section was based on this possibility. 

However, the existence of available land, though essential, is not 
enough for growing coffee* This type of cultivation requires a large 
amount of labour. The great coffee expansion"which occurred áúring th last 
decades Of the past century'in' the State of Sao-Paulo," coincided with a ' 
strong current of European immigration. The present situation is of course 
l/ Precise data are. not available concerning the location of all the 
"terra roxa". In 1950, it was reported that this kind of soil had been 
discovered in the State of Para in the northern part of the country. 
2/ Boletim da Superintendencia dos Servicos do Cafe, SAS Paulo, July 1950 

/dissimilar 
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diesimilari since it IS; not-.a'qû s&ion of, exp^ding cultivation "but of 
replacifâ /existir̂ ' plantations by név ones.But owing to'the great industrial 
development of the State of Sao Paulo, displaced labour is being absorbed by 
other occupations in the same region. There are,. nevertheless, other areas 
in the country where the rate of development is less intensive and the rate of 
natural increase of. the population higher, and these regions would therefore 
be in a position to supply a large part of the -necessary labour. This 
population shift, as between regions thousands of miles apart ie. taking place 
not according to any plan but by individual initiative wit̂ i the, mere 

; encouragement of organized or unorganized publicity. 
That is vhy temporary shortages of laboiar recur frequently in!': 

.certain areas, a circumstance which helps to increase the general impression 
, that the problem is insoluble. The situation also calls for the introduction 
of mqre, rational work methods tending to reduce the employment oí labour, in the 
production of coffee. In certain special cases, in the State of Sao Paulo it 

. has beeii possible to reduce the use of labour by 30 or per cent. 
Land being available and the problem of labour not being insoluble, 

. .it is evident that Brazil will be able to maintain or even raise its present 
level of coffee production, on condition that sufficient capital, can be 
attracted. .. The question of ̂capital is certainly the most complex issue before 

. the coffee industry.. . 
It has been officially estimated that in I95O the expenditure investe 

in forming a new coffee plantation amounted to 8 . 5 cruzeiros per tree, the 
value of the land and of the interest on the capital being disregarded. The 
expenditure can be broken down as follows: 

Cruzeiros per tree 
Clearing, preparation and plantation of the land 3 
Maintenance and cultivation over k years 
Total 6 . 5 

The planting of 100 million trees per year thus represents an 
investment of 850 mi3J.ion cruzeiros; apart from the value of the land and the 
interest payable on the capital* Accordingly, it may be said without 
exaggeration that Brazil at present requires an annual investment of about 
50 million dollars in order to maintain the level of its coffee production. 

/The position 
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Thé positionercó^ the Braailian economy./is now 
very-different-from that'whioh i fcrhelcü durivns'//th.e.. twenties. r • • Opportunitieŝ  
for investment have*"b'écorné diversified*Other crops.Resent equally 
attractive investment-prospects** - ./Cotton, fpr instance,, has. a. ̂ ore .stable 

• market, being less dependent on exports, has, enjoyed;á rise, in price comparable 
to the rise in coffee and.(does not • involve-tying up such, great funds, \In-• 
addition, the rapidly expanding manufacturing industry is attracting the 
capital' derived--from agriculture* • . \ .. ' 

i ,. Consequently/- unless the prospects, for.'the maintenance* of < pĵ esent 
relative prices improve> over a certain period, : it is hardly likely that, the. 
cultivation' of coffee will', attract-all. thé capital required for expanding and 
maintaining, the present level of production:* , It ought to be xemembereih .that 
coffee cultivation has been on thé'decline'in. Brazil for prao tioally 20. years, 
and .that the large.; gap left by earlier-disinvestment must be filled, • • :It« la 
pertinent to enquire:what the future effects would; be o,f an artificial 
lowering, of the price-.,of coffee.by institutional, .means, and how far-this 

f r.Vpulá.. hamper .the recovery of the-¡product in. Brazil*. , In such an eyent, there 
/is, the risk of the progressive ageing pf > the plantations, or,at least of . 
production expanding as much'as would.be desirable. If prices .were freed 

? .in the future, the rise-would tend, to be even sharper than the rise during 
19^9^1950, since the effects of the structural factors which led to this 

• increase would be even stronger.- It: would .then be difficult to" maintain the 
position of coffee*as.a popular beverage throughout the.world. 

./CHAPTER IY 
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CHAPÍEH' l V — i " ' ' CHANGES IK STRUCTURE OF INDUSTRY. 

Employment and Productivity 
It has been pointed out. earlier that during the period. 1945-I95O ' 

secondary production, increased at an annual rate, of almost 5 per cenW This 
increase, though efficient to prevent iridustry from losing "the position it had 
gained in the Brazilian economy during the war years, nevertheless did not 
enable it to continue to absorb labour from primary activities. 

Owing to the; inade<iuacy of Brazilian industrial statistics'it is 
impossible to do more than give approximate estimates in this field, and 
hence any conclusions drawn should be received with great reserve • The 
existing data--relating-to .employment in industry, obtained from social 
security sources, suggest that during the period under study industry as a;, 
whole did not,absorb any labour. The increase of production must therefore 
be-ascribed to better productivity.^ This is borne out by Table ̂ 0. 
Table 30 • Brazil $ Indices of industrial production, employment in 

- ' industry and productivity r . 
: . ; . (15̂ 5. 3. 100 ) 

Years Industrial Employment Productivity 
, production . in industry. , 

19^6 106.3 ' " 99»9 
. > .19^7 102.8 1 98.6 

±9kQ 118.2 97 
19^9 121.6 ' 99 .3 
1950 a/ 125.0 95 .6 

a/ Partly estimated* : 

Source; Conjuntura Economica. For comments 
industrial production, see first part of Appendix C • 
building. 

1/ Production; per worker.. - There, are. no. data with which to measure 
production per man-hour. 

/During 

106 .Jf 
IOU.3 
121.7.. 
122.5 
130*8 

on the index of 
This does not include 
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During the war years, the difficulty of obtaining new equipment led to 
the intensive utilization of existing equipment. The- increase of production 
was therefore largely due to the greater number of hours worked' and to the 
increase in the application of labour per unit of fixed capital. It has been 
estimated that between 19^0 and 19k% employment in industry increased 5° per 
cent more than industrial production. The readjustment made during the follow-
ing five-year period is therefore a correction of the fall in productivity. 

Under special conditions, such as those prevailing in Brazil during 
the war, it may have been profitable to transfer labour into industry even at 
the expense of its average* productivity, since primary production remained .. 
stagnant during this period and therefore the surplus of labour which could not 
be absorbed by industry, or services, would otherwise have remained unemployed. 

There is evidently a limit beyond which the value added to the product 
is lower than the wage., of marginal labour, but this limit tends to shift when 
inflationary pressure, causes the price per unit produced to rise more rapidly 
than the wage level.. The same may be said with regard to the intensive use of 
equipment. If the expenses by way of depreciation were to absorb the whole of 
the increment in the value of the product not absorbed by wages, multiple shifts 
apparently would not prima facie offer any economic advantages. 

However, the rate of depreciation of a substantial part of invested . 
capital is hardly affected by the number. of hours of labour per day. . Further-
more, it should be remembered that in certain/cases, from the economic point of 
view, it is essential to step up production over the short period. This short 
period increase of production in certain industries became vital during the war, 
in order to maintain the level of activity of other industries or other economic 
activities. Besides, industries such as.the textile industry, for instance, 
took advantage of the position created on the foreign market by the withdrawal 
of the usual supplies. ' " In these casesr; there was, in fact, an economic advant-
age to be gained from intensifying the utilization of equipment, even though 
wear and tear increased more than proportionately. Perhaps the solution of 
the problem of the shortáge of capital iñ underdeveloped countries may be found 
in the full-time utilization of the equipment installed.. In the textile industry, 
for example, where there is very little depreciation of machinery, one is led to 

/enquire 
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eriquir#' whether' thetfeiV^'ai^-^ti^Batibn' "fox* tóéíln¿rieásé''',íh:'the- number of 
factories when those already built and producing the same type of goods remain 
idle for eight or sixteen hours 'daily . 

Though the reduction in productivity did hot Involvé' economic losses < 
during the war, it did create the" need for substantial replacements during.the ¿a 

early postwar period. These replacements account for the -«uba'tahtial increase: 
of productivity' during;' the past few years. 1 " 

It should be kept im mind - that in Brazil the ráte of replacement has; 
always been very low owing tb'ühé ra$£d growth of the'population and the small, 
amount of capital invested per gainfully ekployed person in the country» There 
are, furthermore, other factors which have in the past contributed to these 
resultsf For instance, it is generally recognized that one of the basic factors 
of economic development is the change in th# cost ratic between the unit of . 
equipment and the unit of labour. This change leads to an increase in the 
amount of capital invested per worker and therefore mákes an increase in produc-
tivity possible. This In turn lowers the cost¿ in terms of labour, and leads 
to a rise in the standard of consumption, or to a further increase in; the forma-' 
tion of capital. 

In the case of Brazil equipment-was, and for that mattér still is, f 

largely purchased abroad. therefore the rate Of exchange and the,terms of 
trade obviously represent factors additional to the price of labour and the 
price of equipment» A devaluation of Brazilian currency, for instance, increases 
the. cost of replacing equipment in terms of jLabour. A deterioration in the 
terms of trade, on the other hand, raises the cost of equipment in relation to 
income from primary activities. In view of the secular trend in these 'two 
factors it may be assumed that they have-always-contributed to the prevalence 
of a low rate of replácetóent and be¿n responsible for the slow or non-existent 
advance in productivity, both being features of the earlier phases of Brazilian 
industrial development. 

The high rate of increase of productivity reve'aled by Brazilian industry 
since 19̂ 5 is, thereforé', a" new phenomenon" andrepresents a departure;.from the 
country's historical trends:1 In addition to' the .heavy weár and tear'of fonaer 

/years 
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years there'-aie?ptfckr tore; whiofe .ÍÍ^IIÉI^,-.^,,into..aocowt in. any, attempt. . 
to explain this:'phen<̂ enpn. • Vv ̂  : . - ^^ p _ 

The special position of the textile industry in the post-W&r period 
serves'well. to. lllustraterttois*: v^fter.;ac^lrii^ -substantial foreign inarkets, 
the industrŷ met' wi^-^f^p'-compet^ion ,frpm .former .suppliers -who -.tried to.., a . % . 
retrieve-iheir- lósít p̂ sitip|>..on( the:.int̂ raátiopal; market. . On-the other hand, „ v 
after a reduction in its exports, the industry found itself with,,a 10 to .1$ per 
cent surplus productionon the. domestic market. ' It.was thus compelled to face 
a situation ofv IntensiySi-Voompetition both ft hogie and abroad.* In .̂ he,se;.cir-
cumstances the-'-main̂ preóccupation of the- textile,' industry was how to :st§p ,up . 
productivity* Imports-of-.textile equipmentln. 19^8-19^9 amounted to^an ayê age 
of more than-550 million.cruzeiros annually,,which suggests that.the, rate of,: _ 
gross investment in fixed capital'areached;, 12. .to: 15 per cent of gross prp̂ uction,,.. probably ^ . - ••.•̂p*..,, a rate /in excess bf that prevailing in manufacturing, as. a whole . In̂ L9̂ Q(?the, _ ̂  
reserves of-the textile; industry • totalled- % 757 million cruzeiros, its .capitj^ 
being ̂ ,626 million cruzeiros.. ' Total imports* .of •;textil• machinery and,equijEient; 
(including equipment-for fibres-other- than cotton).-ffosft..to,. 1^.53,5,ion cria- ; 
2eiros during the period 19^6-19^9. As domestic production of textile machinery 
is substantial and since equipment accounts for little oyer one-half of the fixed 
capital investments in the; industry., it;, is. very .likely, that for. its re-equipment 
the textile'industry used all the; reserves accumulated;in the preceding phase. 
dTÜé"'totaÍ valué of-equipment as existing in l$k6 conveys,some idea of, the sum 
involved "by*re quipment: ̂ -it was estimated,, in the 19^6 census, that the value 
of the'equipment then .Iris-tailed-was 1,773 million cruzeiros as against the 
industry's to tetinas sets of 3, kQl million, cruzeiros. These figures are evident-
ly very low, %hethér compared with the. capital invested in the industry or with 
the' data published after the. 19*4-0 census,.. , However,, even though they are 
accepted with reservations and the exceptional rise in .the price of textile 

Í * • . V 
equipment is taken into account these data give some idea of.the relative 
¿a^iitüde 'óf̂ Imports of equipment. . .-.-.••><, 

' v írái&c'¿: I9V6- equipment * for--..the tex<bi3?e .:l$dust£y .hap figured prominently 
inthe' total "-'of"̂ Brázil̂ inî orts of industrial equipment., .... 

/Table 31 
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gable 31 Brazil;' . Imports of íaáuetrlal- ê yî ient during the period 19̂ 5-19̂ 9 
""' :->"'-V ' (ífc f*rife«8 } j ,v ' 

Textile , ;i8^Q37v >65,56^ ^1,731 .580,526 453.968 
Metallurgical and ' 
iron ana steel ,^3,828 2%f87 1 p,®p f '.97,162 , .^8,0356o,Ul 20,080 
iridustries v ' '*"'' 

Metal processing 
industries v 5,961 15,3¿if' 7 56*107 76,972 , 3 8 , 3 0 , ^ 

Machine tools . 3^,^37 . . 9?,1>K .103,302 <¿>8621 123,7^ 
Tbtal? 895,866 922*129 SOfc&ail>.3577*312 2990,279:322̂ ,1f20-32p5|000 

Source: Economic and Financiai statistical Service of theVMihistry pf Finance 
T|ie. renewal-of equipment in the textile industry (in â jjhase d̂ iring. 

which it vas -impracticable to increase, production fo^ the above-mentioned reasons) 
wpuid^pf course,, necessarilyttean the. reduction of 'employment/ as wil}. be seen 
fron* the data contained in Table 32*, 

Table 32 Brazil: Indices pt production, ettplpytaent and productivity jt:n >the 
textile industry during thef period 1^5-19^9 

( 1 9 ^ -100) " ' 
Years • •A»; Production y ->,, Employment ,vi Productivity 
19^6 : 106A , . : , .102,9 103U 

, , 19^7 , . 99.1; - : iok.8 9^6 
10k.h: \ • -96.5 _ 108,2 

19*9 105¿9 90.7 ' 116#8 
Sources:. For productions CETEX, Ministry of Labour; for employmentr data 

a published ja industriarlos (official organ of the Pensions and 
Retirement -'Institute* for Industrial Workers) August 1950, page 42* 
Accordingly the heavy" imports of textile equipment aft&r 19*7 had their 

counterpart in the reduotion/pf employment. during .the years thereafter.^ 
Bet^n 19^? Í effort wae made to renew equipment, textile 
production expanded almost 6 per cent, whereas é¿ployment in thé industry decreased 
by about ik per cent, thus indicating an increase in productivity of about 23 
per cent» The increase in productivity for industry as a whole was 17 per cent 
during this period» 

1/ The 19̂ -7 drop in production,; which in Brazil is known as the "textile crisis", 
is a 'phenomenon of a dlfl&rent nature/ having been caused by the export ban 
of 19*6 which had led to a heavy (accumulation of stocks* The fact that 
employment did not decline in 19*7 seems to indicatethat the industry expected 
to resume export» cm a. large scale. /rphe jnaex 
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: Ihé index of industrial eniao^fat given ̂  Táble; :is • tl^é^ore 
strongly jtfifectpd''̂  industry/ owing 
to the relative - Importing 

"The hi^ rate oi^^eorption pf capl&l whichis makii% it possible-
. for productivity in thetexiile industry to increase is most toportant> lb6cttttse 
sincé 1930 the industry had "been xractically ^ capdLtaJL XoîttM&a 
in it was divóited tovards other industries* Under present conditions-the 
textile industry is no longer a source of capital to be invested in other" 
sectors; in fact/ It absorbs a large proportion of the foreign exchange . 

7 ayáilabÍerfor the import of equipment» capital now being absovbed by the 
textileiMustry is pot increasing em&cynerEb but rather reducing it in this : 
sector, pf Industry, In; aagr cñBBj'XhéQelmeB^tite tflíl make it possible to 
achieve a better balance between the level of productivity in the textile 
Industry and that in other branches of industry which developed after it* 

v V ; Another factor "of Ix^rtance in increasing product ivltyduring the 
\ few yeears has beéri the ekc^aags stability* Since wages rose acre steeply 
during this period than the price of imported equipment, the ratio of cost of 
bquipmnt to labour has stimulated the iiweélánexft in fixed capital per vortcer* 
Between 19^ emd 1950/ va^s in i ^ percent in relation to the 
price of imported .ii&usti^ 

• Table 33» Brazil: Trend of vases -paid In industry and of the iff&ex 
of Ütfices of imported Industrial equiróent 

• v 22íé19k3 m 2M 2M m 
> A>, Wages in Industry 122,5 1 3 M 135.5 163,5 l80 
; B* Index of prices of 

< imparted industrial ; ' • 
/ eqUIpaent 99*2 ^ ^ ^ 7 1 - / 330*9 123 

C.. Relatioxt£/te 123#5/VJ'* 1 ¿ 1 » 9 1 0 Í . ? . 12^.5 1^5 
Notes> The wage lndex vte obtained from Coyuntura ggopfoitcaW,The price index 
j \ ' was ̂  obtained by dividing the value at ¿ú^nt ibices bŷ  t ^ quantum 
• toj^^ ; / V, - ^ 

- < -
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-.¿kéJtt̂é,.±4.- -tiwi.fei-bi® oí. -^e coaV'dár'eiuijmetit1 Ú m 
eaid before, a baeic factor of economic (ktálojtaéht. In the industrializad 
couátriea; :thi» obaiĵ .;resu3,ta Iran, the long-term incréáéé of'productive 
efficiency., '?he intensive apd rapid .change which haB taken place in Brazil during 
tba paat few ,yeaj*s iá a phenomenon of a different nature ajid is due to the 
exchange stability during aperiodof domestic depreciation of currency. In fact, 
what v© are deallng with ie a form of subsidy given to industry by means of 
exchange stability* 

Wow, what has been the effect of so rapid a change in the rátio of 
the cost bf equijment to the cost of labour in the specific example oí Birazilian 
economic development? One first result is, of course, that investment in real 
property ia discouraged, owing to the relatively prominent part of wages iii 
the building,industry. To mention only one item: the cost 6f building in 
Bio de Janeiro rose by 55»* per cent between tod 19*9, which is a great 
deal more than tibe 30.9 per cant increase in the price of imported industrial 
equipment over the same period. In fact, $ince 19*7, therehas been a definite 
decline in building in Brazil.» As cmpared with 19*6 thare waaa decrease of 
17 per cent in 19*7, 27 per cent in 19*8 and ¿9 par cent in 19*9,*^ Other5 
factors should clearly also be taken into account in explaining the sharp, 
reduction. Among these are the restrictions which have been placed on credit 
facilities. However, this does not invalidate the argument previously set 
forth, 

A further result would be that investments in heavy industry where 
a high rate of capital density per man prevails would be stimulated; at the 

* • . < > 

same time industrial cpnpentratim would be encouraged., finally, light 
industry will endeavour to attain a higher rate of productivity in preference 
to extensive growth. , 

In Brazil, all these Changes have become more or less evident,, though 
the statistics available are insufficient to estimate tfaeir scope and though no 
causal relationship can be established between the changes and the aforementioned 
factorBe It is also necessary to keep in mind the possible unfavourable 

1/ See index in Part I, Appendix C« 

/consequences 
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consequences of so rapid a change in ilíé Ablation of wages to the price of 
equi^aenU In"the firet place^ ̂ ís'̂ sí̂ uatioh' tendá to exert pí%ssure on the 
balance óí* payinents"and m/'j^ulre' áieViá'trbductic5n'of periodic réadjustnients 
in the rate of exchange or" the^iaíntéx^ce "of'a "s'irict" ii^'OH control. * Secondly ¿ 
It discourages the production of in the . However/ in Brazil, 
the most important aspect of the "problem* i S 'that conrtecie'dL'wi'tii 'tide*limitation 
of one of industry*̂ s most' 'impor^i''Actions:'-' thé 'ability *tó̂ absorb''the •' 
labour surplus. In a country Where" the* population' is increasixig rapidly> It 
is the function of industry to absorb this increment; this will bettie bt&f 
way of avoiding the concentration of the'demographic pressure in ;primary 
activities, which would lead 'to the 'dsterioratiô  of the "terms' of - títíftá.̂ ithe 
optimum expansion of industry ''should''tlieiSa'foíé combine' 'an increase of 
productivity with ̂ eat¿r utilization of labour, * "•̂'-'••V' 

As was shown'in the preceding section7 the formation ojr̂ capital'in 
Brazil falls short of the reauirfements oí "development;" If ̂ é 'f'eiatidnáhip of 
the'cost of equipment'to "that of lab bur'changes very 'Rapidly/ ás iVjias done 

" in recent years/it is' possible that'the 'desire to raise pi'oduĉ vity will be 
so' great that the total net 'investment' appiieá' tó̂ indüstry' as a whole *will fail 
to create new openings for eiápló̂ ment.' Industry would thus be failing to J 
exercise one of its" basic functions in 'deveiojjmenty which is to absorb tHé " 
existing or potential labour surplus in thé primary sectors where the external 
stimulus to expansion has weakened or disappeared. j ¿, K V * 
Production indices in some branches of industry 

The data for industrial production "published 'in Brazil are very 
íñcb&pléte j só that "a 'deytiled̂ 'aiialysi'ŝ y groups of industries canhót be made. 
However, "sánté ''data exist relating'to the quantum of production of Certain 
branches, 'the relative importance of which is sufficient to serve as a basis 
for a few general conclusions. These data have therefore' Tosen coüáted in 
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Tabled, Brazil; Indices. of the quantum of. production of certain 
- i i ; ̂ ¿ftduetries during tbe i>erlod 1945-1950 

'"'a--' v', Í i . (1945 A100) . 
Indus tries v.,»«v ,^194? 1948 . 1949 ¿22ÉT 

, Steel platee (166,000- tone) . 13^7;:Jk78>8 243.2. - 301,5 355-0 
• Pig Iron , (860,000 tone). . . itó.T ; i I65.O 204,6 , 195.1» 275.5 
Cement .• (774,000 tone) , 100,6 ,117-9 143.6 165.3 175.6 
Bayon (yarn) (8,645 tons) 120.4 149.2 149.2 163.1 190.9 
Bufrber (manufac- - • 
tvtred goods) (15,fOO tons) 117.3 122.6 134.0 156.3 185,6 

•Hper . (l4¿¿000 tons) ' '2X0,5., 2¿Q,S" ,132.1 152.8 
Hides and skins (101,000 tone) 115.8 12$,8 137.6 140.6 
Plnewood 
(processed) (319,000 cubic metres) 108.9 118.7 111,0 124.3 ' 
Sugptr (from $he 1 , . ' 
mills) V (920,000 tons) 117*0 123.9 .153.3 15QU 152.4 
Alcohol ,. (108 million litres) 106.7 U6 Í7 155.6 138.9 125.0 
: Vegetable oils- (152,000 tons) - 83,7 83.0. 114.7 116.0 
Msat (720,000 tons) U3.0 119.9 133.9 139.9 
Animal fats (243,000 tons) 106.2 102.9 104.9 105.3 

\ Dairy products (183,000 tons) - 90*7 104.9 106.6 122.4 . 
Cotton textiles (173.million metres) 106.4 99.1 104.4 105.9 106.1 
Manufacturing 
production , ' 106.2 192*7 118.1 121.5 125.0 

M M- Mini. .iMlijiUM ,,., »! . . ,>. 1. 11, ...J — "» ,, r ,,., , . , , i | . i . , ,,,,,,. „ i , 1. . 1 1 

Sourcesj The indices for manufactured goods are taken from the .Conjuntura 
, Económica; the rest of the indices were computed on the basis of 
official Brazilian statistics with the exception, of raye® yarn, which 
was supplied fry Rayon Or«anum. Hew York. The index for rubber'goods 
óslates to .the industrial cc»ampticw of rubber by industry. 

a/ Partly estimated, 

As previously pointed, out, there is a tendency to intensify Investments 
in fixed capital..: For maiiufacturin'g as a whole', this tendency is reflected in a 
more intensive increase of hékvy industries", whereap in the light industries it 
takes the form of an increase of productivity. 

/The expansion 
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The expansion of heavy industry is* undoubtedly the most important 
Went ttiat*kás • :o¿ctírt,e;d in'lS^^ years/ ̂íro&uction oi 
rolled steel Has; ̂  the period 19*5 - 1950, whilst tha-
of cement has increased 76 per cent. The relative importance of these two 
industries should continue to increase, since plans at present beihĝ dirriied ou 
in theée two sectors will énábíé steel and Cemfet production to;>bé"¿tóüblea! in 
the course of the next few years. The number of factories producing cement 
increased over this period ffom 6 to 11 in the 'sacié' time , which made' a áore 
economic distribution of the product over the country as a whole'possible. 

In other important.industries, such as rubber and'p&per/ development 
has .mainly taken place in the heavier sectors. . Thus the manufacture of rubber 
goods as a whole increased 56.3 per cent between. 19*5 and 19*9> whereas ' 
production in the heavy rubber industry —• inner tubes and tyres automotive 
Vehicles increased-1Q0' percent. .Development of,.the; paper industry/during 
thie period, is marked by the establishment of the first large newsprint, and 
wood-pulp plant. In the rayón* industry, the" number of factories decreased, but 
productivity increased. The'productive capacity of this industry haŝ  perhaps 
doubled- between 19*5 and 1950, and has already surpassed"the 20,000 tori per yea 
mark".' " ' 

Another significant factor in Brazil*s; recent industrial' development 
is t̂ e introduction of a heavy engineering industry, particularly the manufactv 
of railway material/ to which reference has already been made. ; 

An important development in the non-ferrous metal industry is the 
construction, in gao Paulo, of a new aluminium factory with a capacity of 8,00( 
tons annually, which may begin .production next^year. ''Brbductibn of "aluminium 
in Brazil began in 19*5, in the State of 'Minas Gerái's/where a factory-wás- buiJ 
with a capacity of 2,006 tens annually.* Bút owing to the fall in,aluminium 
prices during the postwar period, compétitibn with the imported article became 
impossible and consequently production wafi stopped; In 195Ó, the rise in the 
price of aluminium* led to the resumption of production in the Minas Gerais 
factory. :<v 

These statistics clearly show that the structure of Brazilian indued 
is changing, significantly;* Investment in basic industries/á part of which arc 
turning, out capital goods, and, other consumer goods ; production of which* brin* 
about-a saving, in. foreexchange' present absorbs~ the bulk-of itĥ -capiti 

/placed in 
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placed in industry. la'-^B^^^i^Vfita^ ofBrazilian ̂ diip^a^Y^wl'QPwnt, 
Investments nearly always lead: to |ncreas? of employment. On the other hand, 
investments in light ljxdu?triee ̂ re£dy ê Ist¿rig in the country generally 
involve the replacement of eq̂ ipmejit ajuL the Increase of productivity. 

Utoder. normal conditions of repl̂ ceipent, the growth of industrial 
production is invariably accompanied by higher productivity . Only the abnormal 
conditions which prevailed during the war can account for the expansion of 
production accompanied by a decline in productivity. However, thjLs does not 
apply to all industries, nor to all phases of their development. The cement 
industry, for instance, during present, phase of Intensive growth, shows a 
decline in productivity. Between 19j*5 and 19^8, production In this industry 
increased >3.6 per cent, wberea? productivity feü about 5 per cent; this can 
be accounted for by the establishment of plants ..with smaller capacity. Sime 
freight is a determining factor: in the price of cement > and since distances in 
Brazil are enotfaous and transport is unreliable, it is not always economical to 
set up plants which are technically at optimum size* The solution adopted in 
previous years was to supply certain regions of the country with imported 
cement, but the high post-war price of this product Justified the building of 
low capacity factories In consumer areas of lesser importance. 

/3HAEEER V 
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Thej capacity tó, Import ̂ ná' thé 'q -imports* • f .. / , .. ' 
'V-v r purin§ the post-w^ye'&pB/ Brazilian,̂ îm̂ rtg, fluctuated sharply; 
n̂til 19^7 the^'a*^^ teit • declined - in- and then rose again in 

-and" 1950, though -¿ley ¿id nót recover their .-19̂ 7 level. In 19^7, the 
• quantum of imports was '88 per cent ¡above :the 
- the 1Q50 level. : ' ' : • ' — ' : ' - ̂  3-v 

19^5 level and 9 per cent above 
the I95O level. 
^ . .¡' Until 1 9 ^ the caĵ ci't̂ - to toport fluctuated less sharply and the 

average annual rate' of expansion wfrs muqh lower than that cf the quantum of 
.imports» Howver> aradical̂ 'bhdxige occurred in this trend in Í9$b,. as Table 35 
ShOWS.., ^ " U", , , ' , 
Table 35 Brazil: R'élativé annual changes'In the quantum of imports 

' ' • and . the" capacity to import iñ the!period -19̂ 5 to 
'V, . .• I9p0; ' ^ . > ¿ - ' . \ . : , 

: " * * (ihv-per ;cent).... i \ 
Years • ̂ufantum- of -imports Capacity to import 

>. t.; 
< . , ' M . V. 13• 2 • 

19^7 ' • • ' v- 5 M .f , "1.8 .. 191̂ 6 ' • • ; '- . .: • -17.5- • " f" ' -. 8.8 ' 
19̂ 9 V 3/0 f 1 'V" > ..: 
Average 19̂ 6-49 Ik. 2 ' 1.3 
1950 7.0 43.8 
Average I9U6-5O 12.8 9.8 

Source: For the basic data, see Chapter I, Appendix B. 
The capacity to import is an index derived from the quantum of exports 

and the terms of traded The positive influence of one of these two factors 
is ve*y often nullified by the negative position of the other% Thus, in 19̂ 6 
the quantum of exports increased 26.2 per cent as compared with the preceding 
year, but there was a deterioration of 10 per cent in the terms of trade and 
therefore Jalport capacity rose only 13.2 per cent. In 1950, on the contraiy, 
the quantum of exports decreased 15 per cent as compared with the preceding 
year, but the terms of trade improved 68.9 per cent and therefore there was a 
risev'of ̂ 3.8 per cent in the capacity to import. 

l/ See Economic Survey of Latin America, 19^9, Chapter III. 

/Between 19^5 
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... : Between-19*5 :3L950 itfj&se.two 'factors. ̂ éórly ~bad .divergent 
influences, but over • the period as a wbole thevterras of trade alone exercised 
a positive 4nfluence,ras>may be seen from T&hlé. 36'. r .••• 
Table 36.. • .Brazil; Relative annual.charges in-tfrez-qutotum of exports 

and In- the- t e ^ oĵ  trâ e during the period 19*5-1950 

Yeárs :';•Quantum c^exports- ' •• Jeras of trade 
19*6 ' ,f " ' s ^ ' - -10.0; 
19*7 ' * ; ' " -12.5 " 16.3 
19*8 1 v ' '-'"'i.5''' ; - ?•* 
19*9 " ' " ' - 9*2 " 8v8' 
Average 19̂ 6-̂ 9 1 ; " • 0,8 : ' ; - 0.3 
1950 1 : " -15.0 ' 68¿'9-̂  
Average 19̂ 6-50 ' " ; - 2^: \ J 

Source:. - For basic - data, s©e,v Chapter I. Appendix B. y v.,. • ,, 
: ^ yy The great improvement in the index for the tearms of trade in 1950 can 
be ascribed to a U-0*d per pent increase!^ to-a 16.7, per cent 
decline in itópbrt prices. The rise of export prices reflects the jump in the 
-price of "cofíée, since, the export price: index for this product Ŝ ows a rise" of 
Ilk per cent between 19*9 and. 1950. The contraction of import prices is a 
complex phenomenon, partly due to the devaluation at the end of the preceding 
jreat of the currencies of a number of countries with which Brazil:"* carries on 
a substantial trade, and partly to a 31*5 per cent decline in the price of, 
wheat. For the purpose of assessing the importance of the fluctuations in the 
price of wheat, it is Sufficient to recall that :J.t accounts for almost 10 per 
cent of the total value of Brazilian importa. 

Durable consumer goods make up the group of imports which expanded 
most in the early post-war periô J this can be explained by the fact that they 
had practically disappeared from international trade in the preceding period. 
In order of importance, they were followed by capital goods > fuel and chemical 
products. It should be'nóted that1 food imports decreased during this.period. 
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After 19^7, m háó^etí'jSoMtéá Mports 'decreased, capital goods 
being the most' severely aff ectéd^ H h o u ^ did not 
mean that their share in the "current value of imports 'failed to increase 
steadily düríng- theoe years.; The* i^iatiter incre,a¿e; in the price; >.of;capital 
goods explains this apparent ̂ ConWadioiion. Imports of capital goods diminished 

\ per .cent between 19^7 and 1948, and; 26 per cent bett/een 19^7 and 1950. 
However, the reduction in Imports of industrial equipment was l6.k per cent 
and 10 per cent respectively over these two periods. re-

imports of non-durable consumer goods fell 13*3 cent between 19V? 
and 1948 and 46 per cent between 1947 and 1950. Imports of wood-pulp,>paper 
and its by-products revealed a contraction of 49.6 per cent between 19^7 and 
1948., but by 1950 had practically recovered their 1947 level. Foodstuffs, 
which had declined in 1946 and 1947 from earlier years, expanded again between 
1948 and 1950. The only two groups which show any significant increase in I95O 
as compared with 1947, vars' fuel and cĥ ttfical'and phannaceUtical products. The 
following data show trie trend of Brazilian'imports in the post-war years. 
Table 37 Brazil! Quantum of importer 

n. ; , .; • (in milliona of cruzeiros at.19^8 prices) 
•Years = Total Food- 1 Textilec:- Paper & Purable Chemical Fuel & „ Capital goods 

*. *• s i 

. H 
• < 

stuffs Wood-
: piilp 

consumer 
gboás 

pharma-Lubri-
ceutical cants 
products 

Total Indus-
trial 
equip-
ment 

19kk ; 13200.. 53̂ 5.. ... 376 551 » 113 .. , 911 8I+9 290k. 896 
19^5 13388 5368 32j3 .652 ! 200 IOÍ13 , 3551 922 
19U6 i. 3 .. I.63I+7. 3057 . . .• 522 , 772 9 68. . 7095 2043 
19^7 25182 1+286 ¡ 922 .1089 , 2367 1366 . • t 235^, • 10916. 3577 
19^8 . . 20985.. .3926. • 1168 .5̂ 9 . 2053. .1268 2565 7704 29 90 
19^9 
1950^/ 

21636 1*530. 1010 .. 687' , 1778 2673 7I+88. 3221+ 19^9 
1950^/ 23125 , 5036 . 635 93^ . . 2135 , 3204 ,. 8074 3205 

* * 1
 \ • ~ .i' 1.j. . 1 . ' •' * .• • !• 1,. . 111 11 1 i 11 .o 11 

a/ ̂ Estimated on the basis of January to November. > • % 
Joj Includes other imports. 
Note; 1948 prices were used in the weighting» 
Source: "The basic data are supplied by the Economic and Financial Statistical 

Service of the Ministry of Finance, 

/The structure 
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The structure of imports 

. .Tba,structure of imports during the yar was influenced by the 
restrict long, pi;. ittWrna^ '' sû piie's of goods and Wtránspoft. After 19*6, 
as supplies of pü&ífeeí good^ lii^eased/^ 
returned to normal, certain domestic factors, such as the lifting of import 
restrictions, helped to stimulate imports of manufactured consumer ¿¿6ds:* 

; Finally, after .19*8, the re-introduction of exchange restrictions- and other 
foYBBof direct control once again stimulated the import of the so-called 
essential goods for development, at'theúpense of imports of manúfacturúed 
consumer goods. 

'.In so far as prices are concerned, especially in the earlier period, 
,a considerable rise in the price of foodstuffs will bé noted as compared with 
prices of manufactured goods as a whole, amdng which textiles show the greatest 
rise. Between 19** and 19*7, the general index of import prices rose 77*7 
per cent, whereas the index for imported foodstuffs rose 199.1 per "ceéxt and that 
for textiles 77.9 per cent,, as will be seen froto the following tabl'e. 
Table 38" Brazil? "• Indices cif- 'tofatt pr i¿eá during the period 19^-19^7 

Years Totkl- Food- ! Textiles Ikjsor • • ; Fuel & . £)ieittical & .•„ ...Qapital 
stuffá j • t^djuij» conmaaer lubri- pharmaceutical goods 

v.- cants producto 
19^ 1Q0 .100 100 100; ¿ 0 0 - 1 0 0 100 100 
19̂ 5 11?.7 127,-7. lifcvi "Í^C^ v $^.6 ' 97:6' • XO5.8 
19^6 15U.U 258.3' 1U3.0 10^.4 105.0 93.5 ..112.5, 107.0 
19^7 I77.7 299..I' I77.9 ÍI7.7 12^.2 : IO9.7 ' 130,8 ,119.8 •• ' • V- > • • ; '• " "'' 1 • 1 • '" •• I «Mil. 1 . I I 111 II, H L.I [I I i II. I nil •• 1 ,1 I 1 ,IM ' I I) III 1. II' I.I ' .1 .Ml a II I'll 1/ jlj J» • II''1' ' '• 1 .1 Hi '"'> 

' * k \ , J 

Source: See-Table 37* . „ . _ , 
Still, the effect of prices during this period was largely, offset by 

other factors, especially pent-up demand* In the case of foodstuffs supplies 
were normal during, the "War and only demand for secondary products such as 
codfish, olive oil, quality beverages, etc. vás repressed/ The shfirp rise of 
prices thús contributed to reduce the Volume of imports.**' In the cateé of 
textiles there was a gre¿t^sátisfiéd demand for high- quality goods, particu-
larly lineh end wóbllen goódé, which are traditionally- bought in European 
countries. However, the strongest pressure of pent̂ Up demand was felt in the 
durable consumer, goods sector, domestic production of \diich is still insuffi-
cient to meet more than a small fraction of the population's requirements * 
Similarly the pressure exerted in the sector of fuels and capital goods was 
vesy great, 
l/ The decrease in imports of this category vas not only caused by the effect 

of the price trends, but also by tl*e difficulty in obtaining wheat from 
abroad. /Che principal 
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The pHncipdi eÜarigé ik &e compositiott of impbsrtis "̂ tiring the'earl̂ r 
post̂ vai4 years consisted of a redaction "in the relative importance of foodstuffs 
and an increase in the proportion of durable consumar goods and of capital-goods. 
Foodstuffs, which in 1944 constituted 22.9 per cent of the current value of impori 
and which in 1945 reached 26.i per cent thereof/by 19^7 had falien'to l'8.3 per 
cent, despite the great price increase already Mentioned. Durable consumer 
goods, increased from 1.3 per cent to 37,9 per cent. The relative importance of 
fuels'"hardly changed, on account of the >élativé reduction iñ' the price of these 
products. 

After 19^7, the trends in import prices varied. The general index, vhict 
in preceding years had shown an annual rate of increase of 20 per cent, in 19^8 
rose only 13 per cent and in 1950 dropped. Prices of foodstuffs and of consumer 
goods, which had expanded extitiordinarily in the preceding period, showed the 
greatest contraction. Capital goods, on the contrary, increased markedly, as may 
be seen in the following table; ' 
Table 39. Brazil; Indices of Impori prices during the period 1947*1950 
years Total Foodstuffs Textiles. Paper Durable Fuel & lu* Chemical Capita 

. woodpulp consumer bricants & pharma- goods 
' goods ceutical 

/ 7 " " • products- : 

19^7 100. ' : 100 ; 100 v 100 100 100 • ' 100 100 
19^8 112.S. 104.2 : 100.4 " 129¿3 100.4 112.4 98.4 126.9 
19^9 106.2 83 .6 • • 98 .6 • 105.3 4 101.4 9 9 . 8 84.7 133.5 
1950. • 88,0 ,54.4 . . 9 0 . 1 . . 87.8.. . ...90.9. . • 96,0 , ; 74.4 .. 113.1 

Sotirce: See Table'37' 
In this period,too, changes in prices were influenced by other factors, 

including an import control policy introduced in May 1948 as a consequence of 
exchange difficulties and of the Government's plan to protect certain sectors of 
domestic production that had been developing in the preceding years. The relativ 
prominence of imports of capital continued to become more "marked: for instance, 

• .' — • ,v /from:37.9 : • :: • 
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fxjtt 37*9 iWiMéfcd p$r 0?ttt ̂ 1S>50? ; :The same 
occurredi.in the: c^M.^^ftjel. . Ain̂ ig csnsiaoer goods, 
importé.H©f rfoodptúffp less stationary* and those 
of durable, goods ? skewed a, drop trm.ÍX^ per cent per jAuttoobile 
,lmport&> ftír;instance, • declined per cent to, 3?6 percent, whilst domestic 
electrical appliances contracted, from £«3 p©r oent. 

In short, .it may be said that^ during the yeare,immediately after the 
war, the detemining-factor^ of. the changes which occurrediji the structure of 
imports tías pent-up demand,,, and in the- subsequent pftripd --' from 19^8 onwards 
it was 'the selective contajol applied by the Government, .The. following .table 
summarizes the changes in the relative importance of the various goods -throughout 
this period. . .. 
Table 40. Brazil j The structure of imports at current trices during the 

v<;- r • perik 194^1950 ' 
Yéars Total Foodstuffs Textile®. Paper & Purable Fuel & lu~ Ch^ical.Capital 

a/ woodpulp consumer bricants & pharmá-" goods 
goods- 7 v ,.ceuticéufe;> : 

A ' . (percsntagfr of total value;, of imports "if"'*»1" 
10Ó 22.9 2.7' M 5 : 1.3 ' 8 .9 ' • • 11.1 30.7 
1Ó0 " 26 .1 • L; ,9.5 . 8.2 - 33.3 
,100; 20,.2 i- 6 .9 9.4 , 7,7 36.9 
100 18.3 

18.7 
4.0 ' r ' ^ . i P 9 .4 : 6.9 37.9 

100 
18.3 
18.7 •: • 2.1 > ... 9 . 8 12.2 6 .0 ,. 36.7 

100' , > 17*6 :. 4.8, > 2.1 r 6 .3 .11.5 
f 6,6 4 ; 15.7 

8 . 0 40.2 
loo 15. ,0, 3,3 3.1 

r 6 .3 .11.5 
f 6,6 4 ; 15.7 •' 9 .2 • 39.7 

19^7, 
1948" 
1949 • 
¿m, 
, Hi. . ' H • I I 11^.1.1 I I [I I) nil ill '. 1.1 . Ill 4 I " !MHmî ll>i»Jj III) I II • '.!. I! '.'J |l I • II I Î ipi If y 1 1 I III II Ml. ' \ II.' I . . J' Jill '.II i l..i> 

a/ includes other •imports? W * , -u ^ 
Source: " See Table 37. • ^ •; * ̂  - . ̂  
. . i r t The data contained in S&ble ho convey'ah'iáea of the maimer in which 
frazil made use of its foreign exchange, but it.does not accurately reveal' the 
changes, which have taken place in the real structure of imports, becáúsé'oí the 
effects of the changes in the relative prices of varicfus items;1 and, as shown 
earlier, these changes have "been far-reaching. Between 19^4 and 19^7, for 
instance, food prices increased ten times more than those of capital goods and 
twenty times more than fuel prices * However, between 1947 and 1950, food prices 
decreased 45.6 per' cent, whilst those of fuel remained practically constant and 
those of capital goods increased 13.1 par cent, 

/The relative 
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, J?he relative 
repercúsfcioñs on dbfaesti.c 

p r ^ ánd also 
, influenc ing the policy'oí dómeŝ ic; in the price., of imported 
.; r-, wheát̂  , ̂or. instance, e n c d u ^ e d V • i&vtliis cer?6l> ;#ith-. 

"strong ̂ yeirakent̂ 'supporty Nor does av subsequent' fall in the price of an imported 
p̂roduct Invariably lead to the restoration of . thê ktetuS; quo. The greater .or 
lesser'elas.tiqiity of productive áctivítíy* Constitutes the determining factor in 
this case f - When capital investments1 are substantial and it iB diffiGî t ít¿ 
readjust their distribution, the décliné in', the* price of an imported product can : 
hardly effect the volume of trade. \ in any case, the changes produced in the 
structure of domestic production by the* fluctuations of the relative -prices of 
imports, which usually occur in abnormal periods of internatiomlvtrade, can only 
partly and only very slowly be revê fê ,. u -

If imports are computed' at1 instant pricéB, the changes in their 
structure become' even more significant the* those previously mentioned. Food-
stuffs;.decreased from ̂ 0.5 per cent ;to 17 per cent between 19** and 19*7/ and 

..capital goods i n ^ 5 e r /The share of durable consumer 
goodQ increased from 0.9 per cent to 9.* per cent over the same period; These 

: radical; change? reveal the great sliqr̂ tage of durable manufactured goods in Brazil 
; in the early post-war years, and aré evidencé of the depressive effects of the 
extraordinary rise In food prices on food imports. Between 19*7 and 1950, 
there.was a reversal in the trend, which shows that the vast accumulated demand 
. for- durable goods, had been largely met. Thê share of foodstuffs in total import* 
increased freo 17 per cent to 21,8 per cent, and that of capital goods 'decreased 
from *3.* per cent to 3*.9 per cent. Yet the proportion of ̂ portS: of equipment 
•for. industry remained practically constant. The proportion of chemical products 
vand fuel showed Iftrge relative increases, which suggests that the period ttaitl 
19*7 was marked by replacement and expansion of equipment, the effects of which 

, on production became nptíLceable fr^m 19*8 onwards/ The following table 
summarises these changes. ; 

' •} • V . «i 
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Table 4l.: ¿Brazil:;, The structure áf ífaŝ rtei á constant, pricey during the 
. . • • 'period 191^1950 : ,, ? , . .,. 

: , . .. ̂  (̂as ̂ 'tercei^ the total. value at' ¡prices) . : _ 

Food- Textiles.í>ap?r & , Durable,/ Fuel! A Chemical Capital goods 
stuffs • • woodpulpponsumer &- lu- — & phairtaa- Total Industrial 

i ' * /•' goods bricants ceutical equipment 
, . . . products 

Years Total 

194.4 . loo e ^0.5 2.8 4.2 0.9" 6.4 •6.9 22.0 6.8 . 
1945. , ioo . 40.1 2,4 '4.9 1.5 ••' • 7.8 5.6 26.5 6.9 
1946 100 ie.7 3.2 ' •• 4.T ••••••" 5.8" • - 9.4 5,9 43.4 12,5 
1947 100 17*0 3.7 4.3V • 9 A 9.3 5.5 43.4 14.2 
1948 100 , 18.7 5.6 2.6 9.8 12.2 6.0' 36.7 14.2 
1949 : 100 20.9 4.7 , • -: 3.2 •' . 8.2 12.4 8.4 34.6» • 14.9 
1950.:.. • 100. 21. G 2.8 4.0 5.5 13.9 9.2 34.9 ,..13 <9-

•MJt" ' j.1 Ii'*'. ! "-1-11 "I-
a/ Includes 
Source: • See 

other imports 
; J-

Table 37. 

A comparison of; the data contained In Tables .40 and 4l, shove the great 
influence of the changes in.the relative prices of various items. For instance, 
the share- of capital goods at constant , prices decreased between 1947 and 1950, hut 
at current prices their share in total imports increased. In order to maintain 
imports of capital goods (computed at constant prices), at the same relative level 
as in 1947 (about. 43 per cent), it would have been necessary to increase the quota 
of exchange for this-item not from 37.9 per cent to 40 per cent, but to 47.4 per 
cent, ' 'J" r '' 

• »- » 

> - /¿HAKCER- VI'. 
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CHAPTER VI. THE STRUCTURE OP PRODUCTION* THE PRESSURE OF IOTlATIOfl AND THE 
, FORMAÍÍÓN OF CAPITAL 

In ihe first section; the production of goods vas divided into twq̂ -¿roupe 
more or less equivalent according to the value of the product marketed: --'primary 
activities and secradary activities (manufacturing and building), As shown by 
thé data set forth earlier, a part of primary production varying between 
25 and 30 per cent, vberi calculated at producer prices -- is exported. On the 
other hand, almost all of secondary production remains within the country and it 
.may ..be roughly estimated that the degree of its dependence an the foreigi market 
is ten times smaller than that of primary production» -

The fluctuations of the foreign market for primary goods therefore only 
affect manufacturing indirectly through fluctuations in total income. 

The indirect dependence of secondary activities on the 1foreign market 
for primary products is contingent on: 'a) the relative importance of that market 
for primary activities, and b) the relative importance of primary occupations 
in,the formation of total income. If it is assumed that 30 per cent of primary 
production is absorbed by the foreign market and that the share of primary 
activities in the formation of the gross national product is *0 per cent,it will 
be seen that the dependence of secondary activities on the fluctuations of foreign 
demand for primary products is twa and a half times smaller than that of the 
primary sector itself. Thus a reduction of 50 per cent in exports of primary 
products would mean a contraction of 15 per cent in income from primary activities 
and of 6 per cent in total income. This is, of course, a'rough approximation 
since a contraction of demand in oxie sector does not necessarily imply a . 
corresponding proportionate contraction in total income,' Our sole purpose is to 
indicate that the relative development of secondary activities may render an 
increasingly iarge proportion of the national income independent of the fluctuations 
of the foreign market for primary products. 

J A part of farm production, which remains in the rural areas for local consump-
tion, was not included in this estimate. Furthermore, the statistics do not 
include the whole.of this sector's production, It way be assumed that the 
data available for farm production actually Include about 80 per cent of 
real total production. 

2 / A calculation made in I9V7 showed that the net value Of exported manufactured 
goods did not exceed 3 per cent of the net value of total manufacturing 
production. 

3/ There is no estimate of the national income according to sectors of production, fcwever, in the light of past research the distribution is probably as follows! footnote continued on n&xt page) 
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On the Othér ,hahd. ¿fthetwo sectors.of production are considered from 
the poiíít of view of , t h e r d ^ é t i c m ^ í U é B T ^ o B X a, 
considerably. greater degrga •of ; to heprac¡^ically 
100 per cent whereas, that of the primary' sactor doe¿ not; excáed**70 per cent . 
In practice; thla means ? that primary activities are; more adaptable:to fluctuations 
in domestic deaandv ^..instancef in the event'car«a^eapaaejUm?In^w^iajwnt 
of domestic origin, prim&ty activities may react qtdcldy by reducing the exportablê  
surplus. Súph a reaction is obviously limited'by the nature of the production 
and tha*e 'Vil> ĵ 'tyfiî waya;.̂  ,a aurplusiytthpse'sectorsmost under pressure from 
domestic demand.,* ̂ Hówevw,-f-sinoe part of ite production; is not consumed by the 
domestic market, primary activity ipso facto offers a margin of adaptability either 
over the short term, by a;rédttótiGn in surpluses, or over the medium term, by the 
redistribUtibn of the factors of:. production. 
• vrv\¡, < ¿.f tp^ .-seo'óndary. actiiritiae, and especially isanufacturingr .éiov greater 
rigidity via^aWle fluctuations in domestic demand. • Domestic- expansion of money 
supplies caünbt.be Offset by the absorption of exportable surpluses, • since 
^bdüdti'^ .wholly ..absorbed by the country itself• Moreover> the increase 
of̂ rq&udtitfa. -Uepeildtf'̂l';: topdrie of equlp©nt, on tha increase of power 

v< Ari 'Iñowlaee ^'ijp&tá^fcn o^r the slicrt term is nearly always 
obtained % increasing the amount of labour- ̂ r of fixê l capital ¿and implies 
ViBubstailtiál increase of cost. • 

; Xik práctice, it̂  happens that an expansion of income in the manufacturing 
- 0¿fó'tór--ré(mltiaiAuction of the exportable surplus' in the* priiaary sector, and 
that an expansion of income in the primary sector leads* to an "'increase-, of 
manufacturing prices» Naturally this is a simplified schematic explanation, 
since in both cases there is an increase of prices in the manufacturing sector 
dnd dcaneett.c'" (fy'̂ t̂toti; of the exportable %urpluéf^eyerthelese/'^thó^manufacturlne 
sector is ttorévrigid; vie^a^vla , an expansion, $f ipth¿: 
than vice verssii r íhlis a 10 per '-'oant /increaŝ :;.in/l.̂ îaĉ ^̂ of• hito-'̂ iitaaxy sector 
will result in a *, per cant increase in total income and an equivalent rise, in 
the demand -.for'ij^u^t^d ^oods. ''Gtf increase in 

( footnote continued from preyiouff jJage) • - - ¡ , r,.,. . 
primary activities *0 pbír ®nd 
other activities 35 per cant. Sea J ^ ¿ k ^ s n ^ 1 

Internacional das Estatisticas da Benda Nacional publisilad, in the Revista 
feraslleira ¿e Kcdnomiá, June 1̂ 50'• ? "'' ' 11 " 1 , 

/the lncoine 
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the income of the secondary eeOtorwill result; in, a 5 per cent increase in total 
income and a 3.5 per cent rise in the demand for primary products.-

; Thesé fabts are relevant- to ̂the study • of the maimer in which 
inflationary preósure spreads. Whehinflation is due to an external source, its 
pressure, is initially* inflected in̂  thé rise of Úncpíae in the primary sector / , In 
, view of, "tha rigidity of-the manufacturing industry, this pressure leads to arise 
in the,price of mánufácturéd goods or> ̂ ítórnatively, to an increase in imports of 
these goods * During the last war, imports not only could not expand, butwere 
greatly recíticéd. The pressure, therefore, was concentrated on the domestic 
manufacturing industry; which "became e;ven more inelastic owing tó the difficulty 
of importing equipment and "some.of the basic raw materials. y ^ 

The manner In which, ihflâ ionary pressure acts upon "Brazil1 s economy 
. is; a factor: Of importance 'in the process of capital formation. Inflationary 
pressure due to external causes has in1the-past taken two typical forms: a) under 
normal conditions of foreign trade it has led to an increase of Imports.and so to 
higher standards of ccaisumption: ,b) uiid&r abnormal conditions of foreign,trade, 
it has led to an increase ln the price of domestic manufactured goods, to an 
increase of profits, and, consequently, tó thé development -of internal manufacturi 
production, .this is, naturally,: a meare indication of the general trend, since 
in. the former case, the pressure of inflation may. cause the development of certain 
Industries for vhich favourable conditions exist within the country, whereas in 
the second case, the standard of individual consumption- or of group% cconsumption 
-may beraised at the expense of other iMividuals Or groups 3/ What iŝ . important 

J Oh the basis of the distribution of the national income according to sectors, 
a© shown above. In-reality, it does not work out like, this since the increa 
of income modifies the structure of consumption. However, this detail does 
not invalidate the argument set fcrth, but rather jtends to.confim it, since 
,the consumption of manufactured articles expands at a greater ratê  when incom 
is increased than does the consumption of..primary goodó'¿ * • 

J.. , We dp.not propose to define herein which is the better policy whereby to 
increase the formation of capital and; guide investment. We.only wish to 
indicate yttíat occurred in ¿rázil in the past. The fact that inflationary 
pressure, allied tó restrictions on foreign trade, caused an intensification 
j of. capital formation.and channelled investments towards the industrial sector 
does not necessarily im|)ly that that, is the best means of. obtaining this 
objective.. , / < . // . " ; 

¡V /to stress 
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to etár&és ..>4a»vlnfÍU9iice',.pf an:, expansion 
of ixicttae' Afcteftl^ formation is*-* v 

1/ , email. . :-A> "w'S . • . ' .. • , 
. Thereis"aitfple evidenced that; the formation of capital became 

mcáre intensive^uringí&heít^ *&en ¡foreign supplies 
-íóf̂ tónufácrbured consumer goodé'-suffferéd eitherfrom shortages , or the introduction 
of direct control, A selective import policy such as^that .adopted by,Brazil.:: 

its exchange difficultieŝ .also affeots the 
proĉtíiEÍ'-fef 'ftapibal*forínatioffiT-'' ̂Thé import restrictioha. on? oonsiimjê  goods;.create 
v̂ajtícé̂ 'll̂ iáfflLt̂ - which efcerts'pressure'on domestic1 producers; tbir attracts 
ihv̂ ¿feMéñtéí;tO'the setters ffhic& profit directly or indirectly. *(i Whether thê ,, 
4î iatiMCtaáiíy, -^ésaurS^wlll be absorbed^turn into real inflation depends .on.: hv 
tfte'̂ greater or lesser elasticity of- domestic industry. . s The, time required by .; 
domé&tio industry-'̂ •expand;::-its- 'productî ciapacity• is therefore a factor of -
fundamental'^ Aé it expands, the industrial sector, becomes more 
elastic and Inflationary ;presaure mâ b̂®; absorbe^ more rapidlyu. , in other words, 

: :thê  slower the formation' "of;< ídevelopment of productive 
capacity, the longer the period ftOOeasary for the absorption of inflationary 

, pressure/ and, conversely, the iftore rapidly savings can be trmis£oi^d into- fixed 
capital and-' 'skilled- labour • tfte Required for this procesa. 
The dependence on: iiápOrted equipment constitutee a factor in, inelasticity. • 
During the last ttafr this factor came to bé of paramount importance, and it is 
largely responsible for 'the fact that during :this period inflationary pressure 
' was transformed into real inflation, - The capacity to-convert savings intov * 
pür cha sing power in a given area, that is, the foreign'exchange resources with" 
which to purb'hase eqttipmeht, i&;a factor which controle the degree of ¿inela&tioity. 
D̂uring thirties,-• thlfe-"factor-was of 'great importance in Brazil. % Finally> 
the coun̂ rŷ s resources of technical skill and of billed-labour must álso /bê -
taken-into 'account. In -the spé̂ ifiĉ case of̂  Prazil, the need for training of 
workers is generally recognized; this involves an initial outlay which increases 
in direct proportion to the deficiencies in primary education̂  nourishment, 
health, ,apd housing, of the. niaes the population,, .. .Teohnicâ .,skill must. be 

:: Historically,- an imprOveixient in foreign cOffee prices has méant an improvemext 
in the standard of Hying ot'oébt̂ ln of'the population, r,:Because 
consumer gocdp, demand for which increased, were principally of foreign 
Origin:; the: tów incomes soon melted away. The coffee industry itself, the 
beneficiary of the price increases, tended to attract new investments, which 
in' turn produced the well-known effects on the supply and prices of the 
product. 

/largely imported 
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lar^iy-imported and experts alíáiifrgwlaera tew. to. "be trained abroad, which , 
involves suppleioentary investment a for" £hé éntM̂ eiiéiirís and''¿péátefc foraigh 
exchange expenditure for the country. ? • 

The mere listing of these factors shows.that, owing to its rigidity, 
an under-developed economy cannot easily absorb inflationary pressure and that 
the entrepreneurs in such an economy have difficulty in turning available, sayings 
into reproductive investments.. 

When dealing with the spread of inflationary, pressure we observed jtl̂at 
the manufacturing section is affected first, because;of. its greater rigidity 
However, primary activities connected Vith the domestic market and services ala? 
tend to react if the pressure persists. The rise in prices therefore, begins in 
the manufacturing sector and tends to spread to the other sectors connected with 
the domestic market. But primary activities connected with/the foreign market, 
cannot follow this general trend and are therefore compelled to transfer their . 
income to the other sectors of economic activity. There is, in fact, a general 
transfer of income, from the more elastic to the more inelastic sectore, manu-
facturing receiving the greatest advantage in this movement^ and exports suffering 
the most serious damage.-' . / . •• • 
, The transfer of income,' caused by the form in which inflationary 
pressure spread*, not only takes place ,as between the various sectors of 
economic activity,, but also as between the different economic regions. >; In 
Brazil there are areas which are almost-entirely.engaged in primary, export • 
activities and there are others,- similarly, whichare essentially manufacturing 
areas. The relative increase in the prices of products of the domesticÍ industry 
implies a transfer of income from regions of primary .export occupations to the . 
ii^^trialized areas. Naturally this transfer will not occur or, alternatively, 
it will occur on a much smaller scale,; under normal conditions of foreign trade. 
However, in this , case also, ;the- possibility of diverting: the dásiand for cpnsui?er 
goods to the1 foreign market would hamper the process of capitad fornatioii. 

1/ Obviously, if inflationary pressure is- -caused- by a sharp rise in the export 
prices of the .primary sector, this sector! will only transfer a part .of 
its added income. Jf the rise in export prices leads to higher domestic 
prices of the respective products,, .the primary sector will.be ablp ,to retain 

1 -v a -largar - proportion; pf* ^ita -'inc^v- ? ;, .V-\ V 

. ' : :v, ' \" • : . / • • /Undea* present 

' -Í ' '.-X: ^'-t ¿.I,. • • --V;.:, 
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lfoder preeéñt conditions ̂ riétrt^i- fsreigtí trade, it is 
estimate the-, ífctf^teaqrf^ afc vbeltáefe'¿tfteâ ¿twpsi''' ,3&t us,/f$r 
instance, tafce the examplej;é|;̂ ipe yóed and wax* la ÍS&9.>tbé per üBi-t ,, 
export prices for these; p^uots Btóód'prao^ the pame ley$l áe in 19̂ 5* 
Two large .^éÜÜT íó .'tKeiftoüáit̂ : obtain most of their income trtm expert. lit 
these products» : VB^ -is even moré ©haraoiter̂ sti© w 
becatisjr ytt^ja^]'- ^/éñtítre production is ê oijtedt The artielefl 
consumed in these areas are prlncipally euppü©d by Hio and Sa© whsre.. 
the prices Of industrial products inér^sed at leas^ 50.per cent b^tv^oa 19*5. -
and -Moreover, the foreign gjcpiwwge derived from primary exports Is 
largely .absorbed by tne indúetriáj areas> where it is employed. iQ,tsportl9g 
equî ment¿ fúei and industrial/raw- materials y .. . v. 

These transfers of income as between areas,,,a$l ae berreen, see tors 
of economic activity, have certainly contributed' towards, the concentration of 
savings and' the IticVease of ¿ápital formation in Brazils In riew of the 
low level national iricome> economic develo£tí¿:it would, .but.̂ for these forces, 
naturally have to be slower • v 

rt.. 

"V- :' ̂5¿-
Í: 

l/ The» are lí̂ ttes, for̂ the;-.prices of domestic maha^adtured articles/ 
but the," cost of living indices for á workmajî s family, in,.the. city of 
Sao JPaulo show a6 iricréase'-"of-5'̂ per cent f^r textiles a¿d'tobaocG, aad 
ap eyen greater? in- the cost of ftot̂ isttré -and' ̂ou'séhdld cleSaiî g 
goods, between 19^5 and 19^9r 

2/ The tratipfer may 'take plape ev^n when, the Itjdex of; export ,prloe0 rises 
por i 'féi.B% wílíh goods," stece thá latter 
may bft̂ f̂ t-.from̂ íb̂  •-.te-íou?; ̂ vtíade'' thr.oi;̂ í' paparte o'f5 raw . • 
materials óir gopdê . a»d fjiel» ,, Ón the primary, 
afetivitiés; the" í̂ usfe'í̂ í̂ed'̂ îsits óf : the aountay. are- i¿ â  beirSev 
position,; to 'deJReftcJ.,!:thev¿evélf.ó̂  Hínce, what is: needed is 
a study according to redone before- the t extent of such. traq.efere - pan ^ ̂  

" /APPKNDEt & 
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GAKÍULÂ CQIÍ. OF m J^ODUCTIOIÍ OF GOODS, DURING P3ÉRI0D 1^5-1950 r; ,.. 
- 'v * •'" ' * *•. > • .. •• v • .. y' •*• ' y- ':'. 

The production/of goods as an index of eĉ aondó develópaé̂ jb ' . 
; * Before the growth of an ecorióiay Gan he measured^ - a more, exact and;, 

more detailed calculation of" the national income: than that .so fítr mad^ for; 
Brazil is re^uiredy Xn fact, vthe first rscientificS^ p^paTed• calcuiation. '''; 
of Brazil »s mtional income was that for ÍS&7, arid:even thls-has notSyet been 
finally worked out» ' However, relatively ftill ;date have been published in. • * 
Brazil for nearly all the' branches'of tHe production of goods, aiid hence a * 
partial calculation of the' gross national product is possible» . The total of 
goods produced* must not, of course, be ̂'orifused with the i^tioml product, since -
the latter also includes services» Stilly in calculatioits'using ítárely 
approximate'data coveringrelatively short periods, the error entailed in 
using the changes in the ̂ oductlón of- goods instead *éf the changefi in the 
national product would not necessarily fee greater than the error implicit in 
a rough estimate'of the national: i'ncome• • 

Xt is a possible objection to using the data relating to the 
production of goods as a measure of the changes in the total of the national 
product that the production of services does not always expand on a. par with 
the production of goo&s> Experience in the industrialized countries shows that, 
for instance, during the development stage the ¡production ¡of services expands 
at a much higher rate than that of goods» However, it would be a mistake to 
assume this to be the general rule*.̂  On the contrary., itjwoujd.be¿"b&tter"to;---'' 
distinguish between cyclical and loiig-term phenomena. . As real per,capita .. 
income increases, from the historical standpoint its rate of expansion tends 
to be lower than, that of demand for certain servicé's> and higher than that of 
other services • The' serviced, the demand' for which inervase®" at higher 
rate than real income, are those benefited by • the development of technical . 
skill, that is to sajr,''; thbsé '.tfhicto reduce their costp in;terms óf wages»/: 
But there Ave-a number"of: other services"Which,.dráW'-íi'tiáe'- ¿r-no'-'advantage 'from 
the increasê " and tH§vooat ¿f Viillch tends"' "tío ̂ ca^^greateir. with, 
the increase of real income* 

fin hî ch-income 
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. In hlgh-inpoi^ ̂ owntrieeV services; of the former category prevail, ( . 
owing to a protractéd selective process whereby individual services are 
progressivelŷ rjstplíuíed by opliectiye services, aiid during .-which personal . 
labour is. gradually superseded^ ̂ pha^ical labour,. , In under-developed , 
countries, however, it may happen that the second class, pf services ̂ quires,., 
great importance• In these circumstances, during the first stage- of development 
many personal services may disappear-.and the"demfend for goods Increase 
p^c^tioaa'teíyv évéht'fr,• witón- itóLlVidüai income's exceed á certain 
level,^in "án advanóed stage of d&vólb̂ itónt/ the demand for'services increases 1 
more thafc'Hhat for gtíods;̂ '̂'1'' -

^^''thafc ;ásrit- ¿tí̂ y 'ift'th* présent stage óf* economicresearch in " 
Latin America, it :íé difficuit to 'tinturé beyond the realm of conjecture' " " ' • 
•wfcen ̂ S Í S ^ ^ ^ í Í A b queetid&y v' ' " v^iv-?:.: 

;" :';-i,r'4?hére iŝ ftíoWê ¿I;*yí;ónér, ¿Níhér point which is'of considerable'' 
significaSicé; • since'the object is 'to' measure écoxiothio development^ wliat is the ; 
best IndeX; to oise, that of the production 'of goods ót that of the 'hationial 
product? ̂ -Whát, iñ fácty • ¿éeking ;to measure with the' index of 'the1 c national 
product/ Or-bettér still, wítfi4t^t of national income, iŝ rihé dégréé̂ -'of-¿QOiáí1"̂ . 
well-being»' <;tet -ajR improvement i¿r&oci¿l irell̂ belng, at least over the short 
period, is not exactly synoiiymoas witli economic .dévélopment# Economic 
"itófSiq̂ ént-̂ lî Iies a, notion of increased productivity", which in turn involves"'' 
eitW^^^elised' 'Utilization of equipment per "gainiUlly employed person, or'""";̂ ," 
the introdiiction of improved technique or of more rational methods of production* 
It is ppjEjsible that in a country which is stall in an early stage of development ; 
social well-being may improve from on© year to the next, as a result of ñon-
productive government services financed out of higher taxes, though in fact- . . r 
no real economic development may have occurred. Since a part of the income-
absorbed by. the néw taxes would have been invested in productive activitiers? v 

there may be a falling off in the rate of development, which will .be reflected . , 
in the index of production of goods but not in that of the national product. 
This is obviously, a partic\ilar; ex^ple ^ ^ which it would be.ujafair .to 
generalize • Like other problems connected with/economic development,1 this. 
require^ more detailed investigation» 

/Another difficulty 
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. Another, dimcult^ íii riféaeuririg thé rate of Brazil «a economic 
fáitéldptté^ of ah itapOrtáñt éécior beybnd thé scope of the 
monetary econonjyv •' Several attempts have been made to estimate the relative 
Importance of this sector, but to admit them as fact would be to widen the 
mar^hv'b^'a^r;'i'n wh&fc ;te ̂íii :á¿or'wcaée' a ' ' ' • 
sector wtíloh haa not as yet1 been incoi^^ted: in the monetary economy isw, 
nevertheless béin# prô Wófcitfóly absorbed ty it, which süggestá- that a pa^t : ; 
(though it: la hiaróíy jiarĉ )tibie from year toyearjof, the increase in the,-;- - -
production of gboda is fictitibusV , .. _ - * 
Calculation of the production of goods v . : ' :: ^ 

The value of the ;productionof goods in the following sectore has been 
calculated at constant prices: (a), apicultura, (b) litaatock̂  (o) :forast, • 
products other than wood, (d) mining and (e) manufacturing.and buildingf : 
The serieŝ  of values at cozisjbant; prices-were,.obteitó̂ .̂  multipaaring the 
values of the base year (19̂ 7) by the respectivê uanttuii, indices^. v-,; 
(a) Agriculture - The index for the quantum of ̂,gricultin̂ l production was;: ~ , 
weighted by the Producer prices.and includes thafollowing Byproducts; 
pineapples, alfalfa, ginned cotton*, sarlic,gpciaü nuts, rice, oats, barjana'sy ; -
sweet potatoes, potatoes, cacao, coi fee, sû gar cane,. cotton seed, barley, * rye¿ 
tea,, coconuts, broad .beans, beans,, tobacco leaf¿ oranges, caster-oil seeds> 
manioĉ  maize, toiBatoee, wheat, tirng oil, and; grapesv^ .Thê füllwinĝ  index ; 
shows the quantum and the value-, a^ic^lwalr;^oduc.t$.0& • *t constant prices|| 

. Agyjcultmral prod^qtim r ;. r *: • V *>•'•• 
Years ? _. ...Quantum i^exS' . : * . . , V&lué invmillions of 
' * ' ' .. . " " ' j V ĉruzelro.Svatvl9̂ 7 pricef 

19^5 ^ : 1 7 " 91*2 " 2Lek9, / 
' • 19^6 ' • • ' ' " 99*5 , 29,293 

19^7' ' 100.0" '' < 
19W' • ' ^ • ' 1 ' y 103,9 . ^ / . V *30,58^T ' 

1950^ ' ( "• • • ' y 116,7 y \.7'v . . 3^,356 
a/ .'Provisional 'data." ! • ' * " ^ ' ' ^ V -V 
t/ Wéi¿hted lj&7 producer p r i c e T , ̂  /¡ . , . , • 

1/ Basic data supplied % the Production Státietica Ser.ylce of, the Mix̂ atry 
of Agriculturé* : • ̂ ^ 

«.i1̂ •':" '1- (1)) Livestock; <' 
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(b) - Livestock, «• The .quantum index fpr animal produce was similarly Weighted 
by< 19^7 producer prices and includes the following products: beefy pork, 
leanb̂  goat/flesh, cattle hides, pigskins, goat skins, lard, ájxíinal fat, bacon, 
t̂allow1, dairy produce ando there* It was estimatedthat 30 per cent of the 
gross value of animal produce was derived from the industrialization thereof, 
and therefore only 70 per cent of this value vas taken into account under 
livestock* 

•• AniMStl produce , ' 
Tears Qu^tum^/ 

indices--' 
Gross value Value added by 

Industrialization 
Value of 
cattle 
product® 

(in mlUlone of cruzeiros at 19^7 prices) 
19^5 38.6 9,867 2,960 6,907 

9 M 10,513 7,3 59 
19^7 100,0 11,137 ' 7,796 
19W IOT.3 11,950 3,585 8,365 
19^9 
1950^ 

111.1 
115.0 

12,373 
12,777 

3,712 
3,833 

8,66l 

a/ Weighted by 19^7 producer prices«... 
b/ Estimated* ¿ 

(0) Forest products Other than wood.. 1» The quantum index, for forest products 
other than wood was calculated in the same manner as the preceding indices and 
includes the follpwiî g products: sisal (agave), babaesú, rubber, caroá, Pará 
nuts, carnauba wax, mate, guaraná, guáxinaaí, Vegetable ivory, Jute, licuri (wax), 
licuar i (shells) oiticica, piassava, timbó roots.# 

Years 
Forest products other than wood 

Quantum indices** Value in millions of 
cruzeiros at 19^7 price 

19U5 . 105*6, 1,410 , 
1946 103.1 1,376 
19^7 , . . 100.0 1,335 , 
1948 v / 107.1 1,430 

, 1,^38 
1950^ 108.5 1,1*9 
a/ Weighted by 19^7 producer prices* 
b/ Estimated. 

(d) Mining 
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v: > va 
(d) Mining — ^e-index. jntaipft' 'production eal<?ulátéd >aa-i*bove and ; / 
. includes the following products: , Mineral waters,: asbestos, arsenic, bauxite, 
beryllium, coal, ;cassiierite, tin., graphite,̂  marbl?, mica,, iron ore,, manganese 
oré, , salt ahd: .¥»ilVér̂ , Gold production v$s not included though during the. perioc 
under observation it represents ,20 per cent of the. tptal value of mining 
production* ' 

JMjni^ production 
Years ,, ' Quantum , indlceg ̂  Value in millions of Ipkj cruzeiros • 
<vl9^/ • 96,8 H kn 

19^7 1 " 100.0 ' kBS 
Í9k8 112.7 * : ^ 
19̂ 9 ̂  117 #2 ; • r 570 
1950 ̂  121.9 ; f' 592 : 
a/ Weighted ty 19^7 producer prices* 4 -
b/ Estimated* ' ' * 
(e) Manufacturing and building -- Statistical information in this branch of ̂ 
production is more incomplete than for other sectors. The index of industrial 
production which the Economic Commission for latin America of the United Nations 
has employed in previous surveys and which are also,-used herein, is that of 
C ón J unt ur a - E c 0n6mi ca. This : index 'includes the production of electricity and' ' 
of coal but does not include building. It cannot therefore'strictly be considere* 
either as an indent'of industrial'production or5 of Mniflfactur ing production; ' 
However, if It is assumed that electric power and 'coal 'are ; contained *in the'index 
as indirect indicators to make Vup for the. shortage of data relating to Important 
: sectors of manufacturing production, this index may be accepted as a rough 
approximation of' changes in the quant uia. of manufacturing production. On the pthe: 
hand, this index gives undue prominence to the share of the textile industry 
(50 per cent) though the industry has remained practically stationary during the 
past few years, or may even have declined since 1946. It is therefore possible 
that the index ifl question underestimates the growth of rnanufacturing production ' . ' • 1 v I , • 
in the* strict sense c£ the terpi. if this is the ease, the' -iixAwL "̂useAv 

; /will fairly 

/ 
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will fairly closely refléct.-fche;changa», vhicbr^ 
and bul^ln^ to^th^r since .dĵ ln̂  t̂ e past fire years the latter has, to a 
certain 'eytieffi the textilê lm'tílt'̂ yf" 

The value of .manufacturing production and building — treated as 
secondary production In this context -- was calculated on the "basis of an 
estimate made tn 191*7,. /based on data obtained "by the State Statistical 
Departments and by the "ifaquey^os Economlqos" of the Brazilian Institute of 

. Tf ~ 
Geography and Statistics, if From this total which relates to the gross value 
of Industrial production in Its widest sense, the following have been deducted 

1, the gross value of forest products other than wood; 
2* the gross value of mining production, Including gold; and 
3. the gross value of animal produce» 

"" From the remainder, tlie value added wad calculated, this being taken 
at per cent of the gross value» Finally, '30 par cent bf the1 gross value of 
animal produce was. added tp' thte "^euitj thé details of the calculation 
are given below: ! - . , ̂  

Xti millions of cruzeiros 
Gross value Of industrial production of 19^7, 91*113 
Minus ' 
Forest products other than wood 1,335 
Mining production 598 
Animal produce 11,137 
Balance 78,0^3 
Value added (^5 par cent) v : , < 3 5 , 1 1 9 
Plus , ... . , V.,"'. " '7 / " 
Value added to 1 animal,produce 3*3̂ !. 
Total ' '' 0 v/:• ""••-..vrrr 38,46a- . . 

l/ Estudios, igconomi<?Qs, Vol, Í,,., 
~ National Federation of Industry, Rio de janáíro, March 1950. 

v • í ir' 

.•V ' 

• •, , ' ̂  • .N ' ' . » \ - . V 
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1 S- : 
'.••"-v--"-̂ -̂ '.̂ :̂ -, ülidttatrteBV, -•• < -.V 

Years ^uantum lpdex' * Total value millloiie of 
'•••'•••••'v.?- u - • cruzeiros at,I9^7 prices"" , 

19̂ 5. " 97.3' '". *""•' : " 37,422' 
19¿6ff ' 103.4 ': "'• 39,768; 
1947 ' r 100.0 38,460 
. 19tó ; " ' 115.1 ' ' 44,229 -••••"•.••'••• - i 
.' 1949 ' Ú8.3 ' 45,498" 
1950 ̂  ' ' ' "' 121,3' 46,652 • " •••n-.̂ -' 

a/ Partly estimated 
« Based on the calculation of the added value pf building which is 

contained In Appendix C,,$he following /breakdown can be made: 
••Years , Balding , Meuiufaptures 

(value added) " (value added) 
. (in millions of cruzeiros 

at 1947 prices) 
1945 4,298' • .. ¿ ^ . 33,124 ; . 
1946 5,748 34,020 
1947 4,901 33,559 
1948 4,455 • 39,774 . .. 
1949 . 4,342 41,156 
1950 4,435 42,217 

Value of the production of goods - The total value of the production of goods 
is obtained "by adding the preceding sectors, shown above: 
Years Manu- Building Agrl- Live- Forest Mining Total 

facturlng culture stock products v 
other than 
wood 

(in millions of cruseiros at 1947 prioes)f' 
1945 33,124 4,298 26,489 6,907 1,410 471 72,699 
1946 34,020 5,748 29,293 7,359 1,376 470 78,226 
1947 33,559 4,901 29,440 7,796 1,335 486 77,517 
1948 39,774 4,455 30,588 8,365 1,430 548 85,l6o 
1949 , 41,156 \ ' ; 4,342 32,502 8,661 1,438 570 88,669 
1950S/ 42,217 4,435 34,356 8,944 1,449 592 91,993 
a/ Provisional data 

/APPENDIX B 
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T¿é apparent1 volume of available goods ís: ̂ he algebraic' sum Of the 
value-.'of'-thé'; total>pr^ goods {see Appendix A) plus the adverse balance 
of trade, ÍTliis is naturally an approXimati on, siftce the value of production vas 
calculated at producer prices whereas exports have been estimated at f ,oVb. 
prices an¿ 'importe at c.í éf. prices. Moreover, exports are partly drawn from 
stocks carried over from preceding years, and'/ on'the other hand, ;part of the 
production is used to form stocks to W'used/within the country or abroad, in 
lat er years; - Accordingly, the figures of the volume of* available goods have 
to be corrected to allow for the movement of stocks * We'have attested to make 
"thiŝ borréctión "in the case of'two prlnc 1 pal* export' pro ducts, coffee' and cotton. 
The dâ a for production", domestic .consumption and export, as well as* those relating 
to stock, movements, of ..these two products, are contained in. the following^ table. 

• fooductlori. consumption, exports and stock movements of coffee 
" / and cotton over the period 19*+5-¿950 , 

Coffee s •' . '' Cotton* ' • : 
5'eé̂ s"'' l̂ roduc- . (JoxiBump- JProauĉ : uonsump^ jocports ,gtock 

tion tion . manís tion lents 
. (thousands;of 60 kilo bags) (Thousands of tons)-

1945 13,915 :,. 3,032 14,172 3,289 .'378 T 13^ 163 ¿ 81 
1946 15,289 3,090 15,505 - 3,306 378 1^3 353 * 118 
19U7 • 15,791 3,150 v ,14,830 ; 2,189 >347 , , 133 ; 285., ' 71 
1948 17,291 3,210- ,17,492 . * 3,411 ; . 320 , : : 25SL. ryr>t 79 
1949 17,805.. 3,?7;0 • -.4^34 - : : ,396,:,-.,44a5 140 . •114,, 
1950 ̂ /17,977 v 3>300 ,14,800, tr ; Í23 i-4?? , ; 0..125 152; 

a/ Partly estimated 

/Hote: 
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Note: Data relating to production supplied by the Production Statistics 
Service of ttfe Hiiiist%f of Á^icuitüre, and export data by the Economic 

. ân,d Finiancial(Statistical Seryice,.of the Finance Ministry» The data 
.4 fpr the consumption, of coffee weĵ ó obtained, from Conjuntura Écoáomica» 

, . , July .195° ÍÍ and those for. cotton c&aeumption were estimated on the basis 
of cloth m^ufacture . ,. , ...v> • , , . -
r ̂  ¿In calculating the volume of availably goods, coffee and cotton 

export^ made from stopks were, .î iored and the increase iñ these stocks vas 
added to the value of exports for the respective year* 

f, ; . Value of coffee and cotton exports ¿hiring the .period 1945-1950 
v . . (in millions pf cruzeiroé,at 1947 prices) 

Coffee ^ ; ^ -• - • . '• Cotton 
Years Export? Stock Balance Ejcports Stop}c Balance Total . Total 
" ' " : Move- * :. "move-v" ' ''' exports' corrections 
..•'••.•-•••'-̂'•̂•tf-. •••:::.••• v ments . : . ;.•. •:-'•'» ••••••|.;.:;v.̂,--;ments/. - . ̂  , .,••.• .-••• i-
1945 ,,7.,307 - 1,697 ^ 5,610 v ; ; ^ 19,899 19,262 
1946 7̂ 99̂ " - 1,706 / ' ' 3jOJ2 } 25;¿24 £1,874 
1947 7,646 -.1,130 6V516 3,;f35';-2;8o6, / 21,982 19,923 
l$k8 ̂  $'¡0X9 - 1,760 " 7,̂ 59;: 3,385 £,351 \ • 21,654 18,860 f f .. 
194 9 9̂>986. - 2,494 ' 7,492< - • :1,829 V. 1,492 '3,321 • 19.,668 -18,666 
1950 7,637 - v 6 :f,631 1,636 ¡ 1,989 3,625 16,738 ' 13,119 
Notes The total value of- exports has1 been weighted by 1948 prices; 

The total corrected válue of exports has been adjusted to the level 
of 1947 prices for the'- purpose of calculating the volume of available goods. • 
For this purpose we used the current value of total 1947 exports minus 4 
exports drawn from cotton and coffee stocks/ and a quantum index of exports 
corresponding to the corrected total shown in thé preceding table* 

/Total volume 
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Total volume of' ̂«¿̂ î̂-ajBifejt̂^ 1945-1930 
(in ¿ i i l l i ó i i s ' p i ' ' l ^ V r 

Years Production Imports Exports a/ Availability 
1945 '72,699 12>625 . . 1 8 , 6 2 9 66,695 
1946 78*226 14,676 . > 21,153 71,7^9 
1947 77#517 22,789 '19,265 81,041 
1948 85,160 18,801 18,244 85,7X7 
1949 88,669 19,371 18,051 ; 89,989 
1950 V 91,993 '20,715 16,738 95,970 
a/ Corrected to allow for changes in coffee and cotton stocks* 
b/ Provisional data. 

On the basis of the totals of available goods and of the series of 0 
available capital goods, particular? of the calculation of which are given in 
Appendix 0, an estimate was nade of the volume of available consumer goods* 

Available consumer yod capital goods during the period 1945*1950 
(in million* of cr^^roi? at 1947 prices) 

Years Total available goode ; Capital goods Consumer goods 
1945 66,695 12,254 54,441 
1946 71,749 18,637 53,112 
1947 81,041 21,198 59,843 
1948 85,717 18,377 67,340 
1949 89,989 20,193 69,796 
1950 95>970 22,110 73,860 

Imported capital goods were estimated at c+l«f• prices, which explains 
the difference between this series and that contained in Appendix C. 

The quantum Indices of import* and exports were calculated on the 
basis of 1948 prices, but the totals were adjusted to 1947 prices. The 
following tabla Includes the basic indices used in the calculations relating 
to foreign trade* 

/indices 
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Indices of the ouafatuk of ixftpbpt̂ ';áhd exports and of 
the terms pf-.tfrade ajid the, capacity 'to ¡importa - Basis 

Quantum • ; Prices 
Years Imports • - Exports Imports Exports Terms' of 

trade 
Capacity 
to import 

19^5 100.0 ' 100.0 100.0 . 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1946 116.1 • 126.2 •••131.5 .; 118.0 89.7 113.2 
19^7 I80 A 110. 4 149-7 ' ' 156.2 104.2 ll^.l 
1948 148.8 " •108.8 I69.4 . 163,6 96.5 IO5.O 
19^9 1SÜ3.3 98.8 159.6 I67.7 105.0 103.7 
1950 5 ' 164.0 ; 84.1 • 133.1 . 236.2 ; 177.4 149.3 

5/ 
Note: 

Provisional data 
Basic data from the Economic arid' Financial Statistical Service of the 
Ministry of Finance' - •. 

/APPENDIX C 
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c 
CALOVÚJÍION OF THE SUPPLY OF J p ^ ^ X ^ l U • : 

. ,,Th9,-yalue,v(at ppns^ani priee&K<>f.'••thé>Voli2atí3r;:"ofgaodé foV;: 
the formation of capital was calculated as described below: ̂  ' 
a) . :Bui-ldirtgr The grc^ yalxie.-ô .eiyUiiatt-. 1iroí&d¿né'Ahaé 'beetf est&batfed>by the 
Enuipe da Renda Nacional, the. Fundacao Getülio Vargas at ©,751 thoUsaĵ L - V--
crúceteos for the -yeâ ,-19̂ 7 M> rmantüî  indices for building were " ' 
calculated by .the Economic Ĉ onm&ŝ lon £¡ár Latin.America cf the United Nations 
onvthp. bâ iiR-ô  the,.:d£ta J^qov -̂ pajce' i(bui;.ldihé:'Íi5oerises) 'in the ' : 
ten,leading cities ¡Brazil. W • It was: assuzaedr furl^émore/ that 5̂ ' pér cent 
of. tM. ĝoss••••yjalue.-is value-added in. the prop ess -bf' o ons tr uc t ton; This figure* 
was,obtained;T?y..weightying:;the..index.of the cost of building prepared by 
Conjwtura, Eoonomicq,, and although- the. proportión 'is- lower than that'which -
emerges data..- th?/< 19̂ 0- ±r&ustrial census,r it would appear to ba more 
in keepii^^ithv^otual- fact... . ' / "' " : • - - • • ̂  

Estimate of- thé .value of búildiñs. ' 
yeaî ,--.̂ .-,, ... Quantum-indices. . ? • • • Gross value •v^v ' • Valué' addedv *A 

(jri jtellíloñs of óruzeiróó 'at ' 

19^5 , \ '/ -s" - 87.7 • 7,675 " 
.1947 ..prices). 

4,298 
19̂ 6 ' 117:3 ' ' 10,2é5 .5,748 » i- > « , 
1947 ' ' "•'• ' " lOO'.O ' 8,751 4,901 
1948 " •" '• 90.9 " ' 7>955 , 4,455 , 
1949 - Í*" -88.6- ' "V ' ..' " 7,753 ' ' ' 4,342 , t 
195Ó &, ̂ 90'5 ' 

. .. . fv ^ .1 • 
" 7,920 ; ^ 

5 / Partly estimated. • .. 

1/ ;Estimativa.':da .Renda Nacional de* BírasÍlŷ íRlo>; Jünê -1 £950, ̂  page" 63; 
2/ ; Éóíetfai Estátisticó (IB GE"),' January to' March 1950, page 3.28. . It 

esti^at^d that the ̂area-'Actually built "up '1B '20-'to' 30 per có'nt lower thtó' 
that for which licenses,, hav^ been is.sû d,-, bwt ̂as- /v&p&rg&p; 
cór̂ aíátivfe pl&pósSs/the eirror is of little significance. 
Conjuntura Económica, March 1950, page 13. .> : 

,, /b) Production 
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b) Production of other capital ffoods, The value of other capital goods was 
calculated on the basis of supplies' of iron, éteel, cement and other "basic 
materials rrequired in the production of capital goods, subject to deduction of 
the proportion absorbed by.,,building. . < 

The first great difficulty encountered in a calculation of this kind 
is that of .establishing a criterion for prices,, since the data relatiiig to, 
domestic production of steel and cement are given at producer prices, and ét 
import prices,, and other semi-manufactured products ere quoted at c.i.f. prices."' 
Since the value of building jLs;;given at market prices; the use of producers and 
c*i.f, prices naturally lead to underestimates• . It was therefore decided to 
take domestic production of. steel and cement at prices quoted in coastwise trade, 
which should be more or less equivalent to wholesale prices. Moreover, 20 per 
cent was added to the c.i,f. pr^ce of Imported cement;and 50 per cent to the ; 
o.i.f. prices of semi-manufactured metals... In this way it was attempted to 
cover the increment involved by customs tariffs, import $nd consumer taxes, ' 
transport from the port to the. distributor and the latter4s profits. The 
result is naturally a somewhat arbitrary average which may possibly be exaggerated., 
in the case of the goods imported*by large companies and by the State. However, 
in the case: of a large number of products trhich are handled successively by a 
distributor and a retailer and which become liable to sales taxes more than once, 
the result is possibly an under-estimate. The tax levied on cement is lower 
because of the import privileges granted for this product and beoause of the 
price control to which it has been subjected. As there are no.direct data 
relating to the consumption of iron, steel and cement in civilian building, this, 
consumption was estimated on the basis of the aforesaid cost of building index. 
According to this index, the cost of cement accounts for 6 pér cent of the 
final value of the building (minus the land) and iron for h per cent» Bathrooto 
installations account for 6 per cent and kitchen fittings for 8 per cent, For 
the purpose of estimating the use.of iron and steel in these installations, it 
was assumed that the proportion of these materials contained in the final value 
of building in Brazil is about 10 per, cent-. The following estimate qf the use 
of iron, steel end eement in building also contains figures pf the tatál supply 
of these products and the remainder thereof available for use in other industries 
producing capital goods: v ' . V 

"V i Z 1 ^ - .ffift 
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Irqn end Steel. *-Comerá¿ 
Years Total Consumption Remainder Total Consumption Remainder 

supply Htí civilian- ' ^ sbppl^ > ' in building s 
• b u i l d i n g r.r.-.,» ••;, i v.y < J . . . . ' • r .... 

. (in millions of cruzeiros at I9W prices) 
19̂ 5 1,252. . 768 484 ' ' '746 V 461 ' ' s 285 " " ' 
1946? '2,082 1,027 ' 1,055 v 864 - 6l6 v 248 
1947 2̂ .495- 875- .1,620 -920. . 525. , 395 - ... 
1948 . 2.̂ 82 . . 796 1,486 1,069 477 592 
1949 2/894 775 f : 2,119 r 1,246 • 465 781 
1950 ; 3/476 792: 2,687 ,1,254 ; - >75 . .,779 
a/ So far as importa-are concerned, only ..iron andlssteel for-building purposes have 
"been included, 

•If the imports of. iron and steel not included herein, arid also imports 
of other basic metals, are** added tó the remainder Of the iron and steel shown 
above plus "the remainder of the supply of cement, the total Value of semi-
manufactured basic products- used Jn capital goods industries other than civilian 
building will be obtained. ' Finally it was assumed that the price, of iron and 
steel is doubled with process! and that the price of cement is trebled in 
public works. It was thus possible to estimate the value of the' production of 
capital goods other than building* 
Years Basic metals absorbed 

by engineering 
industries 

Value added to 
metals by 
engineering 
industries . 

, Cement 
used in 
public 
works 

Value 
added to 
cement 

. Total 

(in millions of cruzeiros at.. 1S&7 prices) 
19̂ 5 v 1,309 1,309 ' •285 570 3,463 
19̂ 6 2,365 2,365 248 9̂6 5,474 
19^7 : 2,829 2,829 395 790 6,843 
19̂ 8 2,071 2,071 " 592 T,I84 5,918 
19^9 3,301 3,301 5 781 1,562 8,945 
1950 3,860 v 3,86o 779 1,558 10,057 

¿/ According to the Industrial Census of 1940, the value added by the 
engineering industry vas 90 per cent of'the value Of "rtíw 'iatetl&úe'', 
including sources Of power* " ~ 
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c) Imports' ófc apíta 1 gpqds.• - The quantum of .̂ mjportedcapital goods. was 
weighted by 1948 price'ŝ  but ;the gratti'total was calculated at 1947 prices.-7 

t - * 

Durable cóh&Ümê ' 'goods/are;t^olupled.. in this, .category;íhe cit'iYf. prices of 
finished capital goods have been increased'by 50.per cent for the reasons given 
above. Imported capital goods which; enter the country in the form of building 
materials ara regarded as having been included in the category of "building" and 
those imported In the form of other semi-manufactured or ráw materials are 
treated as included in the category of "domestic production of other capital 
goods". Below are shown the data for imports of the three groups of capital goods 
importó, at c,i.f« prices to which no increment has been added*. 

Years Finished 
products 

; Building Semi -manufactured 
materials and raw materials 

,(in millions of:qruzieros at 1947 prices) 
Total 

1945' ; .: - 1,636 510 ; - :..,; : .-550. • • , 2,696 
1946 ' 3,728 •: 785 • 1 : . • 873 . 5,386 
1947: • :•'". 6,497. - . ' . 979, ' ; . ;•••• 806 .;'. . • 8,282 
1948-' ' 4,885 571. ' 390 5,846 
1949 4,214 680 ,788 5,682 
1950, .... 4,799 •550 782 6,131 
d̂) Total supply of capital goods» The total supply of capital goods is made up 

of the-following three items: (a) building, (b) domestic production of other 
capital goods, and (c) imports of finished capital goods aa shown below? 

Gross value ' Production of : Imports of 
Years of building -other capital.. finished capital 

' goods goods^ . Total 
• (in millions of cruzeiros at 19^7 prices) 

1945' 7,675 3,463 2,454 13,602 
if 46 10,265 . 5,474 5,591 21,330 
1947 a,751 6,843 9,745 25,339 
1948 7,955 5,918 7,327 21,300 
1949 
1950 

7,753 8,945 6,321 '23,019 1949 
1950 7,920 10,057 7,199 25,176 
a/ C.i.f» prices increased by 50 per cent, 
b/ Provisional data.. 

l/ Bra¿iliaó ic®ort statiatica/ not include the total of:the capital goods 
entering the country but only those which pass through the customs. Many ships 
and aeroplanes acquired abroad are thus not included in these data. 
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On the "basis of the. comprehensive-data^ aii attempt .has been made to 
estimate the distribution of these goods among private and official investors. 
In the budget message submitted by the Executive Power to Congress in 1950, an 
estimate is made of the total Federal Government investments during the period. 
1939-1950» These figures vere scaled down, by the. use of ; a combined index of 
wholesale prices and the cost of living (weights 2. and ,1 respectively) 

' Government investments 
Years At current prices 7 Price index At 1947 prices., 

(millions of-cruzeiros) 
1945 1,223 ... 70.6 . . . 1,732 
1946 1 ,121 8 2 / 5 . - . , , 1,358 
1947 2,890 100,0 2,890 
1948 3,056 ' ili-7 * -2,736 ' . 
1949 5,694 - 121* 3 " . 4 , 6 9 4 
1950 4,707 V . 1360 3,453 
a/ Budget estimate 

Private investments were calculated by subtraction, as have investments 
from private sources-in "other activities". 
, . Total Government y Private investments 

Years' investments investmentŝ ' Total 'Building Ofcher 
' _ • • activities 

(in millions of cruzeiros at 1947 prices) 
1945 13,602 1,737 11,870 7,675 4,195 
1946 . 21,330 1,358 19,872 10,265 9,607 
1947 . 25,339 2,890 22,449 .8/751 13,698 
1948 . 21,300 2,736 . " 18,564 7,955 10,609 
1949 23 019 4,694 18.325 7,753 10,572 
1950 25 176 3,453 21.723 7,920 13,803 
a/ This does not include investments by state governments and municipal 

authorities which, however, are much,smaller than thoser;of the federal 
Government* It.should be remembered that these data relate to investments 
which are made by the Government, during the year, but which sometimes, 
materialize 'only two or three years later, as in tfye .case of imports,of ships. 
T̂ esê 'therefore are financial data which are not Strictly comparable, with the 
total'since-the latter relates-to the real supply Of capital goods during the 
year.. 
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FINANCIAL AíÍD MOKETASY TREÍTOS 

1. Public finance ' ! 
(a) Structure of the fiscal system 

• , ! 

Taxation and the national revenue« Public finance is one of-'the most 
important factors in Brazilian economic life. The central and local governments 
(States and municipalities) probably contribute more than 20 per cent of the 
national product.^ However, this share does not appear to have increased to any 
significant extent during the five-year period 19̂ 5-̂ 9? at least, not if tax 
revenue is accepted as an index of Government activity and the production of goods 2/ as an Index of the national product.-' 

Table 1. Brazil: Government Revenue from Taxation compared 
^ with the Total Production of Goods > 

(in millions, of cruzeiros at 1^7 prices) 
Year Total Tax 

Revenue 
Annual 
Increase 

(per cent) 

Production of 
goods 

Annual 
Increase 
(per cent 

1945 17,400 72,699 
1946 19,800 13.8 78,226 7.6 
1947 19,700 - 0.5 77,517 - 0.9 
1948 19,900. 1.0 85,160 9.9 
1949 21,800 9.5 88,669 4.1 
Average 6.0"' 5.2 
1. Source: Tax revenue data were supplied "by the Ministry of Finance and have 

been deflated on the basis of a combined index of wholesale prices 
and the cost of living. Data for the production of goods are given 
in Chapter I. 

l/ The data on the gross national product given in Chapter I are not strictly 
applicable in this case, since' they are based' principally on tax revenue 
figures. According to that estimate the gross national product rose in 
1949 to a sum of 173,600 million cruzeiros, Government activity having 
contributed 22 per cent óf this amount. 

. 2/ The. relative importance of Government revenue from ether sources is unlikely 
to have increased, sines in 19̂ 7 and 19̂ 8 there were budget surpluses,, as 
against the substantial deficits in the preceding yéairs. On the other hand, 
the national product may have expanded at a greater rate than the production 
of goods, 

/in 19̂ 7 
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-In 1947; and 1948-., the Government1 s share in the formation, of,the. .national 
oroduót would' appear' to hare, decreased, butjik 1949 it recovered its 1945-48 „ 
position; a conclusion confirmed, by the faci that 1947. and; 1948 were the only, 
luring this period showing .budget surpluses. . ' ^ > > 

' ffax: Jurisdiction. Jin^of the,x:ha^teristip^ of' the Brazilian ling^iyl. 
system id v the^ubstafctlal share, of tfhe; States in>total • revédúewliich incr?? £,ecif, 
from 33 per cent in 1940 to 36. per oent in. 1945 and 39 per cent in 1949. So. fatf.;:;. 
as tax revenue.is concerned", the..sha3?e of.,.the -States and municipalities is 
practically as, large as.;that of the federal Government. 

?Tax Jurisdiction is strictly^regulated by; the Federal Constitution of- > 
1946.. For • instance, 'the export taxr which had formerly "been one of the States* -
principal sources :of income, was . limited, to ,a; maximum of 5 cent' ad valorem, 
vrtiich could be raised to 10 pér cent only in exceptional cases, and with the prior 
and specific authorization, of the Federal Senatê  In fact,, the State ..of Sao Paulo, 
the; Federal District and, some of the:, lesser ̂federal units have abolished this tax', 
the total yield1froto which; amounted to barely 2. per cent of the value of Brazil!s 
exports. However, the States, whose autonomy was appreciably strengthened by the 
1946 Constitution, have the right, to. fix the rates.and other aspects of the taxes; 
within their Jurisdiction; and: it will be shown below that,, they have made ample use 
of this prerogative., during the past few year.B,..particularly in connexion with the 
taxes on domestic trade. 

Municipal budgets aro relatively small representing barely 10 per cent 
of total public expenditure -- and their sharé:in fiscal revenue is even smaller.-

- The 'fiscal powers of the municipalities are substanti.al.ly limited to 
fixing taimes on real property and the exercise of certain professions, -and taxes : 
of 'a local nature. In addition, the municipalities receive ,a share, fixed by the-' 
Constitution) of the total revenue accruing .to th¿„Federal government, particularly 
frbm the income tax. . 

Budgetary and extra-budgetary finances'and finances of autonomous 
institutions. Budgetary procedure is. less strictly defined/ The Federal 
Constitution(now in force, , like, those of 1934' and 1937, provides 'that the budget 
should be universal, single, annual and specific, in confomity with the 'four 
classic rules of French budgetary law. These same principles are a£pliedrtd the 

/state and 
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State and municipal budgets, all of which are subjected tp a fairly substantial 
degree of uniformity. In practice,. however, it is found that the first two 
principles — particularly that of universality — are far from being rigorously 
observed; that is to say, the so-called General Budget of the Union does not coyer 
all the revenue and expenditure of the Federal Government; and" the same applies to 
a number'of States and municipalities. This, of course,., is not a peculiarly 
Brazilian characteristic. , Similar deviations from the stándard procedure may be 
noted in other Latin American countries .and, .in fact, throughout the world, since 
the multiplicity of governmental economic and financial afctivities and the variety 
of ways in which these activities are organized make it difficult to meet all 
expenditure out of a common fund of revenue (principle of universality), and to 
cover.all types of revenue and expenditure in a single budget (principle of unity). 

Reports on the execution.of the Federal and State budgets are published 
with reinarkable promptitude — .the Federal Reports appear four or five months after 
the close of the financial year -- and offer a general picture of budgetary and 
extra-budgetary finances. They indicate that Federal extra-budgetary expenditure 
normally constitutes abqut 15-20 per cent of the total Federal expenditure, except 
when the, budget proper show3 a.deficit; that is to say, when it is found necessary 
to resort to loans -- which are considered in principle as extra-budgetary sources 
of revenue. The greater part of extra-budgetary expenditure is made up of 
Government credits for financing crops, especially of cotton. The Government meets 
this temporary expenditure by selling the produce acquired. Wheiat imports are 
financed in a similar manner.. 

In addition to these operations, which are considered to be extra-
budgetary ; there is a substantial volume of public revenue and expenditure 
connected with the autonomous institutions, each of which is required to draw up 
its annual budget in advance, and on the basis of a standard pattern. The Federal 
administration alone now includes about fifty of these autonomous bodies some of 
which are industrial (the railways, Lloyd Brasileiro etc.), others financial 
(Savings Banks), others connected with social services (Social Security 
Institutions), others concerned with economic activities (sugar,,salt, pine and 
other institutions), and, finally, others concerned.with cultural activities , 
(universities). ; 

/As a rule 
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"'• As a rule these autonomous "bodies have, their own funds -- industrial 
earnings/members1 contributions etc, ~ which are adequate to cover their 
expenditure. Many of., them are able to show substantial surpluses/ but where 
deficits occur, they are obliged to turn to the Governmentwhich .ha?,, appropriated 
budgetary funds amounting to several hundreds of millions of cruzeiros for such 
items over the past few years. In the 1951 Budget,, for instance, 300 million 
Cruzeiros have been earmarked for this purpose.-̂  

(b) Federal finances 
The four principal taxes. The Federal Governmént1 s finances reflect 

Brazil1s economic evolution with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Until 1939* 
half of the Federal fiscal revenue were derived from customs duties on imports; 
but the tariff on which these were imposed shows them to have been'intended rather 
as revenue taxes, designed to provide the Government with fluids for budgetary 
purposes, than as protective duties. Host manufactured products -- both capital 
and consumer goods. — were imported, and it was believed that duties on them would 
provide, the most convenient and fair means of meeting public, expenditure. After 
a sharp decline during the war (caused by the fall in imports), revenue from this 
source has begun to rise again, though it has not yet recovered its former level. 
During the past five ye?trs it has supplied from 12 to 15 per cent of the fiscal 
revenue- and about 10-12. per cent of. total revenue,. 

Since, before the war, thanks to the development' of' industrial production 
in Brazil and to the expansion of the domestic market, the most important taxsin 
the Federal fiscal system has been the consumption tax, which' despite its somewhat 
misleading designation is a charge on the manufacture of industrial products, 
levied at the factory itself according to the quantity and,.particularly,.the value 
of the merchandise, only export goods being exempt. Government revenue "from this 
source at ..present, exceeds 6,000 million cruzeiros annually, that is, about 
ho per cent of the tax yield and more than 30 per cent of the total budgetary 
revenue. ' / 

l/, ; Presidential Message to the Nr,t.ion&?% Qc-ngrees on the Budget for 19̂ 1. 
Supplement to Diario 'ffiTUongrsáao*¥¿r;.icnáI'TCongressional Records), 
Wo. 83, page IXI. , » 

/Since the 
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.Sine© the early years of the war, direct.taxation has "been of the utmost 
importance in the Federal finances, Income tax, which was first levied in 1924 
and yet in 1939 contributed no more than 10 per cent of budgetary revenue, today 
produces a yield of 5;500 million cruzeiros, and is one of the principal sources 
of revenue, coming next in importance after the consumption tax. 

Private incomes and corporate profits contribute to the total revenue 
from income tax in more or less equal proportions. 

The effect of the tax on capital formation is attenuated by the fact that 
income derived from bearer securities is subject not to the progressive tax but 
to fixed charges, namely, 6 per cent on government bondk and 15 per cent on shares 
and debentures. This tax relief enjoyed by bearer securities has undoubtedly 
contributed, substantially to .the development,, of corporations in Brazil.. Similarly, 
the tax on business earnings is ..comparatively moderate. Until 1947 it v&s levied 
at a flat rate of 8 per cent but-sine© then progressively graduated rates have ••. 
-been introduced, with a maximum of 15 per cent. Distributed company profits are 
taxed only once. 

The fourth important source of Federal revenue is a mixed, tax, paid in; 
various wayó, for either, administrative or commercial transactions by.means of a 
stamp. It. is therefore known as the Stamp Tax (Imposto dp Sélo). All documents 
liable to taxation must bé stamped with a special stamp> and the revenue thus 
obtained goes to Public Health and Education, .More than 200 million transactions 
a year are taxed in this way. Though these fees are for the most part quite 
moderate, they produce a substantial yield, amounting in 1950 to more than l,6oo 
million cruzeiros, or about 8 per cent of the total budget revenue. 

In view of its importance, which is economic rather than financial, 
reference should also be made, to a fifth tax: that on transfers of funds abroad. 
This tax, instituted Just; before the war, was suspended in 1946 but reintroduced 
soon after. It consists of a 5 per cent ad valorem charge on purchases of foreign 
exchange for import purposes, the payment of services and the settlement of 
financial transactions. Certain essential goods, such as coal, petroleum, wheat 
etc. carry exemption from this tax, which is intended primarily as a supplement to 
the import duty. It should be remembered that the Brazilian customs tariffs are 
specific, duties being levied according to quantity, not value; which means that 
in periods of rising prices its economic effects and financial Importance are 
inevitably reduced. 

/Another tax, 
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. Another tax,' of lesser'significance, is known as the Social Security Tax> 
since the yield from It is used for that" purpose, "it Is levied a;t a rate of 
2 per cent on imported goods, which are thus sublet to a tax of 7 per cent 
ad valorem over and above the customs duties-properly so-called. ' 

Revenue from industry and property. Despite the Federal Governments 
extensive economic Interests, Its revenue from industry and property is quite 
limited, representing in all barely 5 per cent of budgetary revenue. Since 19^5 
revenue from industry has increased at a slower rate than taxes. 

At least one of the reasons for this is the fact that many Government 
operations (including the most profitable, like the financing of the cotton crop 
during the early post-war years) are extra-budgetary. 

However, the favourable" development of a number of mixed enterprises in 
which the Federal Government has large holdings is¡ beginning to provide an important 
source of revex̂ ue. For instance,, earnings from the National Iron aiid Steel Company 
(Companhia Siderúrgica, Racional j, which in 1950 paid a dividend of 8 per cent on 
its ordinary shares, have steadily increased* 

/Admlnlstrative 
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Administrative Costeé Between 1945. J&ÍÍ 1949, 'Federal,expenditure doubled 
but effective revenue followed the expenditure curve very closely, as may be seen 
from the following table: 
Table 2, Brazil; Federal Revenue and Expendí turo 

{in millions of cráselros) 
Years Revenue • . : Expenditure 

• ';?1945 . . / 8,852 ; 9,850 ' ' ; 
1946 ,. ' 11,570 14,203 
1947 : , ; 13,853 • 13/393 
1948 15,699 15,696 
1949 17,917 20,727 ^ 

Source: The Department of Economic and,;Financial Statistics of the Brazilian 
Ministry of Finance. 

Expenditure is carefully classified according to purpose; e.g. personnel 
(an average over the past five years of 38 per cent of total expenditure) and 
materials (12 per cent). The remaining half is shared among services and 
charges (26 per cent) a complex category, including contractual services and 
certain Government services proper — subsidies, public works appropriations 
and the purchase of buildings (i.e. the bulk of investment) and the service 
of the national debt. The two last items will be studied in detail below. 

Owing to the form in which the Brazilian budget is drawn up, it is not 
always possible to determine the expenditure Of a given service with the desirable . 
accuracy. In most cases expenditure on a particular item coincides with the 
appropriation budgeted for the Government department concerned, so that the 
appropriations for each Ministry or other Governmental organ reflect, at least in 
its general outlines the functional distribution of public expenditure. It will 
thus be noted that national defence very regularly absorbs 30 per cent or, if the 
cost of internal security (police and the judiciary) is added, one-third of total 
Federal expenditure. Another third goes to the Ministries concerned with 
economic matters (agriculture, transport and communications), and the remaining 

/third 
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third to a varlétjf of 6érvices, ^penáiture/on cultural and social items 
constitutes only 10 per bent of the total, Vhile ¿óvertóient adminiStíátion 
proper -- particularly financial administration and the service of the Public 
Debt -- accounts for 18, per cent. 
Investment, In a country like, Brazil, which is undergoing a'phase of intense 
economic development, Government" expenditure on capital goods must inevitably 
be high, even if the Government limits itself to providing the essential 
minimum, of means of transport and other fimdamental services- for the use of 
private enterprise. 

A recent estimate of Federal expenditure in this category from 1939 
to the present showed that over the past decade about 20 per cent of total 
expenditure has been applied to purposes which could be defined as investment. 
In public administration, clearly, it Is impossible to lay down a precise 
dividing line between operating expenditure and Investment, Many buildings and 
durable goods Intended for military purposes (for example, airfields and 
aeroplanes which may at any given moment be turned to productive civilian use) 
might be classified as investment. 

Undoubtedly, however, there has been a substantial increase in 
government investment of a strictly economic order during the past few years. 
In ±9k9, Investment amounted to 27.5 per cent of total expenditure; á striking 
contrast with the figures for 19^5 and 19^6 (11.3 and 8 per cent, respectively). 
The expansion of government investment in 19^9 was due to advance implementation 
of parts of.,the SALEE Plan, 
c ) Státt̂  and Municipal Finances 
Soles Tax, Much of Brazil1 s public expenditure, as has already been noted, " 
Is effected through the States, vhich also benefit by an extremely productive / 
source of revenue, the Imposto de Vendas e Consignacoes (Sales and Consignments 
Tax), This is a general turnover tax on all commercial, industrial and 
agricultural undertakings with the exception of agricultural smallholdings. 
Most products are thus taxed a number of times. 

/States 
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átate s have the right to iíavy'the tax on the value of any product, 
the rate being uniform tóthin Étkté. Up to 1947 the rate applied in the 
principal States varied between 1.4' and 2 per cent, but owing to the steady 
increase in expenditure during the past few years, it has almost everywhere 
been raised appreciably, with the result that in 1949 the average for Bra¿ii 
stood at about 2.5 per cent. In view of its nature, this tax represents a real 
burden of between 5 and 6 per cent oji any finished product. For certain 
categories of goods, such as textiles, which are taxed'up to five times at the 
various phases of production and distribution̂  the fiscal burden is considerably 
greater* 

It is certain that the Sales Tax not'only hélps to raise'the domestic 
price love! but also weighs heavily on export prices. It has been estimated 
that in 1949 its effect on the prices of export goods amounted to a total 
increase-of 877 million cruzeiros, that is, about 4.3 per cent of the total 
value of-exports. Efforts made to reduce the tax have all been unsuccessful 
since it constitutes one of the States® richest sources of revenue, contributing 
about half of their total revenue. In 1949, the Sales Tax produced a yield 
of 7,000 million cruzeiros, more than any other source of revenue in Brazil. 
Property tax, Ab in most other countries, property taxes in Brazil are 
levied by the local governments. Thanks to the activity of the property 
márket, they provide the States'and municipalities with considerable revenue. 

The most productive of those sources of revenue is a sales tax 
known as "the tax on the transfer of immovable property inter vivos" " (Imposto 
de transmissao de propriedade imobiliaria inter-vivos), During the post-war 
period, in spite of sepe decliné in the volume of transactions, this tax has : : 
brought the States an annual yield of some 800 million cruzeiros. 

This yield corresponds to a total value of property sales amounting to 
some 10,000 million cruzeiros, a very high figure due to the fact that most 
of the transactions taxed are sales of new apartments, generally made before 
the building Is fully completed. Consequently the sales tax is to seme extent 
at least a form of tax on the building industry. Since I947 profits from the 
resale of buildings have been subject to a Federal Tag of ae much as 30 per cent, 
1 i 

í/ Conjuntura Económica, October 1950, page 17 
/As against 



As- ájgfcí̂ 'tltf ̂ tísí léVied on the transfer of immavabte 
property Inter vívete, the tsácÍ'Ŵ  transferí mortis causa ii i¿ef the succession 
tax is still .This also is levied iiy the States, birt 
jjriélds only a little more than-200 aiHlon cruzeiros annually. 
Experidlturef particularly for investment. Since .the end of the war, loc&l 
govefififtant expenditure -has Increased much more rapidly than that of the Inderal 
Qtovettmáríi. This tóGreáse ie tó some extent due to: thé expansion,of 
administrativê  service»;̂  but its main cause lies in the development of public 
works by the States aád.municipalities. > ,1 

^ One of the most ingportant activities of the local governments Is 
road building. In addition to the funds allocated to .them for this purpose 
oút of :a tibe on the importation of petroleum products 60 per cent of the 
yield of this taxgoes to the local governments; the remaindér. being .retained 
by tho Federal Government t̂hé State and aunicipal authorities have disbursed 
'large suato:íñ the páat fevyeatfs for the im̂ ŵ érnónt Of road transport, the 
State of Sao Paulo being particularly promihent -ln this respect . ' v 

: Some States alsopartici^ in economlc affairs/ though as 
* a rule- suchoperations) l i k e ; t t o • ÍPéft̂ tó Goverxüneüt; 'are effected 
-through the InétitutoSi Case^ift point are the Statés'OfBahia (cacao) and 
Rio Graade dO Súl- (rifce-vé'to sigilar autohdmous agencies. 

; Forelgi' debt y• Ever sliice-the Declaration of independence; the public debt 
hás 'béeh oné óf Brazil' s most critical problems, . For long periods durlngnthe 
•¿áót;¿century> and; indeed- upto véryrecently, foreign credits -providedthe"; 
; ôf • xñeétl^^-ext^ai^ina^y, and iñ some cases evéñnominalGóvémi©nt x 

re4tíií%itents of to the Shortage of doitóstic capital aaid íthó/absence 
of a well-organized domestic market for Government securltiéé. On the éye j of 
•the. ̂cond-̂ WbrlSÍ.-Wai:,. Brazil's foreign -debt stood ae follows; 156 million founds 
etérliî g, 356 Taillim U.S. dollars, 521/iailllon Jfcerich franca (paper), 239 
-mililón íVtócÍi:'frá»o.s"(gQld) The^annte interést 
on this enormous debt was about 100 Bullion dollars, that is about 20 pefr cent 
of Federal and local government expenditure. 

In addition to the pressure which it exercised on the balance of 
payments, this position had very adverse effects on Government finances, Sinc^ 
Interest on the fofrei@a debt had to be paid in foreign exchange, the frequent -
fall in the rate of exchange of the milreis was equivalent to an Increase in 
Government expenditure, 

/After a 
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After a Aiunber of Volution,to this problem 
was finally achieved during/tihp'v^ ; ̂ November,.1943 the Brazilianj^yeriment 
signed an agreement with its British and .United ¡States creditors uMer-which it 
offered holders, of Brazilian.bonds immediate redemption̂ of a'" substarxtialrpart 
of their holdings in return for which the total amount of thedebtVaevwritten 
down and the'rate of interest reduced. The redemption period for holdings 
of creditors who would not-accept this proposal was extended,to thirty years, 
and the rates of interest drastically reduced, , Many creditors opt̂ d* for-
the former solution, known as, "Plan B", with the result that the total amount 
of the Brazilian foreign debt was reduced by about one-third and the, cost of. 
service of the debt by about, tvo-thirds. : ... 

In 194.6, by agreement with the. French creditors, the franc debt, was 
.redeemed immediately. and to full by payment of 19.3 million dollarŝ  . Vt-

As a. result of the so ̂ agreement s; Government, expenditure for service? 
of the foreign,debt (interest and amortization) waa.roduo.ed to about 33 million 
dollars (some 600 million cruzeiros).*. , The - devaluation of. the pound sterling was 
another favourable development -fo^B^ilian '(toyernment..finflnces; and to.add 
to this, the improvement in trade has enabled the Government tp effect repeated 
, unscheduled amortizations, . The most^portemt such tran^ction. took .place, 
in April 1950, when the Brazilian Government used 15.2 million pounds,, out of 
its .blocked sterling reserves to pay off at, par foreign.bcRde in that currency. 

As a result of these operations, the foreign debt now. stahds at less 
than, one-hflf of its 1939 figure, . .On December 31, 1949, the total value of 
bonds in circulation, amounted to 72.5 million pounds sterling, and 164 million 
dollars -r that, is, 6.3 thousand million ..cruzeiros..... About 60 per cent qfthis 
total represents Federal; debt, and .in addition the Federal-Goverranent. has, 
guaranteed all bands under "Plan B", ..v . . 

Foreign, debt servi^, accounted for a: total of 320 million cruzeiros 
v in, the v 1950 Federal budget ánd 120 million cruzerios4n the State budgets^ , 
representing 1.4 per. cent of the total budgeted Federal expenditure and less 
.than 1 'percent of total State expenditure, , , . A ; 
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Consolidated jht^^l^abt. •:-:-Thej. coneolidatedihWmi debt has never presented 
; 1 a very great problem for Btíste11 rs public finance since the fall iñ the 

piirchasing pcVér ofthe tmtioTOl-currency .iiaS'reduced the cost• of debt service, 
Which in atly case is limited/. aé far as the Federal debt- is concerned, to 

i • 

paymetit of interest* Moreover¿ the very restricted capital-market for 
Government bonds, has prevented any excessive increase in the debt . 

In 1940 the Federal consolidated internal debt amounted.to 6.2 
thousand million cruzeiros.: With the War Bond issue totalling 4.3 thousand 
million cruzeiros — the debt had reached a total of 10 thousand million ; 
cruzeiros in 1946, and has since remained at about/this level. On the eve of 
the war the consolidated internal debt was equivalent to l4o per cent-of the 
Federál*Büdget, whereas in 1949 it represented scarcely more than 50 per cent. 
However, the relatively high rates'of;, interest from 5. to 7 per cent, per ,annum 
involve a budgetar̂  appropriation of some 600 million cruzeiros (3 per cent .of 

<•"- total expenditure)• • 
The position of the local.governments in this connexion is lees , 

• favourable. The internal consolidated debt of the State Governments increased 
from 6.5 thousand million cruzeiros in 1945 to 9.1 thousand million in 1948, the 
last year for which full data are available• This increase has probably 
continued in the last two years/despite which the total, amount of. the debt is 

: almost certainly still less than the total amount of the annual State budgets, 
and the cost;of service is generally less than 8-10 per cent of,total,expenditure. 
Floating Debt. The Federal floating, debt - shows marked fluctuations, caused 
• primarily by extrâ budgetary•operations pre-financed by the Bank'of Brazil. 
At the end of the war, it stood at about 10,000 million, cruzeiros, principally 
ás á result of Bank of firazil financing of.gold purchases- by the Federal 

•'Governments 'It subsequently fellto.less, than 2,000 million cruzeiros, but 
• has again shown an appreciable risê  in recent years thanks to the expansion 
of coferciartransactions .(financing of .crops, wheat imports, etc,.), so that 
by 1949 it stood, at ábóut the same level as at the close of hostilities. 

However, the Bank of Brazil has concluded a number of agreements 
which have considerably reduced the.cost to the Government of debt service. As 
a result thiŝ itém>̂ whibh amounted to 670 million cruzeiros.in 1946, had fallen 
to 250 millions.-inf 1950. : .-.".r..-- v . ' • v.: . 

-/'r.1 ' ' '' "" 1 /compulsory ' 
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Compulsory, loans.- .Oh a nüíabér' 'occasions/ the IhaáLequacy of the open.. - . ̂  
capital market has compelled the5-Federal Government to resort, to compulsory - loans. 
A major part of the extraordinary expenditure caused by the war was~ financed-; by 
thife means. Compulsory subscription to War Bonds was closely linked With the 
income tax, but it was far from constituting a. form of supplementary tax* since 
War Bonds bear interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum and are,, freely-
negotiable. • ! 

Another form of Compulsory loan was introduced in 19^6 when the 
balance of trade left a large surplus. In order to lessen the' inflationary 
effects of thé development, exporters were, required to .purchase treasury bonds 
up to 20 per cent of the value of their sales; that ;is,; on compulsory sale of t 
"the foreign exchange accruing ; from their exports to the Bank of Brazil, they 
received one-fifth of its cruzeiro equivalent in the form of short-term notes 
(120 days); bearing interest at the rate of 3 per cent per annum. 

The conditions which led to the issue of theée notes no longer ̂ obtain, 
but exporters are still required to subscribe to them, since any final 
settlement would involve the Government in*considerable expenditure. The total 
amount of notes iri circulation varies with the total'volume of exports, but 
fluctuates around 1.2 thousand, million cruzeiros. A number, of plans for the 
solution Of this problem are under éónSideration. , . 
Market for government bonds. The* various difficulties1 connected with the public 
debt may in fact be reduced to a single problem; that of finding a means to 
expand the open inarket for government bonds. J . ; . 

It is true that there ie a regular trade in federal bonds 'and bonds 
issued by the principal States on the Brazilian stOct exchanges, particularly 
that of Rio de Janeiro/ Infact, the Volume of' such'transact ions even exceeds 
the tirade in debentures and shares. However, the-public shows little interest 
in this category of investment,* and the high returns?offered on the real estate 
market, and in other* branches of the capital market>;.make it practically 
impossible to place new issues of Government bonds ̂  except at terms 
incompatible with:sound public finances. 

As a; result'of this weak demand, the* bulk of government bonds are 
quoted on'the st'bck market at well under par. Market quotations are 
virtually independent of the Government's financial position; a fact .which 
would' seem.to indicate that the causes are psychological and traditional. 

" ; /Since 19^5 
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Sincfe 19^5 a Government agency, the Superintendencia da Molda e do 
Codito:rf(Board bf Money and Credit) has béen iuthdrl?,ed -to conduct open . . 
márkeí ope;rat£oná,. in practice, however, the Government does not enter-.the 
par&&t* Very recently,, a number oif attempts haVe been inade to improve the market 
for CtovernnBnt bonds, butlt is 'still too' early to ascertain vhether these 
efforts are likely,to bring abóut a radical change. 
2. Money and Garedlt̂  " ' " -VV • - - '•>•-. ; 
(a) Monetary policy j-. 
Issue of paper currency f.. ;Hotv infrequently * the. Brafcilian Government has been 
induced to resort to the issue of paper currency in order to overcome the1' 
difficulties it has encountered in covering the budgetary deficit and financing 
extraordinary expenditure by loans. 

The chronic inflation which independent/ISSIrited from its colonial 
period is due to the disparity, between Federal expenditure and revenue; but it 
would be inaccurate to attribute the expansion of the monetary issue to 
financial policy alone... .Clearly, a country with an annual population growth 
of'2 per cent and á steadily increasing per capita income requires a 
corresponding expansion In its means of payment. The development of a market 
economy In Brazil and especially the decline In barter and, its replacement by 
monetary trade, have exerted- pressure In the same - direction. 

A further factor Has also been mentioned especially during the 
war — in explanation of the issues of pajíer currency; namely, the credit 
balance of foreign trade, the. need to; finance the export surplus by Government 
or Bahjc' of Brazil- 'credits' and'tW-titíveiiíment; purchase, through the Bank, :of 
the foreign exchánge derived from such exports. The extraordinary accumulation 
of gold reserves and foreign exchange during the war was almost entirely financed 
by Bank of Brazil credits, and the necessary means of payment, were created 
largely by Issue of paper currency» In this way 11,000 million cruzeiros in 
foreign exchange «ere accumulated in th'e period 19̂ 1-19̂ 5̂  and ofthese funds 
6,000 million cruzeiros weré reconverted to gold. • , . -

. In the post-war period there haB again been a certain.paralle1iem 
between the balance of trade position and the issue ->of rpgpér currency, whenever 
the budget^a^ deficit has not exerted too great a pressure; However, the 
inadequacy ofthe data on the balance of ̂ payments makes'-it impossible to 
analyse this prpblém with any degree of aecurácy>i' V 
1/ The dita on the balance of payments cover only 19̂ 7 and*£9!*8j see below # 

/Whilst. • 
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^̂ vl̂ îíat the,;&t&^ should not be over-
looked :̂ it.'Diust be financial policy continues, to be 
the fundamental' factor-. . .The, following table . is somewhat" instructive in this •- ' 
connexion. It gives -.comparative,, data' for, the, budgetary position,' the balance 
of trade, and the- paper cû enĉ ,.issue during the, post.-ŵ 'r period. 
Table 3. Brazil: Budgetary Position-., Balance of. Trade, and Issues of Paper 

, Currency : r ' 
(in millions of cruzeiros) , -7. 

..Years Budgetary surplus (/) - . Balance of Trade increase or decrease i\ 
• f • • or deficit fr*) y V -7-• •'•/• '-7; - 71''' ' , paper currency issue 
1946 . -2,633 ' ' 1 : . • - ,5,2017 • • r 2 , 9 5 5 
1947 : —' ' 460-v^-. 'V ¿1>.610: -v., ; , • $5 
1948 3 / 712 : , ;• 7 • .7 - • • .1,297; , 
1949' ' ,810 -_495, 7-7;:.: • • . ,2,349 

'1946/49 -4,980 - > •; 2,38^ .: - :: - ,.6,510 ;, . , 
Sources: For the budget, COntadorfa Geral República (Federal. Government-

Auditing Office); for!the balance of¡trade, Economic.and .Financial • 
Statistics Service of the;.'MÍTÍistry of. Finance; for paper currency 

• issue, Amortization Fütíd/: : . ' ; . .. ? : 
It should be noted that thererhave been budget surpluses twice during 

the first four years Of the post-war period,- thus itnaking it possible tô maî taln 
the paper c-urrency'issue practically unaltered over a period of, 2-2 months 
(from'Janúary 1947 to: October 1948).. -- a somewhat rare ¡ achievement in Br̂ ?il.!s 
monetary and financial historyr ycfer 1950 is-similar in more than one- respec 
to 1946. When the budget was presented :to Congress for-approval it showed... 
a substantial deficit.,:.-which was later reduced-by introducing .economies,.. At 
the same time, the'balance'of trade-was clearly-..positive; . the,, first t six. months 
showing a credit balance Of 1,131 million cruzeiros.. - These';two.factors led .to 
issues amounting; to ove'rv7SQ million cruzeiros from January to June. 

Between 30 Juné 1945 and 30 June 195.°. the .paper currency issue rose 
from 15,438 million to 24,825. million cruzeiros: an increase!of 6l per. cent,-
which undoubtedly-exceeds: the rise in.- production- and the.- expansion.;in " 'the 
<internal market'.:over:the same, p e r i o d . ;vv. • , ; 
Deposit Money. Therusei o£: deposit Jtftóné̂ .had; increased; in\3razil/at.a relatively 
high rate.i Before" the constituted?;two-ithî s -of ;4jhe\ total money supply, 
and this proportion has increased' dwing-'tĥ -peiSt/idecad̂  .asfc;may. be seep frpnj 
the following .table:, - 71 ; . .. - ' r . : ' ,7. 7 ' ' /Table 4 
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Years and 
mbntHs 

1939-XII 
19^-XII 
1941-XII 
1942-XII 
1943TXII 
1944-XII 
1945-XII 
1946-XII 
19̂ 7-XII 
'Í948-XIIr 
19̂ 9-Vp:,,,. 
19̂ 9-XII 
1950-VI • • 

• • ¿ i 

;. ; ; ; v . (ih,!mlXÍion8 of cioizéiros) 
¡Jiote leaua 

í i f l f i f 

4^71 
5,<185 

: ¿>,647 
8,23'8 

, 10,9% 
14,462 
17,535 
atyw-
20,399 
21,696 
21*6:10. 
24,045 
24,825 

B.Oütside 
'banks 

3,854 
" 4,095 
5,310 
6,130 

11¿662 
14,321 
-16,820-
16,88g 
17,733 
i- 17,467 
19,361' 
20,175 

C. Wuaand depbglts. 
excluding intér-
bank deposite 

7,380 ' 
: 7,474 v-

9,713 
12,595 

. . \i9*895 • v 
24,047 
27,169 r ' : • - "29,837 ' 
33,256 
36,186 
40,093 
41,141 
46,651 ' 

D. 
money / 
supply2' 
(B f C? 
11,234 
U,569 
15,023 . 
18,725 " 
28,43.7 
35,709 

" 41,490 i 
46,657, 
50,138 

•53*919 
,. 57,560 

60,498 
66,826 .« 

Ratio 
D . 
A;,". 

2.26 
2.23,. 
2.26, 
2.27' 
, 2.60 
2.47!' 
2.36 
2.28 
2.46 
2.49 
2.66 . 
2*52 
2 .69 • 

a/ Excluding eolri. • * :• 
Notéi Brazilian statistics on demand. deposits, unlike the International Monetary 
•,,..,•,. Fund statistics,. include Federal Govómnftiitdeposlts. - X&.the .Tresis of $he 

' I.M.F. classification, the ratio D-A rose from 2.3 in 1939 to 2.33 In Juné 
1950 (see International Financial Statistics, October 1950) 

Source: Bank of Brazil, Resenha Bcoftomlca (Economic Summary), Fébrdary end Septem-
ber 1950* ... 
Demand deposits are not 'necessarily used as a means 

lyin a country like Brazil, where they yield as much as 6 per cent per annum In 
interest. Many deposit apcountS| especially the smaller ones, are in fact a form 
of savings and remain untouched over long periods. Since the war, hovever, the use 
of cheques Has spread greatly. In the wholesale trade they are virtually the sole 
méans of payment Used; on the other hand, little use is made of them in the retail 
trade and for payment of wages. 

Available data on payments by cheque make it possible to estimate approxi-
mately the rate of circulation of ¿eposit money. At present seme 25 to 30 thousand 
million cruzeiros,in cheques art-handled monthly by the Clearing Houses. Assuming 
that long-teita deposits have an average annual rate of turnover of 1.5 -- the 
statistics do not distinguish between the various types of deposits -- it will be 
found that the annua* rate pf turnover of demand, deposits is now 4 to 5, as compared 
with 3 to 3,5 before and during the war. The following table shows the post-war 
trend: 

/Table 5. 
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Table 5. Brazil: Cheque clearing and tuxñover of frank deposits 
Millions of cruzeiros ^ Amiual Millions of cruzeiros Annual 
Total rate of Demand a/ rate of 

Year deposits • Chequee,,. . , turnover .. dê óáits i . Cheques:-' - •turnover-
1945 45,286 129,850 x 2.9 30,748 106,94̂  3.5 
19^6 48,768 165,816 3-* 4 33,486 142,893 4.3 
1947 51,809, . 184,272 • 

t. W , ' 
3.6. 3.7,476 162,772 

179,886 
4.3 

1943 57,218; ; 204,128 ' 3.6 41,057 ; 
162,772 
179,886 4.4 . 

194 9 64,021 . 244,445 3.8 ! 46,392 218,001 4,7'^ 
n , . . . . . . 

a/ On the assumption of an annual rat© of turnover of 1*5. for long-term deposite 
Sources For hank deposits, Economic end Financial Statistics Service of the , 

Ministry of Finance; for cheque clearings, Bank of Bra&il. 

The data contained in the above table cover only cheque clearings ;by .the 
fourteen ClearingJlouses which.operate in conjunction with the ;Benk of Brazil, in 
the principal caameroial centres of Brazil* Clearing is purely local, and only. | 
selected banks may make use.of the available facilities* However,.a large number 
of -cheques areclearedby the banks themselves > independently of the Clearing : 
Souses ̂ particularly in the casé of banks' of branches 

(b) Banking policy,. / .. "; '„ , • 
* »«• . * • 

Deposits and loans* Ranking legislation ccaapels commercial banks to maintain a. 
reAQxyey eithey in- currency or in. the. fom of deposits in the Bank of Brazil, 
equivalent to 15 per cent of the demand deposits and 10 per cent of the long-teíto 
. deposits held, by their customers-. The Bank, of Brazil is exempt from thiŝ  condition 
•and may use funds deposited,by other banks to make loans ,to the Government, to 
business undertakings, or to private persons. Hence the extraordinarily high ratio 
of loans to deposits. 
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Table 6« . Brazil^' - A o a n * - ' -
. ••• ••; • ; V , <: i(in aJrllioM. of c^zelrds)-; : •• 

Year and 
montli 

• At:-. IJeppoitiS 
> 

B. Xoane - Percentage ratio 
of B to A 

1940-XII ' 13,664 . . 12,837. . , • * », f > } ' 93.9. 
1941-XII f " " 16,532. \ 15,894 96,1 
1942-XIl' 21,541 18,206 •• / . V , 
I943-XII '31,570 . V 28,7^7 ^ 91.1.. 
1944-XII 39,703 40,107 101.0 
1945-XII 45,286 . . 43,860 96.9 
1946-XII '43,7.68 >5,276 .. " '. 92.8 
1947-XII 51,809 46,539 / 89.8 
1948-XII 57,218 V 51,309 . , 89.7 » > 

1949-VI 61,711 51,176 . ' ... .92.7 
1949-XII . 64,026 62,4¿ . . . 97.5 . > < 

1950-VI 71,682 69,748 ' / . • : 97*3. -

: Source? Economic, and Financial Statistics Service of thé Ministry of Finance . ; 
The decline In the ratio Of Xoom' d^eité whióh may bé noted after 

191*5 vas principally due to the creation in February 19̂ 5 of the Money end Credit 
;> Board fe uper Iritendfoicia da Mofrda e do Crédito), a government agency responsible 

for regulatingand supervising the credit policies of the commercial banks, imme-
diately following its establishment, the Board compelled all banks to deposit with 
it, independently of their existing statutory reserves, amoünte equivalent to 8 per 

:" cent of; the demand deposits and h per cent of the long-tern deposits held by their 
customers• As, however, these restrictions proved incompatible with the demand for 
credit, the rates of these compulsory deposits were later reduced tó 3 per cent and 
2 per cent respectively, of which half might be made in govenpnent bonds f 

As in other countries, there is a tendency in Braiil for demand deposits 
to expand* The ratio of demand deposits to long-tern deposits> after subtracting 

- Government and interbank deposita, rose from 1.7 in 19^5 tp £.2 in 1950• 

/Position 



Position of, the Bank of ftrazil, An. unusualfeature of the Brazilian banking system 
is the peculiar position of -the: JiaSK"' oif Brazil. " Though from a strictly formal1 ; : 
standpoint it is. a ..commercial bank; organized as a. joint -stock company in, which 
55*73 per cent of the capital is held by the Government**,' in practice it enjo/c • 
many privileges and fulfils a variety of functions — such as exchange control 
which in other countries are discharged by the central banks. It is not, however, 
a hank of issue, It operates as a state bank in respect of both assets and lin-
bilities, about one^third of its deposits being made by, and about one-Ixalf of its 
loans issued- to the Federal Government. 

The bulk of. these governmental credits and debits, however, represent " 
foreign exchange transactions, .As. of 30 June 1950, Government deposits accounted 
for only 1.& thousand million cruzeiros and Government loans for 6.9 thousand 
million cruzeiros of the Bankfs total deposits of 33?5 thousand million cruzeiros 
and total loans of 3^.3 thousand zfcL.llioñ cruzeiros, 

A comparative analysis of .these figures shows that the Bank of Brazil's 
commercial activities are extremely extensive, far exceeding those of any other" 
Brazilian bank. As there aré no specialized Institutions practically all agricultu* 
ral credit, for instance, is handled by the Bank' of'Brazil* Despite the marked 

* ' , . - . * • * • 

development of private bankiiig during the past ten. years, the Bank of Brazil has 
maintained and even strengthened its position as a Credit establishment serving the 
national economy. It does, in fact, handle about a quarter of all^bank credits 
mad® to comercial undertakings and private parties. 
Table 7, Brazil: Bank, loans to the public * ' ' • (in millions of cruzeiros) ' .. ^ Q f Brazil,s per_ 
Year ' Bank of Bragjl , .Other banks Total centape of total loans 

' 19^0 1,693 , 8,.735 10,418 , 16.3 
19^5 8,830 1 31,324 40,154 " 22*0 ' 
1946 8,922 . 30,889 39,811 , 22.4 
1947 9,517 31,995: 41,512 . 22.9 , 
,1943 . 10,653 • 35,044 45,697 23.3 ; " 

. 1949 , 12,918'' 39,081 51,999 • . 24,8 
Note: The credits granted by banks other than the Bank of Brazil, include a. small 

part-of the- loans granted, to -public authorities,: particularly local govern-
ments (by the.end of 1949 the 78 principal Brazilian banks' had granted loans 
of this type to the value of 1,346 million cruzeiros). 

Source: Bank ,0f Brazil, Resenha Economics, September 1950; Economic and Financial 
Statistics Service of the Ministry of Finance, Bank of Brazil. 

l/ Banco do Brasil, S. A*, Memoria de 1949» page 110, 

/ Plana, fo^ 
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Planis for the creétIon'of a Central Bank,- The issi;e of money, .foxmerly. a preroga-
' tlve of the Bank of Brazil, in at present the exclusive insensibility of the 
Federal GOvenimént, which'is fullyliable for all/moftey. ih circulation, inclû ipg 
the'old tfahknckes, a small proportion of which (32 million cruzeiros in 19^9 j are 

" still In circulation. ÍBrazilian money therefore ie legally State currency, v. 
- technical process of issue is effected through various channels,- the 

principal Of these being the Carteire de Redescontos (Rediscount Office) and the, 
Caixa de; MObilizaffáó Benct&ia (Banking Mobilization Fund), both of which operate in 

''-*'rti(mi)un&t£on with thé Bank of Brazil» 25 per pent of the issue\is .backed by ,g?ld 
arid foreign exchange held by the Federal Government/: Host of the issues made during 
the past few years have'been effected at th? request of the Carteira de Redescontos. 
and are ba eked by commercial securities, but recently (August-Sê tembê  1950), as 
duririg the war, they were backed by Treasury Bonds, The Government- itself does, not 
issue currency for its own benefit; when need arises it applies to the Bank of Brazil, 
which, if its funds -prove iriadéci uate. draws on the parteira de Redescontos # This 
agency iri its tura applies to the Rational .Treasury (Tesouro Nacional), the only , 

- 6r&snauthorized to issue paper currency» ^ : 
The complexity of this procedure has" led to the formulation of a project 

fév the establishment of a bank of issue, Several efforts in this direction had 
already been made before the recent World War, but none pet with success;. The need 

; ¿forjaore. efficient control of the expansion of oredit- gave new.-impetus, to .these... 
: . plans, and in 19^7 the Government placed before the National Congressa bill; pró-
viding for the radical reform of . the banking system, , In addition to the Central 
Bank, this prefect envisages five other banks, namely a mortgage bank, a rürél 
bank, en industrial bank, an investment bank, and an export/import bank. •• 50 per -
cent of the capital of these banks would be contributed by the: Government, Though 
this plan met with public support, its execution has proved difficult, partly oWing 
to the scope of the programiae itself. Several counterproposals^ were presented to 
Congress, and discussion continued until the end of 1950 without leading to any 

y The text of the Government project and of the principal counter-proposals 
presented to the Chamber of Deputies will be found in 0 cyédito e o sistema 
bancário no, Brasil (Credit and Banking System in Brazil) , Imprensa Nacional* 
Rio de Janeiro, 194o» See also in this coipiexion the Report of the Joint 
Brazil/United States Technical Commission (Abbink Mission). 

/decision 
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decisió¿* Binée,'however, the need/for a Central; Bank ie etili felt, it wouid 
appear useful tó'¿uramarize the essential provisions of the. proposals under review. 

Undér the Government's plan, ;the Central-Battle's operations would be 
limited to the same functions-' as those discharged by the federal reserve banks in 
the United States-. SaVe in exceptional cases, it would not deal direct withvprivat< 
parties Or undertakings other than banks or conduct transactions.with the Governmen 
for 'accouát • However, the Government would be credited, annually wjth 
current' account of up to ¿5 per-cent, of the. total budgeted revenue -- a limit far 
higher than that at present in force. The plan embodies no special conditions with 
regard to the issue of money, except that the Central Bank would be required to 
secure not less than 25 p^r cent'of *,the paper igsue by gold, reserves. 

The Central Bank's credit control powers would be, wide, and would,also 
cover investments by social security institution? and savings banks,.. The Bank . 
ijould be authorized t;o fix the iates of interest on deposits, discounts, loans> 
mortgage notes* rural and; iridust^aX debenti^a and exchange operations. . 

The proposals submitted by the:members of . Congress tend to give the . 
private banks and other economic groups greater weight in the administration of the 
Central iBank, In the main, hĉ ever,:t,hey,;follpw the-general lines of the Governmen 
plan. There is thus general- agreement: on the need for reasonably wide and strict 
control of the* monb^diy and' banking systems é . -

Limitation of the rates of interest, .One of the most delicate problems "in"Brazil's 1 • • • ' • .. . . n -1 j 1 , . f 1.1 » . •' 

credit system is the very high prevailing r^tes of interest. In the'case of ordine 
bank loans, these vary between 7*. and 10 per cent per annum, though the legaí maximi 
of 12 per cent is often .reached. These rates are due not only to the great* demand 
for credit,, but also to some, extent, to inflation and the frequent devaluations of 
Brazilian currency in the.past. 

. *1 / ' ' • 

I J 

/in August 
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In .August̂ 950, anticipating the future Central kank legislation, which 
is to regulate these matters in full detail, the Government introduced oá 
important meastÉre. Under Instruction Ho. Issued "by the Money and Credit 
Board, rates of interest for the various types of bank deposits were limited to 
a sc&le of 3 to 6 per cent*per annum •• representing, a very appreciable reduction 
of interest on many accounts. Despite the partial nature of this measure due 
to the Board's limited powers.it constitutes an innovation which maf have 
far-reaching effects on the credit market, , . 

(c) Long-term credit* , 
Capital issues. The repercussions of the chronic inflation are particularly felt 
in the long-term credit market* • problems encountered in floating Government 
loans and in finding a market for debentures are similar. Quotations on the 
Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo stock exchanges show that the annual yield of first-
class debentures fluctuates aroun4 8 per cent; yet even at this rate it is 
difficult to place new issues. On the domestic papital market, shares have 
virtually eclipsed debentures, ei»ce vayiable-income securities offer the holder 
the dual advantage of sharing tfte profits of a process of extraordinary develop-
ment and of enjoying the mqft convenient form, of protection against the risks of 
monetary depreciation, 

The following table dhows the capital issues of corporations with 
heai&uarters at Rio de Janeiro* 

V 
Table 8. Brazil: Corporate Capital Issues in Rio de Janeiro 

(millions of cruzeiros) 
Year Shales Debentures Total • ' Percentage ratio 

dé"bent D-63 to total 
1942 879 311 1,190 26.1 
1943 1,033 154 ' V' 1,187 12,9 
1944 1,920 113 2,033 5.6 
1945 2,029 67 / 2,096 3.2 
1946 1,94? 356' * '2,303 15.4 
1947 2,115 117 2,132 5.5 ' 
1948 2,499 atl 2,770 d* 9.0 V ™ .» 

1949 1,484 4 . 492 0.3 
a/; . Including 200 million cruteiros issued by a mortgage bank. 
Source: Confontura Economice, November 191+7> January 19^8, February 19̂ 9 

: ; >M»uwy 1950. /The real 
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The -real estate principal -avenue t$r fixed; investment in 
Brazil Is \úrbátí''real.égrfcasteer. -This..marketbeen.stimulated."by the, intensive 
new building both o.f .«offices* and ..dVelHn$sr which, ¡took placê  beftre . 
'••'immediately alter the warVv.:--. .. • • .•: . i • . • 

• ' b r a n c h •of'-tĥ '-ĉ î eil.-inarkejifinanced in ptv ways, itev "by . 
* s , . 

mortage- Wf'-Xy •• thePrice- Table(gabela-. Price}...or instalment. system. Rates, of 
i nt erq at oil; tíiort'gagéá a re- •• high, .for, t he :s ame -.^^•n as. in. the, case of deb *nt lity p. . 
and mortgage terras relatively short.-has_been shown that \n .19̂ 9 one thjr* 
of the new mortgages raised in Rio de Janeiro we re for shor.t periods — as a rule 
for'only one" year. Generally/-'speaking- rate&^o^,rnterest on short-term .mortgagee 
'ere higher than those on long-term, mortgages,. an;; apparent yc-râ cx, dV trie Tact 
that 5n the former 'case* the mortgagors aré /...predominantly pri val e.. ^r.n : whereas 
5n the' latter they are mórtgáge''" banks,. .insur̂ ce-, companies, £ v"." 
social'security jnst'i-tutl'ons. The-average ^te-of Interest. : -'n , 
Rio de Janeiro ves 9-7 'per• c e n t • • « • . . • .. 

The lmce Table 'system'': s'Ae mast-common method a^rtments, 
Normally, the purchaser pays' £0 ce 4uri . U 1 . > . ) f the . ( 
remaining half bein& :pai&-in monthly - i n s t a l m e n t a p«r;. od c£ up to fifteen 
years at 9 per cent interest. However, the system has a number ,of fo;rms, varying 
with the" general economic-situation.-•" . , . ••' i 

The number of persons in a position to,, purchase ji-r^ new .apartments 
is limited, firstly/ by./the.cost of building, now about f'cir timea higher than 
"before the war, and secondly, by the freezing' of renta .' v V buildings. ::'Though 
saturation point has'by^no means been reached,-.demand nevt?. . "pas fell off . .. 
slightly'from'1947,' rising again With-the general'expansi ón h>finesa i.n., 1$50. 
Insurance and savings companies. Despite thq> many_gapB wh>oh still exist in the 
organization of, long-term credit, particularly ?'n regard to agricultural mortgage 
loans, the capital market is solidly backed by the insurance and savings companies 
(cflmpanhias de capitalizacao). : These latter operate along similar lines to' the 
insurance companies, with which some.of them, are closely associated. 

At th¿ end of lf^9, total -investment by .these two typ^s of institution 
amounted to srm&-5,000 million cruzeiros. The following table shows1 the 
expansión and diŝ ríftiftipn' '¿f̂ U'ciTinvestment"-̂ re®-19̂ -5 -to -.. 

1/ Conjuntura Economic a, January 1950 .̂i».,̂,.-. • '. 
• • /Table 6>a 
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TableBrazil: Investment by irisurance and-savings .companies 
• '(millions of cruzeiros) 

Year Guaranteed 
loans 

F;xe<? or variable 
income eocáritios 

Real 
property 

Cash 
deposits 

Total 

1945 693 1.062 540 620 2,915 
1946 1, 219 ' 818 893 587 3/517 
1947 1,121 1,289 1,061 563 >.,034 
1948 1, 565 • 1,352 1,286 691 4,894 
1949 1.728 1,390 1.220 700 5,038 

Source: Conjuntura Economice March and September 1949, Aprr'l 1950. 
The trend of investment since 3,945 has increasingly been towards, real 

•property and loans gecured e.ither by real property or by insurance policies and 
savings "bonds. Investment in securities negotiable on the stock exchange, 
particularly Government securities, constituted only £7.6 per cent of the total 
investment in 19499 as against 36.4 fey cent in 1945 an* 40.4 per cent rn 19^3-
To some extent this-'trend is shared by the cam tal market as'a whole, 

3 • Exchange Policy and, the Balance Of Payments 

(a) Gold and fore: gn exchange. 
Pre duct- on and price , of gold. ' Whereas two centur: es ago Brazil supplied about 
40 per cent of the world's gold pre duct'on. :t now f* gures among the lesser 
producers. However,, production :'s fa-rly regular, varying "between 4 and 5 tf.ns 
annually. N ne-tenthB of this output :s from a single nr ne at a depth of 3.000 
metres, which has been worked for more than a century by a Brrt'jsh company. 

Between 1933 an* 1945 the Brazilian Government had. a monopoly of'the 
domestic purchase of gold, reselling, a small part to process ng :ndustry and 
accumulating a. reserve of 52 tone. However, the peculiar conditions of -produc-
tion, together w:th the rise of wages and other costs led to a servous ov' ce 
problem. The Government was oblige" to pay a much h*'̂ her ">r:ce for gold mined 

. . the 
-n Brazil than the current pri ce of gold of fore i gn origin. In 1945; therefore/ 
monopoly was abolished.» and '-n the follow?ng year G-- vernment gold purchases 
ceased entirely. This measure also had ant? -inflationary effects. since 
order to buy gold the Government was obliged to issue paper currency, 

'Gold was 
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Gold vas thefv- placed on* the open: market; • ,:,but pr;:ces Vé re fixed by the-
Government. In order to enable domestic product-on to contmue, the price of 
domestic gold, has been raised several t'mes, reaching the figure of 28 cruzeiros 
per gramme, that is, about 35 per cent more -than-the "pr:'ce- at wr. ch the Brink 
Brazil buys gold at the current rate of exchange of the cruzeiro. Even this' • 
price, however, has "been insufficient to offset the constant increase in the cost 
of' production» ' 

In December 1948 control of gold prices was abolished, completely £;n 
then, the mines have been authorized to séll 80 per cent:of their out ut at free' 
market prices, but are' required to gell the remaining 20*per cent'to the Bank of 
Brazil at the official price of 20.8176 cruzeiros. tfo to 31 October 1.950; .the1. 
Bank of Brazil had in th* s way purchased 1,142 kilogrammes of gold. The export 
of gold by pr?vate persons is still prohibited. 

Gold, reserves and foreign,exchange, The improvement in foreign trade during the 
War enabled the Government to make'substantial-additions- to its gold reservé, 
wh:" ch unt: 1 then had been accumulated almost exclusively out of the domestic 
output. The gold reserve expanded from 35 tond ~'n 1939 to 315 tons 1946 
258 tons of this increase of 280 tons having been bought abroad The increment 
would have been even greater, however nf the Provisional Government of November 
1945 had not decided tc offer gold to a valué of 300 million cruzeiros for public 
sale at a price of*25.25 cruzeiros per gramme, thus reducing the Government 
reserve by almost 12 tons. ' 

But for th":s transact:on; the reserves accumulated during the war 
have, been ma:ntained. ̂ litact, the only reduction being due to the transfer to 
the International Monetary Fund of 25 per cent of Brazil's quota, an operation 
which, :n September 1948. involved a decrease in the gold reserve of some 33>312 
kilogrammes, at a value of 37-5 million dollars (694 mrllron cruzeiros). 

Since then the Government geld reserve has not changed. A total of 
281,570 kilogrammes is deposited in the Bank of Brazil., figuring in "the balance 
.sheet at a value of 6,403 million cruzeiros. The foreign e-xchange reserve has 
also'varied little between 1945 and 1949. The following table shows the 
variations in total gold, and foreign exchange reserves! since 1940: 

/Table 9 
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Exchange Reserves in 
the Nat iorai Treasury 

t 

V¿ár (end ' .(ááilíonig of cruzeiros) 
'of December •' * 0óia • Foreign Exchange Total 
1940 , ' ' ''; 924 ' 95 1,019 
1941 ''1,320 ' 664 • 1,984 
1942 " 2,244 2,405 4,649 
1943 . 5,103 ^ • • ^,065 9,168 
1944 5,626 5,016 * 16;644" 
19ÚÍ1

 • • •• ' 7,115 ' 5,252 12,367 
1946 7,096'. 6,847 13,943 
19Ú7 7,096 1 6,62k 13,720 
1048 6,4o3 6,470 12,873 

6,403 6,'309' 12,712 

Sourcé:Bank of Brazil ' 

The "foreign holding® of $11 Boratzilian banks but the Bank of Brazil have 
declined in the past few years• Blslng froa 100 pillion cruzeiros éárly in 
1944 to 600 million cruzeiros by the end of 1945, the deposit balance fell to 
50 million in 19^9. This decrease is due to*the measures adopted by the " 
Brazilian monetary authorities with a yieiw to concentrating foreign exchange 
resources in the Bank of Brazil. 

Í950 proved to be an eventful year for foreign exchange accounts. 
The advance amortization of a large part of the foreign sterling debt and the 
settlement of the trade dollar debt caused a sharp contraction dttring-the first 
five months of the year, the National Treasury reserves falling from 6,309 
million cruzeiros in December 19^9 to 2,472 million cruzeiros by the end of ' 
May 1950, !Thanks to the favourable trend in the balance of trade, however, 
half this loss was recovered in the following five mdiiths. By the end of" 
October, the Government1 s foreign exchange reserve had risen to 4,237 million v 

cruzeiros, while bank foreign exchange holdings reached £00 millions. • The 
foreign trade position suggests that this recovery of foreign exchange reserves 
is likely to continue. 

/The problem 
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The problem of the rkié 6f exdhatfce, , -Gí^M á free market) this rapid increaó© 
in gold reserves and foreign exchange, during the was? ymldi- probably have led to 
a rise in the value of the cruzéiro. However, Brazil's cbntraotuai obligations 
to its allies, together with; exchange -.controls'/ checked any such XrehiI; The 
exchange rate of the cruzeiro remained at virtually the same level the free 
market rate of I9k0 (19.80 cruzeiros per dollar and 79.90 fcruzeiros per $átiná 
sterling), As a result of a sligjht adjustment, effected gradually and in vexty i 
small fractions¿ the dollar rate was reduced in 19^5 to I9j.50 cruzeiros. 

Thaáks tó the excellent "balance of payments position, no change in the 
rate of exchange vas necessary. Immediately, after the enjd of the war, however> 
much lively debate took place with regard to the problem of the rat© of exchange. 

Faced with conflicting ̂opinions, the Government Ifixed the cruzeiro 
exchange rate, in accordance with "the Articles of Agreement of the International 
Monetary Fund, at 18,50 cruzeiros per dollar, th© rate still in force (buying 
price 18.38; selling price l8t72 cruzeiros, to which, for! many commercial-and 
financial transactions, a tax of 5 per cent is added). Officially tllie atete t 
cctoe into force on- lk July 19^8/ 

;che following year, the devaluation of the poiind sterling gave rise 
to renewed ..debate on the problem of thé rate of, exchange*,: -Some thought was 
given to the introduction of a multiple rate-of exchange, with the object .of 
facilitating the export Of Brazilian products to those countries whiph had 
devaluated their currency; an argument strengthened by the,unfavourable position 
of Brazil's balance of trade at the time. 

The Government decided, however, to maintain th§ rate of exchange of 
the cruzeiro, on the ground that the bulk of Brazil's exports went, to countries 
which had not devaluated their currencies, and that devaluation of.the cruzeiro 
would be likely to endanger the favourable state of; the coffee market— 
coffee contributing more than half of the value of -Brazilis total exports. At 
the same time a system of combined operations was introduced which had the • 
effect of reducing the preesure of the rate of exchange on certain marginal 
exports. ' • 

' >> < ' , - t v , /b) Exchange control. 
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J&changévc^ : v̂ -
Convertible and ino^vertlble, currencies. • In. the past fey yeard trade policy 
hasvheen increasingly dominated by the problem of-the money supply-.. The 
difference "between convertible: and inconvertible foreign exchange hae..fre-
quently exerted á decisis© influence on importe, particularly dn the placing , 
of orders in certain countries,and has likewise affected exports. 

So far. as Brazil1 s foreign trade is concerned, this situation has 
been unmistakably harmful... If the foreign exchange reserves which had been. . 
accumulated by :the end of-the war had been freely available for use, an un-
favourable balance ̂of-trade could/have been, borne without, difficulty for a 
fairly* long period. However, 75 pet-cw-t: of this restore, (90 per cent 
by December 19̂ 7)- .consisted -of inconvertible currency and more than ¿half of 
it was held in blocked accounts and was therefore not available,for current 
•tirade transactions. » ' • ; , . .. ; . . » . r 

' -The bulk of theí'ássets In this latter category consisted of sterling, 
earned by credit exports by Brasil to Great Britain during the ;war end in 
1946. - .In 19.̂ 7, Brazil's .blocked assets. in Greai Britain, amounted to $5 million 
pounds sterling. ^ 

Commercial loans': to France, Belgium, .Sweden, Denmark, Czechoslovakiar 
Argentina and other coimtries had enabled Brazil to accumulate reserves of 
unblocked foreign currencies, but generally speaking these can be used only 
for the purchase 'of goods in: the debtor countries (compensated currencies), 

V 

' However, Brazil ftas been able to use a substantial part of these 
funds for acquiring capital goods, Thus, the supplies essential for the 
public works projected in the SALTE Plan —' petroleum refineries §nd tankers 7" 
locomotives,, etc. — were purchased principally in countries where' compensated 
currency accounts were available. By virtue of en agreement signed with the'' 
United Kingdom, a large part qf the blocked sterling account has been used for 
the advance ̂amortization of Brazil's foreign debt and the purchase of four 
railways owned by British companies. The release of pother part of the 
blocked pound, sterling ..aqpoujat,, enabled Brazil to place an order for several v 

tankers'in British-sliipyardsv ̂  ' " : .-.-r̂ 't; -<• . 

& Bank of Brazil Memoria - 1948 — page 40, 
Report of the Ministry of Finance to the Finance Commission of the 
Brazilian Chamber of Deputies, May 1?5Q* /Outstanding 
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Out standing indebtedness. In tm tüliatf éhortage. in Brazil, as in most 
other countries, began to become critical. The urgeht ñeéd for industrial goods 
(which-had been difficult tó: obtain during the war) and the freezing of. sterling 
balanceé led immediately after the war to heavy Brazilian buying in the 
United States, Brazil's trade with the United States in 19^7 closed with a; 
debit balance of 5,761 million cruzeiros. ! 

The balance-of trade deficit not only reduced dollar resources> but 
also led to delays in the-payment of imports. ' A loan of 80 million dollars 
granted by the Federal Reserve Bant of New Yorfc (and repaid in full in 19U8/U9), 
provided a temporary solution to these difficulties, and strict control measures, 
to which further reference will be made, made it possible :to reduce the purchase 
of less essential goods. Despite these measures the disequilibrium continued, 
and towards the middle of 19**9> outstanding accounts totalled 175 million,dollars. 
The solution of this problém was greatly facilitated by the rise in the price of 
coffee, exports of which since the second half of 19^9, have brought Brazil, 
substantial dollar surpluses. . 

Table 10. Brazil: Balance of Trade between Brazil and the United States 
: ' • • (millions of cruzeiros) 

Period Brazilian exports Brazilian imports Balance 
• . (F.O JB.) (C.I.F.). 

1946 7,693 7,583 • * 110-
1947 8,214 13,975 - 5761 
1948 9,387 10,876 • 1489 
1949 10,117 •8,770 

• • • •• + 
1347 

1st quarter 1949 1,984 3; 077 1093 
2nd.quarter " 1,970 2,060 - 90 
3rd quarter " 2,592 2,170 * 422 -
4th quarter " 3,571 1>63

 ; 
• 4 2108 • 

1st quarter 1950 2,4o4 1,186 1218 
2nd quarter " 2,523 ' 1,373 ' * 1150 ' ' 
^ — • ..... : i -i- rrT-r—• 1- - : • 

Source: Economic and Financial Statistics Service of the Brazilian Ministry 
of Finance», 

/Thanks 
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\ . K ^ t t l w r f M ^ i t o ^ ^ tlaae'talaftoé with thé Óiiitéd Státeé, 
which for' the period 1 JuLy-" l^^- to ' 30'«Jttitá 1950 closed vith a credit oí 
4,898 millipn'cíuzeirí»", Brasil lías' "been aT>Íe not only to settle its outstanding' 

, t, j •. f • f-accounts but also tó acci^laté'substantial d^^ 
Foreign exchange budget. One of the most effective, measures applied,for the 
purpose of restoring balance of trade, particularly wíththe convertible currency 
areas/vas the introduction iii July 19W of a foreign exchange budget. : • 

The term "budget** is perhaps not the most appropriate, one, since in 
actual fact a complete budget showing receipts and payment in foreign exchange 
is not compiled. What is done is simply to draw up an advance plan of expendio 
ture in convertible currencies. Payments in dollars, escudos and Swiss francs, 
which account for between 60 and JO per cent of Brazil's total imports, are 
budgeted semi-annually on the basis of estimated earnings in convertible currency. 
The figures are then readjusted $0 necessary in accordance with the dévelopmant 
of exports, A certain quota is set aside for Government expenditure and 
the rest apportioned between importe and services. 

In 19^8 and 19**9> the limitations of this budget proved far too 
restrictive. Non-governmental imports ran at 30 million dollars monthly> 
that is, less than half the mcpenditure in 19^7. The favpurabl© 
trend of the balance of trade in 1950 made it possible to expand Importé in 
convertible currency. 
Import licencing system. Exchange control has existed in Brazil since before . 
the war, but,making due allowance for the restrictions of a war economy, it has 
been exercised with little rigour or consistency. For the first.two years after 
the war imports were virtually unrestricted. 

The deterioration of the balajice .of trade and the dollar shortage 
brought about a need for reform. The first attempt made was to reduce imports 
of less essential goods by restricting the corresponding foreign exchange; but 
this method met with little success. Since February 19^8, however, all foreign 
trade ha^-in - thefory been subject; tx> a System̂ vofwimpórt .liceñcés. ' In the case / 
of exports, restrictions are limited to exceptional <jases, determined by domestic 
market requirements. In 19^9, for instance, the exportation of rice/ one of 
Brazil's normal exports, was temporarily prohibited. All imports, with the 
exception of certain basic and essential products, are subject to licence. 

/Gopds 
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Goods are divided into -ttoee.gtolî j "/hiil^ ess*iikkl and 
marginal. The granting of import goóds in thió latter category 
frequently depeñdá on feoc^brU ceĵ tkin próáufeAé, i ,e. on compensa t i on trade, 
which in the receiit past, has, assumed considerable importance, 

(c). ' foreign capital, • 1 

Legal provisions. From the standpoint of exchange, foreign capital invested 
in Brazil is in practice subject to the same provisions,a© imports of highly 
essential'production goods. The transfer of dividends and interest, up to a 
maximum of 8 per cent per annum, is given priwity over ail other payments in 
foreign exchange, and is exempt from the 5 per cent tax levied on most imports. 

The Constitution of 1946 did away with most of t'he former restrictions 
on- foreign capital, and the special legleiation'enacted ih that yéar is, 
according tp the Report of the Joint Brazil/United States Technical Comtóiséion 
(Abbink Mission), "relatively liberai'* and"'liberally adtoinistered1' 

Capital which enters Brazil legally/ and is registered therein, áiay 
be freely returned to its country of origin in annual quotas of 20 pér'cent. 
Other foreign capital is subject to the general exchange control regulations, 
It would appear that the purpose .of this differential treatment is the prevention; 
of pseudo-investments of "hot .money*, Hhe' sudden and substantial outflows of 
which have sometimes seriously endangered the stability of Brazilian currency. 

Recent investments. Despite the favourable economic conditions, there has been 
no great influx of foreign private capital.since the war. • • 

Nevertheless, private investments have iñcreáspd substantially, thanks 
to the reinvestment of profits of companies already established in Brázfl. 
Moreover, Investments by Ifalted States and international public credit insti-
tutions have partly compensated for the absence of new investment of private 
capital. 

1/ RepOTt of the Joirit BrazílrUhitéd 'States Technical iCommission, De|>artm?nt 
'of átate, Wa*h$^on/1^9/y?176i : 

> 

"• í;' •'•' : ? * i-i? ' • " • /The $031 
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" r m jÉWBtafttite-In this cat»80̂ >:."Waó ' .i . ' . • • • 
the 75 xaiiiioii ÜÓ3tlK̂ lbatí'gxent̂  $9^9 "By the Jnténtttioñkl fof 
Reoonstttiótión áĵ '̂ óVeíopeant to the BTÁzíIíaxi'̂ rB.ótím̂  Lightai*i -fcoWér Ctampany, 
the • toéi j électiíÓ poWĵ '¿úppljloá* By 30 Séptepfcer 1950* 

i&iiim dollars óf ihis lóátí fiad^been use&to buymaterlals for Brazilian : 

Tractiott̂ l̂áiiAñ i located fí^tlxe v ieihity of Bio de * Janeiro and in the Staté of 
Sao Baulof ft sm¿ll íárt of this ̂ en&ítüfce nao in S&ies frtncs, Canadian* ; 
dollars éri¿'pounds sterling. Inl950 the International Bank for Reconstruction 
ancl Develô ttent granted 'a further loánóf 12.8 million dollars tothe 
Compete Hidroeléctrica de Sao Firanclsco (Sao Franc iscoRirer Valley Hydro-
electric Cbtípe¿¿r); avnev ¿leotrié powér plftnt owned by 'the Federal (k^xíamit r 

The Export-Import %nk in Washington has also-invented large sums in' 
Braiii/ Reference may f 1¿tí% "made to a loan Of 25million dollars granted to 
tftá Ó^banhla Raeltt^l TKaticrial ípótt Steel Works-toe oflneró • 
of̂ ifce Vóítd' Redondapíaiit9 viíioh badpwHtóusly réo«ilté4 two other loans 
amounting to á total of 4$ éttlion f^l^e: Recentlythe^ 
Deport Bank announced a loan to the B r a s i l o f the metric Bond arid ' 
Share Company which owns lU Slectric: povér «ĉ xtniee , another to the Cdroanhla 
Wacldnal de Alcaíle t a gorornm^undertaking, ar̂ pther to a Bahia cemeat̂ cfopany 
and another to a Sao Paulo railway company, 

• Afteran abóence Vtof tenyeare, European investment '— particularly of 
French| Belgian and Swiss capital tea reappeared on the Brazilian market.' 

Though the exact amounts of these InNreelsoents are not known, it seems ^ 
probable that foreign capital investments in Brazilian economy during the -past 
two years haw'reached* s ^ ^x^^^wexi exceeded,-a total of 300 million dollars, 

,, /Total , 
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Total' foreign capital.A number of eíé^W'ki¿vé been iaade to calculate the 
total amount of. fpreign* capital 'invested íií .f^zll--tatítetw arrived" at 
ñkíuraily vary ¿¿coining tlie- fodh&eid'*^ ' 

é̂áofáirié - of i$kO, foreign capital lñveótmettt" 
In the \vavl6viB branches bí' -econcfoor .áaáúntéd"'' id- 6thousand Mllion* 
cruzeiros (358 million dollars)/'áiét̂ í̂ tfeá && íoliô fií $¿660 k&íiqh cruzeiros 
In Industry, i.6 thousand mlllion'in commerce and 2.1 thousand teílllon ítt 
agriculture'. This estimate did not Include transport and ccmmunicatibhé 
undertakings, though foreign capital was at that tin© prominent in thĉ ee sed tors* 
However, in View of the fact that the present value of most of the ente rprtsee 
covered' by the census is much higher than in 19^0, the general total must' agree 
fairly well with former estimates. 

tfhe United States GoVertiront census 6f 1943 showed that United States 
investments in Brazil* then amounted to 335 million dallare, of which 236 millibne 
consisted of direct investments. Of these, §8 iaüllbn dollars were in industry, 
59. millions in trade (including petroleum distribution) 88 millions in public 
utilities and transport, and only 10 ¿illIons in agriculture. 

It has been calculated that British investment which is falling kway 
markedly in Brazil, amounted to 75 million pouzids sterling in Í939 but'̂ robably "" 
not more than 60 millions in 1947. 

A recent investigation̂ /showed that at the end of 1948, foreign capital 
controlled 366 firms, with capital and reserves amounting to 14.5 thousand 
million cruzeiros (784 million dollars)- However, these figures dô indicate the 
actual amount of foreign capital, since very often a company is controlled by " 
holders of. á small majority, or even a minority of the stock* Furthermore, there 
are undoubtedly..many Undertakings in Brazil financed by foreign capital but 
administered by Brazilian citizens. 

Despite differences of detail, the Various estiinates agree by and large 
that the total foreign investment in the Brazilian economy varied between 75° and ' 
1000 million dollars*/notallowingfor^e'reM^ the British' 

\ 1 ••• -l!'̂  '"'I". • 
Con Juntura liconoittlcâ  March y April, May and Jíune 195O. 
To obtain some idea of the relative importance of this totel,it is 
sufficient to note that the p̂ pital and reserves alone of Brazilian 
limited companies empuntad in 1949 to 53 thouf»^ million criazelros 
(2.9 thou^d willion dollare)» . 

/railways 

H 
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railways and é t ^ e feiftand Já&O&éé étit̂ íprlseé Sequestrated during 
the^war, >eoiD0 of-which ̂ VQ- 'been,definitely transferred to th©1 ownership of 
domestic.capital-. ^ • • '.' * r,.-Vv • 

"(d) Balance-of tp̂ raosnts:' .. ? r/ v ' * 
Mpiremeni- or Soods anfl Services. The technical study of the international ' 
toaiáef of paytonfe is' a new "branch of research in Brazilii/ of course, the 
actual "balancing of foreign exchanga incomings and outgoings has always "been a 
mailer -of cpnoértttoV^:Gm&Tm&nt, arid its in̂ ort&nce tor the national economy 
-has heen-regardéd a» fundaitórital. Butthe ̂problem has been over-simplif iedby 
redubirig the balance-to two items, namely, the credit or debit balance vf, 
"trade aádrthe service of 'the: foreign ̂public debt-,.private capital movementsand 
the "e^rHee of :direet foreign-, investamñté being left:-out of accotmty - But 
thes&'are píreoissly1̂ © two>* factors which-have frequently tipsertthe balance,. : 
despit© ihvariably favourabl© trade^positionv 

"' in- the absence of any ottier current forelgn exchange earnings, the 
trade baianc©rf - is StilltUe moat fci$Ortant item In Brazil1 s. balance of payments» 
The atoou'ht of thé ̂ credit trád© balance lesoraawhat uncertain, owing to til©- , 
present 'toffimer^publicad where AS in most 
• other' countries i e ^ are shovnF*0vB.and import values C.I.F.,v: 

f 

However, the l^ances>of paym©nt compiled .by the International Monetary Fund 
show impdrt ¿válueti.'F*0;B*y thus bearing upthispolnt.- Both ̂ ystema of u: 
calculation :tar6 employed, dri th© followte : • - ' > v ; . ; 

^ ^ ̂  Tabl© .11*; Bttellg Balance OfForeign ,Trade . -v.? ¿ 
-„. (minions of cru:̂ elr<Ds; . .... lV r 

Years v Foreign trade gtáiiétlcs ' "Goods- Itéto Of balance of ¡payments 
' Exports j Imports Balance ' Ĉredit Debit Balance 

55¡r ' *" 21,179" '22,789' ; ' . 1,610 ^ 21,400 " 2,083 
19^8 21,697 20,985' " 712 c 21,881»: ' - 16,733 t; :':5;15ar 

A - .1 ' a/ Not yet published' 
éoUrce :For ' f ore i ^ t̂ aáé; Ecónomlcf and Financial Stótistibs Service of the 

r ^ Minlatry ofFinancfcj^^ of. .payments: . International Mpnetary 
^Fund, Balance pf pay^^te Yeajrbopk 19^8 and Preliminary iJ; 
pages 78 e t s e ^ J'1 r « " ,1 1 - •" •̂"•v- "i" ^ ' «̂ŷ y» ^ 

1380 Dig&sto Econoínico (§Sp Paulo), May 19^0, for pre-war balances of 
pay^ants ̂fP which, however, are technically very imperfact. 

/The balance 
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• ., 'tfiife .í&tócé 6t ¿¿is?tB©íite aatfr HáVi ieén «MÍJüetea:M allow for .the . 
purchase of ships, áiffetéMe&'iti. Mtéa, trade discounts ?tc&; hut the 
discrepancy "between the foreign trade and balance of payméftts flojee is , 
fundamentally attributable to costs of: traxisportation of íiajK>3r1¿dî oods. It 
Is calculated that in" 1947 this' item,stood ait 3,465 million and in 1948 at -
4,109 million cruzeiros, or 18 and ,25 par ceftt refipectively of the FfO*B. value 
of imports. ' "V v * " 

The costv of maritime transport -- in practice the sole means of 
transport used in Brazil1 e foreign trade is a factor of fundamental imporUfeco 
In Brazil's balance of payments. Brazil has not lost sight of this fact, and 
has áade efforts in the course of the last few years to expand and modernize its 
own merchant fleet, In particular by the formation of a large fleet of oil 
tanKers. It may therefore be hoped that within a few years the v^ry heavy 
pressure of this Item on Brazil's balance ¡óf payments may be- alla^iated. Costs 
of other noĥ 'f Inanclal services have been reduced by exchange controls. Thus, 
expenditure ott foreign travel was reduced from 680 million cruzeiros In 1947 to 
only 198 millions in 1948. It should be noted, h'ove ver, that this figuré reflects 
only the foreign exchange • granted fór thi£ pux̂ oeé by the Baufc of Brazil* In 
fact a large part of actual tóuriet -e^nditure ;.¿a¿""Wén- financed by o-£her means. 

Financial services continue to occupy a predominant place in the 
balance of payrants, and like other services show a substantial deficit. Xn 
1948, service of Investments closed with a debit balance QÍ 1,906 million 
cruzeiros, whilert th§ .interest payments on the foreign debt amounted to only 
,3H million .cruzeiros* Clearly the actual burden of the service of private 
Investments la .reduced by the reinvestment of a considerable portion of the 
profits accruing£rm these investments. In 1948, for instance, 740 million: 
cruzeirpe of a total of 1,1*43 million cruzeiros In profits were thus reinvested. 
However, 700 million cruzeiros were actually transferred abroad, tó which must 
ber added the 66l million cruzeiros required for the amortization óf the public 
debt and other contractual payments * Thoughthese latter do In fact constitute 
capital movements, they constitute a burden simpar, frbm the standpoint of 
foreign excjiajig*, to' that involved In the payment of interests and dividends, 

• - / - • ; . ( • ' — 
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Capital Hovemeftte. Capltal ntô etóiité closed with a debit balance I.e. á vwwmxvit, v ?.. • 
net Inward movetónt -'óSf̂S itllié&^iW^ Ife Í947, ród 342 million 
cruzeiros in $hi¿ î tóátidif íe: considerably greater'tfean that of the 
balance of trade, which closed with a deficit ofl,6l0 million cruzeiros In 
1947 andV credit of̂  ¿ ¿ millions in 

This difference springs not oñly from financial services, which in 
1948 wer$ higher than In 1947Í but aleo fróm several extraordinary transactions, 
such ae the redemption of part of the 80 million dollar loan granted to Brazil 
in the preceding yaw. Theré is, i^vertheless, a considerable difference which 
still remains to be accounted for, and Is coveredln the balance of payment® by 
"Errors and Omissions", in 1947 this item showed a debit balance of 586 million 
cruzeiros; which means that apparently the net inward movement of capital 
exceeded the current transacting déficit, whereas in 1948 the net inward ? 1 - • 
movement of capital fallad to cover this déficit, leaving a gap of 739 million 
cruzeiros. A v ! ' 
Public and Private Transaction^. CSovernment operation® Involve largs amounts 
inr the balance of payments, b^t in fact theee operations are merely intermediary 
transactions on behalf bf privet»1 business; 

According to Bank of Brazil exchángs statistics ̂Ctovermefct 
departments Imported goods to the iralu* bf 2,070 million cruzeiros-In 1948 and 
2,081» millions In 19^9 • These substantial sums — about 10 per cent.of the 
C.I.F* value of total importscover not only materials purchased by the 
Government to meet its owri requirements, but also cértain primary products 
lilce whe^t ** bought for res'aleV" ' * 

According to the same source, the Government disbursed foreign exchange 
to: the value of 1,856 million cruzeiros in 1948 and 3,786 millions In 1949 for 
unspecified services. The more detailed analysis'of the balance of payments 
made by; the International Monetary Fund shows that Government expenditure in 
1948 oh specific services, excluding 'the service bf the public debt and 
relating to "lend-lease11 payment operations, amounted to only 305 million 
cruzeiros, ap against ¡ceveiiue of 143 million cruzeiros# ; • 

' ' c " • ' 1 ' ' ^ ; . . " • 

1 •'/ * ' \ /. -'-' ( • ' ^ • 
• • 1 1 1 -lVi, • "'., I \ 1,11 <1 , 
1/ feanfc of Brazil, Memoria 1949, pagas ¿56-249. 
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v Inth?.Bank of _ ^̂ f̂ pno»-.- r ; ; 
substantial oxpend^tupee fAĴ fldLT̂ d̂  in the>^b<^ 
payments, j>rinc¿pally capital itreuwactiô .; <Y ífcase ..Jáclude, in:. píB^lc^ar, 
the purchase of the railroads and the redemption of puhl|c¿ de>t which, ap has 
been pointed out, were effected by/tha: Government's sterling assets. Ifcese,. 
therefore, are essentially,£cpmens£ted transactions. 

; private capital transactions brought a » t Inward ayvement of 2,331 
million pruseiro/s in 1^7 and of 2,197 million cruzeiroó in 19^8. Ija both 
years shorts tena transactions predominated, though in 19^8 Investments and 
reinvestments amounted to. mpre than 1,000 pillion cruzeiros. 
Summary and Prospects* The 3,91*7 ,and 19W3 current transactions accounts f . 
closed with deficits. .. Thpse led to. certain, difficulties, since foreign 
capital investment was insufficient to fill ih© In order to meet 
outstanding commercial dotyts it l^refora. necessary to raise short-4t?4«mtV 
bank loans. 

It may be. consî rgfl, however, that thase difficulties fcave been 
eliminated. • Thefavoura^ trad©, from the second half 
of 19^9 has made it possible to repay'ci»ttBejpc:̂ al, dollar ¿teht, and Jfce .. 
temporary shortage of other currencies is npt a serious problem. , On the 
contrary, Brazil holds reserves of convertible currencies. 

Though the balance of payments, briefly analysed above, xLo no.t 
reflect the pĵ esent position, they ne.vertheless point to a number of factors, 
of importance both for the present and for the immediate future. 

At the present stags of its economy,its technical, development and . 
its standard of living, Brazil requires an active trade balance with an annual 
credil? of soma 1.5 to 2 thousand million cruzeiros, to enable it to. .cover without 
difficulty the Inevitable deficit in the balance of services • If this minimum 
credit balance cannot be achieved, foreign investments will be. essential. 

It is clear that large investments entering Brazil in the form of . 
goods reduce the OWdit trade balance. Save in the cage of loans, which are 
purely financial,/ intended, solely for the payment ofservices, all investments 
of foreign capital are primarily reflected in imports, and even if such 
investments are of a highly productive nature it frequently takes many years 
before they have any effect prt exports. ,. . 


